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Dyalog APL Namespaceslet you...
e@ Organise your workspace into self-contained sub-systems
® Encapsulate functions and variables within GU] objects
© Isolate utilities from your application code

we☝ The new Version 8 Explorer lets you browse namespaces,
drag-drop objects from one to another, and a whole lot more.
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 EDITORIAL
by Anthony Camacho

I am handing over the Editor☂s chair to Duncan Pearson from Volume 13
onwards.J shall continue helping him as a memberof the Vector Working Group
and, I hope, subsequent editors. For the record, the roll of Vector☂s editors is:
Robert Bittlestone, David Preedy, Adrian Smith, Jonathan Barman, me and now
Duncan Pearson.
The working groupis the thing that keeps Vector going. That, far more than the
editor, deserves your thanks for twelve years of the best in APL. How it came
about is hard to explain. It wasn☂t planned, with the social dynamics carefully
worked out. It was started by David Preedy andstill has someof theoriginal
members, Current membership is: Adrian and Gill Smith, David Ziemann,
Jonathan Barman,Richard and Adam Weber, Duncan Pearson, John Searle, Ray
Cannon & Jon Sandles. Editors for education Vector have not always attended
the working group meetings. Nevertheless, Norman Thomson, Alan Sykes, Alan
Mayerand Jan Clark also deserve your thanks.
And while I] am thanking people I also thank the authors, especially those whoI,
or others, bullied into writing.
] just looked at the Vectors and editorials I☂ve been responsible for. There are
quite a lot of editorials about conferences and howI think they should be run ♥
so many that I have been accused of riding a hobby-horse. One good thing to
note was the reduction in price (in Vol.10 No.3) which should have put Vector
into everyone☂s reach.
The two besteditorials (my choice) are in Vol.11 (Nos 1 & 2).
Now shall have (as they say of Tory ministers that get caught) more time to
spend with my family. Alison gave birth to Gemma on 24th February and we
expect a second grandchild later this year.



High Energy APL Developer 22a 
Saladin is a successful and rapidly growing company with a niche market in
the supply of information services and software to the energy trading
business. Our business is truly global, with 200 customer organisations
supported from ouroffices in the UK, USA and Singapore.
Saladin☂s most widely used product, PAWS, is set for a new period of
intensive developmentfollowing its successful conversion to MS Windows
using the Dyalog APL/W environment, and we are now lookingfor a talented
and enthusiastic individual to complete the product development team at
our headquarters in Walton-on-Thames,Surrey.
The successful candidate will have extremely good APL skills and, ideally,
experience of developing in a Windows environment. Knowledge of other
programming languages (particularly C/C-++) would also be welcome.
Applicants should have a track record in APL developmentofat least two
years, but candidates with a substantially greater level of experience should
nothesitate to apply.
With its excellent road and rail links (25 minutes from Waterloo), Walton-
on-Thamesis in comfortable commuting distance of both London and the
M4corridor.

Salary will be dependent on experience andability, butis likely to be highly
competitive. Benefits include private medical cover andlife assurance.
Please call Hugh Hagan on 01932 243233to discuss the position, or send
full career details to Hugh at Saladin Ltd, Walton Court, Station Avenue,
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, KT12 INT.

Saladin ♥ experts in energy information solutions  
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Quick Reference Diary 1996
Date Venue Event
17th May London AGMand Vendor Forum
4996 RoyalStatistical Soc. Provisional Programme...

1.30pm Annual General Meeting
2.00pm Bloomsbury Software
2.40pm Causeway Graphical Systems
3.20pm --- Tea break ---
3.40pm MicroAPL
4.20pm Dyadic Systems
5.00pm Close

24-25 June Toronto J User Conference
1996 Canada For more information, contact Anne Faust

email: amfaust@ aol.com

duly 28 - Lancaster APL96- Designing the Future
August 2 University See Preliminary Programme and Abstracts
1996 UK on pages 6-9

The Annual General Meeting and Vendor Forum will be held at The Royal
Statistical Society on Friday 17 May 1.30 p.m.to 5.0 p.m. Details will be sent to
all members as an independent mailing.

 

Dates for Future Issues of VECTOR
Vol.13 VoL13 VoL13
Nol No.2 No.3

Copy date 24th May 96 6th Sept 96 6th Dec 96
Ad booking 31st May 96 13th Sept 96 ~ 13th Dec 96
Ad Copy 7th June 96 20th Sept 96 20th Dec 96
Distribution July (at APL96) October 96 January 97
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APL96
Programme Highlights

and Abstracts of Accepted Papers
report on Programme Committee Meeting by Adrian Smith

 

APL96 Programme Committee Meeting at Lancaster
Saturday 16th March 1996at the Lancaster House Hotel
Present were:

Adrian Smith (Causeway)
Philip Benkard (IBM,retd)
John Scholes (Dyadic Systems)
Dr Alan Sykes (University of Swansea)
Morten Kromberg
Gitte Christensen (both of Insight Systems)

Note that this followed a preliminary meeting in New York between Adrian
Smith, Mike Kent, Philip Benkard and Lynne Shaw on Saturday 2nd March,
where the general shape and contentof the conference werealso discussed.

Programme Outline
The meeting began by discussing the basic layout of the programmegrid, and
agreed on a standard format for each day of a morning plenary, followed by a
Vendorforum, followed by a short session when each workshop leader would
spend no more than 15 minutes introducing the material to be covered that
afternoon. This takes the morning through to coffee break, after which we
allocated twoparallel tracks for submitted papers. Where possible, these papers
will be programmedto supportthe material in the afternoon workshops.
Lunch wasintentionally left clear, as several of us had received feedback from
San Antonio that delegates had missed out on valuable ☁networking☂ time
becauseof the completeloss of lunchtime to vendor forums.
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In the afternoon we worked with fourparallel tracks: two of these were allocated
to ☁hands-on☂ workshops, one to a moretraditional ☁classroom☂tutorial, and one
to submitted papers and ☁APL Success Stories☂ run sequentially. Not all the
afternoon paperslots are currently filled with accepted material, so we would
encouragepotential authorsto contact us with any☁late-breaking☂ APLstories.
The afternoon programmeis scheduled to run until 7.00 (with a half-hour break
for tea) with the option for enthusiasts to resumein the hands-onlabslaterin the
evening. If workshops are heavily over-subscribed, we will need to look at the
option of hiring more lab space and repeating sessions as required.
In general, the programme committee did not react favourably to the suggestion
of ☁panels☂ or ☁debates☂, although the possibility of some ☁panel-led☂ workshops
(for instance on portability issues) was left openif suitable topics are suggested.

Strategy for Proceedings
It was agreed to provide delegates with a ring-binder containing refereed papers
in the normal proceedings format, and workshop notes as they becameavailable
during the conference. The final proceedings will appear as the Autumn or
Winter QuoteQuad, and will include additional material arising during the
conference.

ProgrammeHighlights
APL96 is planned to be the best training opportunity this year for anyone
involvedin designing, migrating or implementing the APL systemsof the future.
We have major ☁hands on☂ workshops on GUI programming in Dyalog and J3
from Dyadic, Strand and Causeway. We have Timo Laurmaa running a full
afternoon session on TCP/IP programming (APL over the Internet); Morten
Kromberg will be running tutorials on ODBC access and setting up APL as an
ODBC server; Norman Thomson and Philip Benkard are sharing a tutorial
stream on nested-array programming.
Heinz Roggenkemper of SAP AG will explain why one of the world☂s largest
software companies has chosen APL for graphical configuration tools, and Jack
Rudd will show us how APL2 has been used to achieve unheard-of accuracy in
civilian GPS systems. With submitted papers on everything from whale songs to
economic modelling in Russia to the use of J as a teaching language- we plan to
have something for everyone at APL96.
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Abstracts of Accepted Papers
Atthe time of writing, we still have a number of papers under review.Thislist
probably represents just over two-thirds of the papers which will be presented at
APL96. The sequence numbers havebeenallocated in noparticular order.
[002] Stephen M. Mansour

Howto Write an APL Utility Function (Workshop)
In today☂s businessclimate, re-usable codeis essential. But many programmers often don☂t useexistingutility functions because they find them difficult to use or not general enough. Also, theymay not knowthatsuch functionsexist. Instead, programmers often clone lines of code fromotherfunctions. This results in sloppy, undocumented code whichis full of errors. In order to
avoid this, the authorofa utility Function must make an extra effortto ensurethathis function is
designed properly.
APLis easy to learn because its primitives behave consistently, work on arrays as well as scalars,
can handle edge conditions, often use default values, and are totally encapsulated from the user.
We canlearn from this by designingutility functions in the same way,allowing them to become
an extension of APL and its set of primitives. This workshopwill show some design techniquesand examples. Attendees will be encouraged to bring in their own examples,

(003) Manuel AlfonsecaRepresentation of Fractals by means ofL-Systems
Fractals canbe represented by meansof L-systems (Development Grammars), together with a
graphic interpretation, Two families of graphic interpretations have been used: turtle graphicsand vector graphics. This paper describes an APL2/PC system able to draw fractals representedby L-systems, with both graphic interpretations. A theorem is proved on the equivalence
conditions for both interpretations. Another point shownis the fact that supposed deficiencies in
L-systemsthat have prompted proposalsof extensionsare really deficiencies in the graphic
transiation scheme.

[004] S.M.ObraztsovetalJoint Deterministic/Adaptive Methodfor Economic Forecasting
Economic forecastingis of great importance when some economic mechanismis changed rapidly
as in Russia nowadays. Any economic system is a deterministic/stochastic entity of greatcomplexity, Because ofthis, informative models which offer the interplayof the mostsignificantfactors are inadequateforsatisfactory long-term forecasting.
Thepaperdescribes a forecasting procedure based upon the joint use of formalized method
(numerical simulation) and adaptive method (simulation with neural network) when the model
structure is formed by incoming information. Combinationofforecasts selected by experts allowsto make the mostlikely forecast from the ☜fan☝ of probable tracks. APL-implementationofthisprocedure has been used for the forecasting of municipal expenditures.

[006] Alan Graham0: a Simple Modern Array Programming Language System
Oisa programming compiler/interpreter and environment for Microsoft Windows 95 and NT.
The session manageris written in Microsoft Visual Basic. Microsoft Word or WordPad can be
used as a program editor. The 0 compiler is written in 0 and the runtimeinterpreteris J.
Ois a descendent of APL, APL2, and APLO. 0 preserves the qualities that madeoriginal APL
reat: fast array-based computation, compact symbolic mathematical notation, simpleexpression-oriented functionallanguage, scalars (character and numeric) are abstract (internal
details are hidden), computer management(declarations, space management, compile and link,  
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{007}

(010)

{012]

etc,} is automatic.
0 climinates deprecated and redundantfeatures. Rank and Depth are merged: a vector of vectors
is identical to rows of matrix. Many modesare eliminated:no selectable index origin, printprecision, comparison tolerance, or print width. Shared variables and auxiliary processors areremoved:files are arrays, asynchronousprocesses are controlled by functioncalls.
Oextends the simplified APL2. New classes ofscalars: expression,string, fault, and nil. New
operators: apply, axis, compose, power. New functions: count, convert. New library functions: if,else, do, while, until, for take expressions as arguments and provide, using C-like syntax, control-
flow functions. An APL/ASCII one-to-one mappingis built in for transfer and for devices that do
not support alternate character sets, for example _i ts a verbose form ofiota.
John E. HowlandUsing J as an Expository Languagein the Teaching ofComputer Science to Liberal Arts Students
APLandJ are seldom,if ever, used in the teachingofcollege or university courses. Asa result,students rarely experiencethe benefits of learning and using these languages whichare wellknownto expert practioners of APL andJ. One outcomeofthis alarmingfact is that APL and J
are destined to be nothing more than, perhaps, obscure languages used only by a small numberof experts in a few selectedfields, Since few new peopleare beingtrained, uses of APL and J may
cease completely because companies cannotafford therisk of systems based on a technology
whichhasnoskilled labourforce.
Recently, the author has developed a new laboratory-based computerscience course forliberalarts students in which students are introduced to 13 core computersciencetopics. Programming
languageis used in an expository fashion to describe each topic by building simple workingmodels of each topic. These models are then usedasthe basis of laboratory experimentsin a co-
requisite laboratory course. Students are not taught programmingin this course, butrather, aretaughtjust enoughofthe syntax and semanticsof the languageto be ableto read and understand
the exposition and models. Initially, Scheme wasusedin the lecture notes and laboratory
materials developedforthis course. Recently, however, an experimentis under way to replacethe use of Schemein thiscourse by J, The developmentofthis course and laboratory was funded
by the MeadowsFoundation and NSF grant DUE 9452050.
Linda AlvordThe Derivative isfor Dancing
This paperuses J to illustrate the meaningofthe derived function or a derivative whichis afundamental conceptin the studyof calculus. To make the idea more understandable we can
demonstrate the notion using visual representations.Firstfill polygons and consider them as
graphic objects. Then present them at successiveintervals alongthe curve. Next,rotate each
polygon by an angle obtained from the derivative. This will cause the object to appear to tum in
asit appears to move alongthe curve. Using animation techniques of drawing anderasing the
figure,it will appear to move appropriately along the curve. When the derivativeis incorrect,the
figure will appearto spin aimlessly along the curve. Hopefullythis aspectof the ☜slope of the
curve☝ will motivate and enliven the study of the derivative. In addition, it may provide aninteresting twist to a study of animation.
Johann MitléhnerClassifier Systems and Economic Modeling (possible workshop)
Human economicdecisions are characterized by a numberof factors which make them difficultto model with standard mathematical tools. Decisions can be more easily described by a set of
rules, and someof them maybe ☁rules of thumb☂, Economic behaviouris adaptive, in that people
are able to adjustto a changing environment.It is arguedin this paperthattheclassifier system
frameworkis a suitable means of modelling human economic decisions. A case of a simple
economic decision offinding an optimalprice is discussed, whichis later made more complex byintroducing an input variablethataffects the optimalprice. It is shownthatclassifier systems can
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[013]

[ou]

[018]

be used in both tasks, and their performanceis compared to human decisions in the sameset of
circumstances.
Jack RuddReal-timeAPL Prototype ofa Wide Area Differential GPS System
The power of APL2 was applied to design and prototype a widearea differential GPS system in a
matter of months. This system is designed to haveall the capabilities of the GPS control segment,but with dramatically more accurate geolocationestimates forcivilian users. The prototype was
implemented ona single workstation and demonstratedin real time with live GPS satellitesignals.
An APL2 simulationof the main elements of the system wascreated in two labour months.This
includedprecise simulation ofsatellite orbits, sensor measurements andthe random walk of
atomicclocks, as well as measurement processing and state estimation. A full APL simulation,
including user algorithms, was completed in two more labour months. Then the simulation wasevolvedto process recorded GPS satellite measurements instead of simulated measurements.
Particularly compiex processing of the actual measurements was found necessary. This evolutionwas completedin less than three months,
An effective graphical demonstration using AP207 was created on a laptop computer formarketing the system to potential customers in the international market. Real-time processing of
measurements simultaneously gathered from five GPS receivers was achieved, demonstrating
userlocation accuracy of a very few metres.
Manual AlfonsecaUser Interfaces with Object-Oriented Programming in APL2
The powerof general arraysis used to provide APL2 with object-oriented capabilities, which are
used to generate user interface object classes such as windows, menus, dialog boxes and
messages, among, others,all of which can be created as persistent objects. This makes verystraightforward the developmentof userinterfaces for real applications,
Robert BerneckyAPEX: The Peak ofAPL Parallel Performance
APEX, the APL Parallel Executor,is a high-performanceparallel compiler for an extended subset
of ISO Standard APL. APL programs compiled with APEX run up to 1300 times faster thaninterpreted APL, and are often competitive with FORTRAN and C. APEX also automaticallyparallelizes code for execution on multi-processor platformsincluding the CRAY C90 andtheSilicon Graphics SGI PowerChallenge.
This tutorial will be given in two 11/2 hour segments. Thefirsthalf be of generalinterest. Thesecond half will be more technical, and explore APEX internals.If all goes well, attendees willreceive a floppy containing compiled versions of popular APLutilities. If time permits, we will
compile a few simple applications.
Whoshould attend?
- Managers whoare responsible for large APL projects- APL programmers whoare interested in high-performance APL
- Power APL users whoneedparallel computing capability+ Interpreter and compiler designers interested in compiled APL
Whatwill I learn?
Part 1:- Whatis APEX?- How does APEX perform compared to interpreted APL?- How does APEX perform compared to FORTRAN and C?
- How muchparallel speedup does APEX get?

10  
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(019)

[020]

021]

- Why does APEX-generated coderunso fast?
- What can APEX dofor me?
~ What can☂t APEX do for me?
- How do link APEX code with C or FORTRAN?
- How doI build DLLs with APEX?
- Whatplatforms does APEX run on?- Whatis the future of APEX?
Part 2:
- How does APEX work?- Whyis holistic design required?
- Where doesall that speed comefrom?
» Therole of SSA and SISAL in APEX- APLdesign issues ♥ semiglobals, functionalcontrol structures, value error- Therole ofsynergy andloopfusion
Phil Chastney
Multi-dimensional Databases at Eurostat
At Eurostat weare developing a Multi-dimensional Database using APLforthe front-end withan SQLinterfaceto a relational DBat the backend.There will be a presentationofthe conceptof☜dimension☝andthe underlyingideas andtechniques of MDDs.
Gérard Langlet
☁The Least-Action Principle (LAP) in APL
Theleast-action principle, one of the fundaments of Physics, has never been given a definition for
computerscience. APLis the best notation to try to reformulate it in modern terms.
Per Gerlov
Songofthe Whale (Parallel Processing using APL2)

At the Technical University of Denmark APL2 hasoften been used in a credit course. Theobjective of the course exercise has been to analyse the vocalisations of Sperm Whales. In January1996 the course wasrun again, this time using the IBM SP/2 supercomputerto solve theproblem. An additional objective in this course wasto utilize the possibilities of this powerful
parallel computer.
During the three weeks of the course the students learned the APLlanguage, solved a nontrivial
problem, used a very powerful computer for the solution and wrote a detailed report,
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Newsfrom Sustaining Members
Compiled by Gill Smith

APL2000 Inc (Bloomsbury Software Ltd)
Weare busily working on release 2.0 of APL+Win and expectto releaseit at the
end of March 1996. This newrelease will allow your APL+Win applications to be
used under Windows3.1, Windows 95 or WindowsNT soas a developer, you
only need worry aboutonesetof code for your application. We are adding new
controls that will allow your applications to have the new ☜look andfeel☝ that
users have come to expect, and give it to them in any Windowsenvironment.
This meansless complexity, reduced documentation, simpler training and easier
support.
Amongthe controls we are adding is a single selector control that will enable
youto easily create Tabbed Property Sheets, Application ☜Wizards☝, and button
driven input forms. You will like the ☜ease of use☝ of this particular feature. In
addition we are adding ListView, TreeView, Progress bar, TrackBar, and more to
enhance your applications and speed development. You will also enjoy speedups
and enhancements to the interpreter (such as Take and Drop along Axis).
Applications written using 32 bit DLLs will work fine in all environments and 16
bit DLLs can be accessed in Win95 or 3.1. A second release providing OCX
supportis expected to be demonstratedat the international APL96 conferencein
July. With this group of APL enhancements your development tools will be
expanded to include virtually all of the widely available programming and
utility packages, and allow you to smoothly integrate APL with other tools and
environments.
Wesaid our mission goes beyond keepingthe interpreter up-to-date. With this in
mind, we're pleased to announce the creation of some workspaces called
APL+Widgets. These are workspaces of tools or application fragments that can
help you add features to your application, or perhaps see new approaches to
using APL+Win. The collection currently includes a calendar control (which
looks remarkably like the calendar in Quicken for Windows) and a video control
for showing AVI files. Over time, we'll add additional workspaces to showcase
the features of the language.
Webelieve APL+Unix is important to your long-term Client-Server strategy. We
will be improving our UNIX product to make it a better tool for Server
applications. APL+Unix is being upgraded to incorporate control structures and

12  
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to consolidate all of the bugfixes and changes given out on a per request basis
for the product. You will find the addition of control structures to be especially
useful in developing Server applications. In addition to this major change, we are
adding Take and Drop along Axis to bring us closer in line to the APL2
language. This release is expected to be ready for beta distribution in the second
quarterof 1996.
To ease the flow of code amongall three platforms, we are adding control
structures to APL+DOSin the third quarter. This will allow computational
routines to be easily moved without having to be rewritten.
Any license purchased in 1996 will be eligible for free (with the exception of
shipping charges) upgrades to all releases of that product during the calendar
year. This will include all improvementsandfixes to that product. That means
that if you purchased APL+Win in January, you will receiveall of the APL+Win
improvements as they are available. To order any product in the UK call
Bloomsbury Software on 0171 436 9481.
To help in that communication effort we are now on the World Wide Web
located at http;//members.aol.com/APL2000. Oursite has information about our
products and services and innovative waysto use them. In addition, a section on
technical tips will give you examples you may find useful in improving your
business application.

Insight Systems/ Adaytum Software
Adaytum Planner forWindows
Developmentofversion 2.0 of our multi-dimensional business planning product,
previously known as the Kunzle Planning System (KPS), is finally completed.
Rolling the product out to 200 customers will take up a considerable amount of
our time over the next several months, but even so we can now schedule new
releases of our Client/Server productrange.
SQAPLClient 3.0
Development of a new version of the SQAPL or APL Link client will be
completed in the 2nd quarter of 1996, with general availability planned for
August/September. The primary goal is to take advantage of enhancements to
SequeLink(version 3.0), and to ODBC drivers. In particular, we would like to:

+ Remove the object size limitations of previous versions of MiddleWare
products, by supporting ☜partial bind☝calls. The only remaining limits on
object size will be workspacesize and limits imposed by the host database.

13
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+ Support SequeLink 3.0 functionality, making ODBC-style dictionary calls and
data type supportavailable under Unix and OS/2, This will remove mostof
the differences which exist between the SequeLink and ODBCversions ofSQAPL.

+ Improved ☜Data Set☝ functions, supporting multiple keys.
+ Support for ODBCcalls to interrogatethelist of installed drivers, driver

options, and to supportinteractive logon panels provided by ODBCdrivers.
+ Implement workaroundsfor errors in popular ODBCdrivers, in particular the

Microsoft Office drivers.

Weinvite all our existing customers to write to us to suggest features to be
included in the new release.
SQAPLServer 3.0
Nonewrelease of the SQAPL Server is plannedfor the immediate future. We do
expect that our ownuse of the productin the Client/Server version of Adaytum
Planner will lead to the development of a number of new features, which will
find their way into a new version of the SQAPL Serverlater this year.
APLPipes 1.0
Wefinally have the time to complete the packaging and documentation of APL
Pipes, our TCP-based communications product. We will also add support for
non-APLapplications, so Pipes can provide access to APL services from Visual
Basic and other application developmenttools, and access to TCP services like
FTP,telnet and the World Wide Web from APL.
APLI6
This year☂s APL conference, to be held at Lancaster at the end of July, is
promising to be an APL training event of the highest calibre. Judging from the
APLconsulting work we have been asked to do during the last 6-12 months,
downsizing of APL applications is now really happening. At APL96 you can
learn aboutall the relevant technologies: using enclosed arrays, moving from one
APL system to another, using remote databases and building distributed systems
using TCP/IP and other communicationtools.
Together with APL 2000, Dyadic, IBM andSoliton, wewill be there to show you
how to use our software in combination with their APL systems. See you in
Lancaster!
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Dyadic Systems Limited
Dyadicis pleased to announce that Dyalog APL/W Version 8.0 is finished and
should be shipping by the time this edition of Vector is printed. The last few
pieces of the jigsaw, including Control Structures and support for 32-bit OLE
Controls, were added during February and issued to Preview Program Sub-
scribers in March. The new OLE Control support is worthy of special mention.
Version 7 of Dyalog APL has, for a long time, supported Visual Basic Custom
Controls (VBX). Whilst a well behaved VBX is indeed a valuable tool in the Dyalog
APLer☂s armoury, VBX technology is (ahem) notexactly a rigorous science, and
has now all but been abandoned by Microsoft. Its replacement, OLE Controls,
provides similar functionality, but is based upon sound object-oriented
technology. OLE Controls are constructed from a properly defined set of
function calls and a prescribed set of rules and protocols. In Microsoft
terminology, Dyalog APL/W Version 8 acts as a fully fledged OLE Control
Container and can therefore access any OLE Controlthat adheres to the rules. The
good newsis that so far, Dyadic has not found an OLE Control that doesnAit
work with Version 8.
When an OLE Control is installed on your computer, all of the information
needed to access and manipulate the Control is recorded in the Windows
Registry and Type Library. This information includesa list of Properties, Events
and Methods provided by the Control together with information about the data
structures they use. For example, not only doesthe system record that the Crystal
Reports OLE Control has a property called Destination, but it also records thatit
maybeset to 0, which means ☜To Window☝,or 1 which means ☜To Printer☝ or 2
which means ☜To File☝. Pointers to on-line help topics are also available and all
this informationis directly accessible in Dyalog APL.
One test of a true OLE Control Container is whether or not it can act as a
browser. The proofis a Version 8 workspace named OCXBROWSwhichlistsall
of the OLE Controls installed on your system. Select one and it will create an
instanceof the Control together with a hierarchical view of its Properties, Events
and Methods. Click on a property name andit will give you a brief description of
the property, its data type and, if appropriate, a list of the values it may take.
Click again and you will get full on-line help. You can also experiment with the
Controldirectly through a standard property sheet interface.
OLEisin fact a set of technologies of which OLE Controlsis just a part. In terms
of its implementation, OLE Controlsutilises all of the other technologies and is in
a sense the most difficult to achieve. With the hardest part completed, Dyadic
plans to add supportfor the other OLEtechnologies in future releases.
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Causeway Graphical Systems Ltd
The highlight of this quarter was ourtrip to the USA and Canada, where we had
the opportunity to address keen and interested APLers in Toronto and New
York. At both meetings the emphasis wasonthe principles behind the Causeway
environment, and we were able to show howour approach helps developers to
manage complexity, even in very advanced Windowsapplications. Wewill also
be talking at the GSE/APL Club of Germany meeting on April 23rd in Frankfurt,
as well as participating in the BAA☂s Vendor Forum in May.
We were very encouraged by the positive news from APL 2000. We have
resumed development of Causeway for APL+Win, this time with the goal of
producing a much lighter-weight implementation which is very interpreter-
specific. This gives us speed at the expense of cross-platform compatibility. So
far, the results are quite startling ♥ on a P90 laptop a collection of 20 forms,all
watching the sametext variable, can be set to notify/refresh on keystroke. All 20
keep up with normaltyping speed.
Weshall, of course, support the existing Causeway ☁shareware☂ platform on both
Dyalog 7.2 and 8 ♥ the Windows 95 version includes many of the new Gui
controls (trackbar, tree etc.) as Causeway objects.
The NewLeaf printing namespace is now functionally complete, and is
undergoing pre-release testing at a number of Dyalog APL sites around the
world. By the time you readthis, it will also be available for APL+Win users to
download and test, as the code has been written for maximum cross-platform
compatibility. The beta programmehasresulted in several useful additions, for
example NewLeaf tables now support tree-structured columntitles and HTML-
style tags for bold,italic, sub- and super-script text both in thetitles and in the
table cells. Decimal alignment was also introduced for numeric columns as a
result of a specific user-request, as was spoolingto file for large reports (several
hundred pages). NewLeaf will be priced at £400 per developer, with unlimited
runtime and discounts for major APL sites. Watch for details on our website at
www.causeway.co.uk.
We are now working with a number of companies whoare beginning to migrate
existing APL code to the Windowsplatform. So far we have been able to help
with advice on choice of platform, migration issues for mainframe or APL*PLUS
TI code, and detailed interface design. Weare also continuing to work with SAP
to extend the ☁Organisational Architect☂ configuration tool to cover the entire
process of setting up a companystructure in the SAP R/3 system. If you would
like to know more, please call Adrian or Duncan at +44 (0) 1653 696760 or Email
us via 100265.1564@compuserve.com and askfor a copy of our brochure.
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Editorial
Not long ago,all teaching activity ceased at ourvillage primary school. Songs
were practised, decorations were cut out and pasted, flowers were planted and
the place generally spruced-up by an assortmentof willinglittle hands. Better
than boring old reading and writing and ☁rithmetic. A visit of royalty? A
princess, perhaps, or some other endangered species?
Not at all. The school was due for an OFSTED visit. In deference to the
dangerous powerof these unpredictable people, the preparations were painfully
OTT. In the event one teacher, the best in the school by common agreement
among the consumers (the pupils and their parents) decided she couldn't be
bothered fooling about at her age. She had more important things to do. Like
teaching the children. Lacking the lily-white paperwork on That Day, she was
bound hand and foot and cast into the exterior darkness. That is, she was
declared inefficient and promptly tookearly retirementin an attitude of disgust
tinged with relief.
I recall Hemingway's account in ☜For Whom The Bell Tolls☝ of the dying days of
the International Fifth Brigade. According to Ernest, what really finished it off
was not Franco and his merry chums poundinghell outofit, for all their support
from Hitler with the latest weaponry andaircraft, but an inspector sent round by
the high-upsto report on people andpractices which were sapping thefighting
powerof the embattled volunteers. The fellow had the eye of a kite-hawk for
growingtips, strong fibre and firm loyalty. Wherever he came across it he made
absolutely sure it was loppedoff, stripped out and rooted up.
Butof course there are those whodo,and those whoinspect. Belief in the efficacy
of more and more voluminous paperwork is a measure of the gap of confidence
between the two. I remember, when I waspart of a HomeOffice inspection team,
encouraging police forces to pursue their plans to haveall beat-officers☂ reports
phoned-in to a team of atidio typists. The idea was to enhancetheir effectiveness
by relieving them of inessential paperwork. No sign of any comparable insight
by the architects of OFSTED and the National Curriculum, even post-Dearing.
Talking about paperwork reminds meof the passport application I☂ve hadtofill
in for my daughter recently. Not at all onerous, as official forms go, until you
come to the bit whereit says ☜...Section 11 should be completed by a Member of
Parliament, Justice of the Peace, Minister of Religion ... and your heart sinks. You
begin to wish you'd accepted that invitation to come On The Square all those
years ago, when ♥ ah! ♥ it goes on to say ☜Doctor, Engineer, Lawyer, Teacher☝.
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So that☂s all right then. Even I knowoneor two of those. But observe! Thereit is,in black and white. Her Britannic Majesty's Government giving formal
recognition to the fact that a Teacheris a respected professional person, of similar
standing to MLP., J.P., Revd.,... and a cut above Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor.
Observe something else, too. Nowhere on the form does it say ☜OFSTEDinspector☝. When a teacher acquaintance saw that, she whooped with joy. She
realised she could knock an OFSTED inspector into the gutter, because they☂re alljust nuttin☂s, aren☂t they? Is there a professional qualification leading to OFSTEDinspector? ♥ let alone a national procedure for measuring their efficiency,feeding into published league-tables? I haven't heard of one. No more than Ihave for Members of Parliament, much less Government Ministers. But justimagine the exams they'd have to go through. The dissertations they☂d have to
sweat over. All those neatly-clipped folders full of photos of school lockers, and
lists andlists of things to be snoopedinto.
Now

I

imagine that some OFSTEDinspectorwill read this and cry ☜Unfair! Myteam is hardworking and dedicated. It consists of respectable individuals allhighly experiencedin their ownvariousfields.☝ All right, simmer down.I☂m sureyou and yourcolleaguesdo thejob to the best of yourability. But whatis the realnature of your job? Does the teaching profession want its fruits? Even (orespecially!) if it is performed with zeal and dedication? Is OFSTED

a

sort ofspiritual leaven to improve the quality of the nation☂s teaching? Oris it a politicalcommissariat?
It cannot, by its very nature and constitution, be the former. Teaching in our(state) schools is performed, as HMGitself admits, by highly qualifiedprofessionals, on a par with Doctors, Engineers and Lawyers. Like these theymerit exclusive accreditation and review of their competence by independentlyconstituted professional societies of their peers. Not to be paraded andinspectedby official appointees, graded and marshalled worse than the hapless infantsthey're supposed to find time to be teaching. That is treatment which evensoldiers and sailors wouldn☂t standfor, let alone tinkers andtailors. And other
local businessmen, who, by the way, are having a say in the running of schoolsoutof all proportion to their professional standing.If they wantto help, use themfor what they☂re good for ♥ putting their handsin their wallets, not their noses
outside their own businesses.
Somepeople havetold methat this page is too strong on politics and not strongenough onIT, APL in particular. Now I'm not responsiblefor the politicisation ofeducation. That agenda has beenset by others. So whathasall this got to do with
IT? What'sit got to do with APL? OrJ? Quite a lot, as I hopeto show nexttime.
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Jot-Dot-Min
an outer product of rock-bottom APL matters

Ina previous JDM letslip that oneof the joys of APL for me was replacing loops
by bit-arrays. Bitting instead of knitting, you might say. Throughout the ages
philosophers have built calculating engines, talking heads and other logical
machines, but the real father of commercial data processing isn☂t any of these ♥
it☂s the Jacquard Loom, an engine which can weavebeautiful intricate pictures in
silk like the one I possess of the Kinkakuji Temple in Kyoto. Visitors think it is a
photograph, until they examineit with a magnifying glass. The loom is driven by
a deck of punched cards and considerably predates the Hollerith punched card
popularised by IBM before electronic computers came along. Joseph Marie
Jacquard produced his design in 1805; it was in some sense just a mechanical
improvement on Basile Bouchon☂s 1725 concept, which draws an endless loop of
perforated slats across the tops of the so-called needles which raise each
individual warp thread,letting somerise and othersfall.
You can illustrate the principle like this. Let WARP stand for the threads and CARD
stand for a card (or a Bouchonslat). Choose a string of 25 pretty APL symbols to
stand for the different coloured threads (if you've never used them all, now☂s
your chance):

WARP<' atGfJoa7 Ofloe tlle tallest ola!

Make CARDa string of 25 0s and 1s, as many elements as there are in WARP. A
quick way to dothis is to generate them at random by putting ? in front of a
vector of 25 2s. But this ends up with a string of 1s and 2s. So we make a
comparison outofit (a so-called ☁logical☂ expression) by putting 1< in front. That
gives us a sequence of FALSE and TRUE results, which happen to be 0 and 1 in
APL.

CARD+1<?25p2
CARD

oo00t10102tT14441401000101 0001 0

or somethinglike that (it will be different each time).
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Now wecan apply CARD to WARP toraiseall those threads where CARD is 1 andlower them where CARD is 0. The raised threads show on top ofthe cloth, thelowered threads get hidden underneath.
WARP

+Gfles + OlJeost Sloss aflessafje
CARD\CARD/WARP

fH + Sfless J ee fu]

CARD/WARP would simply knock out the 0-positions and close up the gaps.CARD\... puts the gaps backagain.
Let☂s makea function outof the expression which makes CARD (just cut and pastefrom the session,if your APLlets you). We call it: nextcard, becauseit acts likeit☂s getting the next card in the endless belt. This function is clever enough tocount the numberof threads in WARP so that you don☂t havetofix it at 25.

ynextcard
Co] nextcard
[1] CARD+1<?( pWARP) p2v
Nowthere mustbe loadsof waysof turning a sequence of numbers (or characters,or threads, or anything!) into a sequence of 0s and 1s. That☂s the principle ofBitting. We like it the way we☂ve shown because you can tinker with the numbers1 and 2 to get any proportion of 1s and 0s you like in the random stream. How?Just try some examples...

+CARD+5<?25p10
Porsortitoortrtort1 OL 1106100010

»CARD+1<?25p10
PTipzipzAtorpApAAtrArztrArArAortzrzaairzoi

Getthe idea? It☂s like tossing a weighted coin. The ☁weight☂ is that first number, 1or 5, in the expression.
The commain frontis just a lazy way to kid APLit☂s computing an uncommittedexpression (which it outputs) rather than an assignment (which it doesn☂t). Itsimply saves us typing CARD each time. Be careful what you useit on, becauseitstrings the result outflat.
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Now we write a short function to behavelike the working loom:

yweave
[o] weave
(4) nextcard
C2] CARD\CARD/WARP
Cal oav

It☂s a good use for a loop here (uncommonly, for APL). As yousee, the function:
[1] Gets the next card CARD
[2] Applies it to WARP to weave a row ofcloth
[3] Goes back and doesit again

So here we go:
weave

e [jest e@s Offer? flo
+ Ofest9 ¢ e@ 8 #76
2* Fest Fe eet [lee aff
2FOfJe rel] eo + Of} F ¢@

BH + ees? 0 ee o

Press the Interrupt key (<Ctrl+Break> perhaps, or <Esc>) when you've had
enough. Then type a branch to clear out the suspended function:

>

There are cleverer ways to stop a function, but they just clutter the discussion
here.
Now let☂s change the pattern of the cloth it weaves. If we change the function:
nextcard, that☂s like changing the endless belt on the loom. Make up a
collection of ☁nextcard☂ functions, nextcardi, nextcard2... and alter the
function nextcardto simply run any oneof them:

vnextcard
Co] nextcard
{1] nextcard2

v
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vnextcardi
[ol] nextcardi
C1] CARD+"1+?(pWARP)p2

v

vnextcard2
Co] nextcard2
(1) CARD+1$CARD

v
So, to change the endless belt on the loom, edit nextcardto slot in a different
nextcard* function. The version: nextcard2 is a bit of a cheat, becauseitneedsa valid result in CARD to work, which you can get by running nextcard1
once. It simply alters the existing pattern by ☁rotating☂ CARD, ie. moving thefirst
elementto the end. Here☂s whatit looks like with nextcard2...

weave
& @ Ojos 6 70 &

3 0 stale a 2 e@ '
2 8 ove + eT L
v Jles19 @ Os e e

+ Ofjess 9 @ @ 0 0
¥Olles 6 0 8 ee

2Fefle + 2@ ¥ 7
s¥e0) s eT * 26 @
270 8 Oe @ e + fle
ay 9 ee o O < ofle
2 6 ya 8 & ® Ofle
☂ £6 , + 0 srefle

* oF £ 2 & o276[]
Me @ ® ¥ [lesa ©
ee o OB 2 ees? Q

(Once again, press Interrupt when you'retired ofit.)
Well, it☂s not the Kinkakuji Temple, but Rome wasn☂t built in a day. Readon...
Notlong after the Jacquard loom revolutionised weaving (and nearly gotitsinventor drowned in the river Rhéne by furious Lyonnaises, who thought itwould put them out of work) the theory of Cellular Automata arose inmathematicians☂ minds. Don☂t let anyonetell you that mathematicians dream upnew thingsall the time. Often they just sweep up the philosophical droppingsoftechnological innovation. The original challenge was this (the Napoleonic Warsnot long over): imaginea line of musketeers in the mist. Each manis only able tocommunicate with his two neighbours, which he does once a second. Each man isan automaton and goes into a different state as a result of giving or getting
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messages. Thanks to parade-ground drilling, all the automata are identical.
(Rememberthatthe drill for loading and firing a musket had something like 131
steps, so the National Curriculum had nothing on the commonsoldier.) Devise a
system of messages and states which allowsthe line to get messages from one
end, andthis to result (several secondslater) in them all firing at the same time.
Nowthis problem is actually quite difficult. At leastit is if you aren☂t allowed to
build in the numberofsoldiers into the system, or let the end-soldier recognise he
is at the end. But just to show how you might tackle the problem,let☂s give each
soldier only twostates, called 0 and 1, and a repertoire of one message which he
sends exclusively to the soldier on his right. He switches to his other state when
hereceives the message, and he sends the message when he☂s in state 1 and has
just been switched to state 0. Speak upat the backthere... Yes, we've just turned
him into a Binary Flip-Flop and constructed a Shift-Register, but you're in the
wrong class, my lad.
Nowlet☂s be clever and use our Jacquard loom to modelthe situation. Here☂s the
☁program☂to doit, called nextcard3. But now it☂s not the ☁next card☂ but the
☁next state☂ for each of the soldiers, i.e. what's to happen one secondlater. People
whowrite simulations call this a ☁discrete simulation☂ and the step of one second
they call an ☁epoch☂.

vnextcard3
Co] nextcard3
C1] CARD+CARDz(~140,CARD)

v
Not-equals behaveslike ☁exclusive-or☂ in this context, or ☁non-carrying addition☂
as the pioneers used tocall it. Line [1] says: ☜Add CARDtoitself shifted along one
position using non-carrying addition☝. That corresponds to each soldier passing
the message to the right.
Nowletall the soldiers start in state 0...

CARD<«25p0
weave

And there they'll stay... until we give the first soldier the order (ie. the one
message he understands), by setting CARD to 1 for that position.

(..endless blank lines, until you press Interrupt...)

weave[2]
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So givethefirst soldier the order and re-start the simulation...
CARD[1]+4
-Qre

t
ay
2 @
sre]
+ e
2 Of
28 er
arefless9
+ a
☜F fe
26 Os
2700) les?
2 e @ 6
st @s 6fje aff
+G8e@r fs Oe
2reflerrOflosrafjas
2
at ¥®

ef,

Very pretty. A Binary Tree. Still not the Kinkakuji Temple, but we☂ve only juststarted. Computers themselves may have started with Jacquard looms, but whatnobody tells you is that a Jacquard loom with self-generating cards could inprinciple handle any computing task. Tripping over boxes and boxesof printoutat my old place of work, 1 came to that conclusion myself, and I☂m not AlanTuring.If they had only used a loom and somesilk instead of forests of paper and
a lineprinter, it could have made someonea nice kimono.
A less well-known fact about Alan Turing was that he was an expertat knitting(as well as bitting). He once got the whole department at Manchester trying toknit a Riemann Surface. This piece of intelligence was told me by my mother-in-law who worked there as a Computer.
No joke! ☁Computer☂ was a job-title, like ☁navvy☂, until the steam-navvy came
along. Ma-in-law was an expert knitter too, but she never wentas far as drowning
Alan in the Mersey. Meanwhile, backat the Battle of Waterloo,if you wantto give
your soldiers more than

2

states, as you'll need to, you'll have to replace the bit-string: CARD with a string of integers and make the loom

a

little more elaborate.YU publish the most interesting solution I receive in a future issue.
But until then, as you play with the loom, remember... you are experimenting
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with Cellular Automata, the forerunnerof the fashionable Neural Network.Yes, if
you consider each of your soldiers to be a neurone (a nerve cell), it can ☁fire☂ (Le.
send a message) whenit☂s leaving a particular state, and its next state depends
solely uponits current state and the messagesit receives from other neurones.

In 1968, in my first job and faced with my first computer (an IBM 1130 ♥
remember it? ♥ and it sported APL, too!) I wrote a simple neural network
simulation. ThenI sat and stimulatedit with the sense-switches. (Why doesn☂t my
PC have sense-switches any more?) | was fascinated by the wallpaper that came
off the lineprinter. Young as I was, I even wonderedeerily if it might be☁thinking☂
in there, and whether it might be wrong to switchit off. Happily a perusal of the
printout showedtheactivity gradually descending from conscious to comatose, so
Ireluctantly switched off the machine and caughtthelate train home.
You think I☂m being funny? Whatif ] had been an embryologist?
In the classical situation, each cell can only receive messages from next-door
neighbours. In animals, this is probably only true for jellyfish (which have
neurones almost like ours). The more advanced applications of neurones in the
animalworld collect bundles offibres into cables for making trunk calls to distant
parts of the network. This is the ☁white matter☂ beneath the ☁grey matter☂ of the
humanbrain.
But there☂s plenty of mileage in a nearest-neighbour topology. If you abandonbit-
strings in favour of bit-squares, you can play Conway☂s Gameof Life (which
we're comingto in the next issue). And of course, if you go to higher dimensions
in the form of an n-dimensional hypercube, you can make every one of n cells a
next-door neighbour of every other...

nis
ze(np2)e4t

Or you can put 3 instead of 2 and try developing cellular automata to play Tic-
Tac-Toe.
How high does your version of APL let n go until it complains: LIMIT ERROR?
Dyalog APLlets n go up to 15. The celebrated Connection Machine goes up to
32767, I understand. Just imagine 32767-dimensional Tic-Tac-Toe. You'd have to
have your wits about you.
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J-ottings 9
by Norman Thomson

This is the most powerful article yet in this series; I can say this with confidence
because the starting themeis the power conjunction a: .
The sequence ☜verb conjunction noun☝ as in +a: 2 defines a new verb. A very
simple exampleis that of finding the nth term of the series 1,3,7,15,31,63,.... This
can be obtained either using the powerverb:

pe. <2 @(2GA) NB. (y.th power of 2) - 1ps
31

or by using the power conjunction:
step=, >: G+: NB. 2y. + 1
{(stepa:5)0 NB. Iteration using power conjunctiona1

A more sophisticated use of a: is in standard algorithmsfor evaluating Fibonaccitermsandseries.
First the verb fa describes the essential Fibonacci operation, which transformsthe numberpair (a,b) into the pair (b,(a+b)):

fa=.{: , (+/) NB. Update rightmost terms in
Fibonacci series

The powerconjunction can be used to execute it any required numberoftimes:
(faa:15)0 4 NB. terms index 15 and 16 in series

starting 0 1
610 987

If itis the whole series whichis required, define
fb=.) , +/@(_24{.) NB. Join sum of last 2 terms onto

the series(fba:15)0 41 NB. Add 15 terms to the series
which starts 0 4

601123 5 8 13 24 34 55 89 144 233 377 610 987
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These examples show clearly how strongly the power conjunction 1: is
associated with iteration.
Now compare the above with a recursive approach. The Fibonacci problem is
amenable to the technique which Hui and Iverson call ☜tail recursion☝, which
they discuss extensively in [1], and which is also discussed in J-ottings 3, It is
worth thinkinginitially about general techniques for convertingiterative verbs to
recursive ones, for which purpose return to step which is used below both
iteratively and recursively.

step=. >: @+: NB. 2y, + 1
(stepa: 5)0 NB. Iteration using power

conjunction
34a

(0: > (step@$: @<: )G.4)5 NB. Recursion using gerund and
agenda

aa

This simple case can be used as a general prototype.Forfb,if the left argument
is the numberofterms required, the stopping condition is determined by the
hook ~:$% . To obviate a rank error following agenda, a conversion from a 1-item
vector to a scalar must be included,leading to the stopping function

stop=.{.@(~:$)
and thenceto the recursive form

fbr=. J] * ([$:fb@]) @. stop
5 fbr o 1

0112323

Ina similar waythe recursive equivalent of fa can be obtainedas:

far=. ] * (<:@[$:fa@]) @. (*@C)
15 far oi

610 987

Anotherillustration of the power conjunction is Sylvester's algorithm, which
takes a vulgar fraction in the range (0,1), and expressesit as a sum of best-fitting
unit fractions. For example, 0.67296is well approximated by

Ye + Ve + Y59 + Vossass
The result of the algorithm can thus be expressed as a series of increasing
integers, in general of indefinite length. In the above example, the series would
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be (2,6,159,248438,...). In the realisations which follow,the result series hasatits
headtheerror term,thatis, the remaining fraction which has to be decomposed,so that successive results are:

0.17296, 2 (0.17296 = 0.67296 - 14}
0.00629, 2, 6 (0.00629 = 0.67296 - 12 - %)

APLand J renderings of this algorithm were published by Donald McIntyre inthe IBM Systems Journal APL Anniversary edition [2], and a further APLimplementation of this algorithm is given in a Vector Technical Note [3]. Aniterative approach in J using «: is significantly different in style. Taking fas afraction, first define a verb nig to mean ☜next integer greater than 1/f☂, so that,
for example nig 0,333 is4,andnig 0.334is 3.

nig=.>. 6% NB. Next integer greater than reciprocal
Thenextsteps in the algorithm are to use the hook -% to derive x. -i/y., and toapply this following (atop) nig, which in turn is applied to the current errorterm. This leads to the verb

srre. (-☜#@nig)@{. NB. Subtract reciprocal from
outstanding remainder

whichis the core of the algorithm.
Finally adjusttheresultseriesto its standard form, readyto startall over again:

syl=.srr,(}.,nig@{.) NB. Update remainder, and add new
integer to right

Thusthe original problem is solved by
(syla:4)0.67296

8.100S4e_12 2 6 159 24e438

Hereis the result of applying three Sylvester stepsto thefractional partofpi:
z=. (0.14)-3 NB, Fractional part of pi(syla:3)z NB. Numerical error, ist 3

Sylvester terms
7.77959e_9 8 61 5020

♥ and so3 + ¥% + Ye + 4020 givespi correct to 7 decimal places.
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The Technical Note [2] also describes a somewhat similar algorithm which
reduces a decimalfraction to its equivalent in a different number base. Again the
powerconjunction suggests an iterative approachin J. The arithmetic required to
find the fractional digits of 0.67296 in base5 is:

67296
3648
B24
12
6
owu

or
ha

Atevery step, the decimal fraction to the right of the vertical bar is multiplied by
5, and the integer and fractional parts of the result are written to the left and
right of the bar on the following line. The required digits in base 5 emerge down
the column to the left of the bar. Take the numberbase asleft argument and as
right argumentthefraction to the rightof the bar, joined to the seriessofar.
The actionsleft and rightof the bar imply that two verbs are required to supply
fractional and integer parts. These are 14} and <, respectively which combine as
a gerundfollowing (atop) the multiplication:

ge. 184)°<./.G* NB. fractnl and integer parts
following multn by base

The verb /. makes the gerundtoits left executable, and can also be written
20,

5 g 0.67296
0.3648 3

For stepsafter thefirst, it is necessary to pick off the fractional part using {.
(head), so define the fork

f=.俉 g {.@]
§ f 0.67296

0.3648 3
8(fa:3)0.67296

0.12 4
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In order to complete the goal of carrying forward the digits as they are found,amendf to thefinal form
fdiv=.(0 g (.0]),}.07 NB. apply g to fraction and

append digits so farS(fdiva: 3)0.67296
0.12 44 3

S(fdiva:5}0.67296
ogo449

Conversion to recursive forms can readily be applied to both sy1 and fdiv toobtain
sylr=. J☁ (p@(<: @$:]}}@. (*@[) NB. Recursive syl; x.

is countdown parm
4 sylr 0.67296 NB. cf. (syla:4)0,672968.10094e_12 2 6 459 248498

fd=.(((:@0)g {.0]),}.0] NB. Countdown parm
to left of x.

fdivr=.J°([fd-&1 0@($:])@. (*@{.@L) NB. Recursive fdiv
a5 fdivr 0.67296 NB. cf, S(fdiva: 3)0.672960.12 44 3

In the illustrations above the verbs conjoined to «: have all been monadic.Dyadic verbs raise someinteresting questions, suchas:
(1) + is a commutative verb,that is (a+b)~: b+a for all numeric a,b. Is +a: 2acommutative verb?
(2) Does 2(+4: 2)3 mean 2+2+3 or 24+3+8?

The answers depend on the general property of dyadic verbs that the leftargument ☜binds☝ more strongly than the right. This means that. 2+3 means{2+)3, that is the noun left argument acts like an adverb and creates anintermediate verb ☜addtwo☝, say, which then works on the right argument. Thisdevice is known as ☜currying☝ after the American logician H.B. Curry, and itmakesit easy to answer both the above questions:
(1) No,since ☜addtwo☝applied twice to 3 is 3+2x2, whichis not the same as☜addthree☝ applied twice to 2, which is 2+2x.
(2) <2(+4:2)3 means ☜addtwo☝twiceto3, sothefirstof the twoalternativesiscorrect.
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Towers of Hanoi from 15 Years Ago
by Adrian Smith

For historical amusement, hereis a rerun of the Hanoi Towersolution from Crab
APL, Issue 10, page 11, March 1981. This recognises the binary pattern in the
moves, and builds a boolean array, which it then adjusts and indexesto get the
sequences of moves. Note that in modern APLs, the use of the ~~ sequence
should not be necessary,as they dothis sort of thing for you.

t1
Ca]
(3)
ca]
[5]
[6]
(7)
C8]
C9]
(193
[11]
(123
[13]
14]
Cis
C163
C17]
[asl
俉19]
£20]

v
a
a
a
a

a

a
A

PR
PR
,r
PD
RD
RP
D

R+HANOI N;DISC; PEG; INT
NON-RECURSIVE SOLUTION TO THE HANOI TOWER PUZZLE

FIRST SEY UP THE MOYES NUMBERS IN BINARY FORM; ONLY THETOPMOST <ONH> BEING LEFT ON. (PHE ~~ SPEEDS THINGS UP A BIT!)
INTecho-~(Np2)T7 141200
THE DISC TO BE MOVED IS GIVEN BY THE POSITION OF THE ONES

DISC+(1N) |. *INTMAKE ALTERNATE ROWS +/- 70 FORCE DISKS TOCYCLE WITH OPPOSITE RANDEDNESS
INTCINTxR((1¢pINT) NW) ple 1 71TEE POSITION OF EACH DISK AT ANY TIME IS TRE CUMULATIVE
VALUE OF THIS, BUP EXPRESSED IN MODULO-3.
TO GET THE NEW PEG AT EACH MOVE, WE INDEX BY DISK WO. FOR
THE ROWS: MOVE NO. FOR THE COLUMNS, THIS EFFECT CAN
BE ACHIEVED EITHER WITH A SCATTERED-PT SELECTION FUNCTION
OR (AS HERE) WITH A 1 1& 10 GET THE DIAGONAL OF AV
INTERMEDIATE OBJECT.
PEG+ 11 &(14+3/4\INT)(DISC;]
ReDISC, [0.5] PEG
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APL Product Guide - Updates
compiled by Gill Smith

VECTOR☂s exclusive APL Product Guide aims to provide readers with useful
information about sources of APL hardware, software and services. We welcome
any comments readers may have on its usefulness and any suggestions for
improvements.
Pressure on space occasionally prevents us from printing the complete guide,
however updateswill always be listed. We do depend onthe alacrity of vendors
to keep us informed about their products. Anyone whois not included in the
Guide should contact meto get their free entry ♥ see address below.
Wereservetheright to edit material supplied for reasons of space or to ensure a
fair market coverage. The listings are not restricted to UK companies and
international suppliers are welcometo take advantage of these pages.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been dividedinto the following
groups(☁poa☂indicates ☁price on application☂):

+ Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)
+ APLInterpreters
» APL-based Packages
» APL Consultancy
+ Other Products
: Overseas Associations
+ Vendor Addresses
+ World Wide Web and FTP Sites

Every effort has been madeto avoid errorsin theselistings but no responsibility
can be taken by the working groupfor mistakes or omissions.
Wealso welcome information on APL clubs and groups throughoutthe world.
All contributions and updates to the APL Product Guide should be sentto Gill
Smith, at Brook House, Gilling East, York, YO6 4JJ. Tel: 01439-788385, Email:
100331.644@Compuserve.com
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APL INTERPRETERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£) DETAILS
Dinosoft OY Dyalog APLIW for Windows poa Finnish distributor of Dyalog APLproducts.

Dyalog APLfor Unix poa See Dyadle☂s listing for product detalls.

APL PACKAGES
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£) DETAILS
UNIWARE, Execucale Withdrawn
{lor Dyalog 7.2 & 8) DLL Parserversion 2.0 FF1450 ♥_Auto-generates DNA instructions for DLLs and gets constant

DELPHI Forms Generator FF9S0

☁Uniware ToolkitW Vn. 2.4  FF39000

APL CONSULTANCY
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Dinosoft OY Consultancy poa

OVERSEAS ASSOCIATIONS
GROUP LOCATION JOURNAL OTH!
SE APL Users Grp Atlanta, Georgia SEAPL Newsletter Quarterly meetings

values andstructures.
☁Takes 2 Delphi form and tumsit Into a Dyalog APLprogramwhich bullds an Identical form.
Fast relational database system, and complete set of Windowstools for RAD In Dyalog APLIW.

DETAILS
Specialised in very large databases,

IER SERVICES Ann.Sub,
$10

WORLD WIDE WEBSITES
ORGANISATION URL
APL 2000 members.aol.comfAPL2000
APLISS www.demon.co.ukjapi3a5
Causeway Wwww.causeway.co.uk
Dyadic Systems Ltd www.dyadie.com
(BM APL2 www.torolab.ibm.com/ap/apl/ap!2.himi
Mackay Kinloch Ltd ourworld.compuserve.comyhomepages/Alastair_Kinloch
MicroAPL Lid wwwmicroapi.co.uk
SIgAPL www.acm.org/sigapt
Rex Swain wwwpenet.comy~rhswain
Toronto SIG www.sigaplmtnlake,com/sigap\/welcome,him!
Jim Weigang wwew.chilton.com/~jimwjwelcome.html

FTP SITES
ORGANISATION DOMAIN NAME
IBM APL2 ps.boulder.iom.comyps/productsjapl2/
Toronto toolkit see Toronto SIG hame page
Waterloo Archive archive.uwaterloo.cafftparch/languages/ap!
APLt0-ASCII archive.uwatarioa.ca/languages/aplworkspaces/aplascil  
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VENDOR ADDRESSES
COMPANY CONTACT
ACM/SIGAPL Donna Baglio
Active Workspace Lid Ross D Ranson

Adaptable Systems Lols & Richard Hill
Adaytum SystemsAdtee Berard Smoot
Andrews Dr Anne D Wilson
APL.385 Adrian Smith
APL BayArea Users GroupAPLBUG Lewis H. Robinson (Sec)
APL Club Austria Erich Galt
APLClub Germany Dieter Lattermann
The APL GroupInc Stuart Sawablni
APL Interest Group, South AfricaMike Montgomery
APL People / Software Jil MossAssociation Francophone pourla promotion d'APL Dr. Gérard LangletAtiantis Software Arthur Whitney
BACUS Joseph de Kert
Beautiful Systems, Inc. Jim Goff
The Bloomsbury Software Co Lid

Pater Day

Camacho Anthony Gamacho
Ray Cannon
Paul Chapman
Causeway Graphicat SystemsLid

Adrian Smith,
Duncan Pearson

Chicago SIG Larry Mysz
Clnerea AB Rolf Kornemark
CODEWORK Mauro Guazzo

CamLog Software Jeff Pedneau

CPCUG LynneStarz
David Crossley
CYBEX AB Lars Wentzel

Peter Cyrlax Systems Peter Cyriax
Danish User Group Per Glerlof

ADDRESS, TELEPHONE,FAX, EMAIL etc.
ACM,1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036 USA Tel:+1 (212) 626-0606Emaik baglio@acm.org
Moulsham Mill Centre, Parkway, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 7PX, UK.
Tel: 01245-496647; Fax: 01245-496646.
49 First Street, Black Rock 3193, Australia.
Tel: +61 9.589 5578 Fax: +61 9 589 3220
13 Great George Strest, BRISTOL BS1 5RR UK Tel: 0117-921 5555.
Dorpsstraat 50, 4128 BZ Lexmond,Netherlands.Tel +81-3474-2937, Fax: +31-3474-2342
23, The Green, Acomb, YORK YO2 SLL, UK Tel: 01904-792670
Brook House,Gilling East, York YOG4 UK. Tel: 01439-788385Fax: 01439-788194 Email: 100331.644@compuserve.com

 

4400 Gough St, Apt 14A, San Francisco, CA 94109, USATel: +1 (415) 928-2058 Emall: frgp2ta@ prodigy.com
IBM Osterreich, Obere Donaustrasse 95, A-1020 Wien, Austria
RheinstraBe 23, D-69190 Waldorf, Germany.Tel: +49 6227-63489 Compuserve: 100392,1461644 Danbury Road, WILTON, CT 06897 USA.Tel: +1 (203) 782-9989 Fax: +1 (203) 762-2108
Private Bag X41, Rivonia 2128, South AfricaTel: +27 (11) 803-7200 Fax: +27 (11) 809-9134Email; mikemont@spl.co.za
The Cid Malthouse, Clarence St, BATH, BA1 5NS UK.Tel: 01225-462602

 

SCM,C.E, Saclay, F-91191-Git sur Yvette, France, Fax:+33 1 69-08-7963
1105 Harker Avenue, Pala Alto, CA 94301 USA
Rovinberg 72, B-2570 Dutfel, Belgium. Tel: +32 15 31 47 24908 Old York Road, Sulte 5, Jenkintown, PA 19048, USATel: +1 (215) 886-2636; Fax: +1 (215) 886-4888
3-6 Alfred Place, Bloomsbury, London WC1E 7EB UK.Tek, 0471-436 9481; Fax: 0171-436 0524; CompuServe: 100010,1467
11 Auburn Road, Redland, Bristol BS6 6LS UK, Tel: 0117-9730036,
email: acamacho @ cix.compulink.ca.uk Reutemet (Sharp): ACAM
21 Woodbridge Rd, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey GU17 OBS UK
Tel: 01252-874897 Email: 100430.740@compuserve.com
51B Lambs Conduit Street, Londen WC1N 3NB UK.Tel: 0171-404 5401. Compusarve: 100343,3210

5 Tha Maltings, Castlegate, MALTON, North Yorks YO17 CDP UK
☁Tel: 01653-696760 Fax: 01659-697719 Compuserve: 100265,1564836 Highland Drive, Chicago Halghts, IL 80411 USA C'serve:73040,3032
Skyttegatan 25, S-199 00 Sigtuna, Sweden.
Corso Calroli 32, 10123 Torino,Italy.
Tek +39 14 885168 Fax: +39 11 812 2652
PO Box 5570, Derwood, MD 20855 USA
Tek +1 (301} 990-7063 Email: jaff@softmed.com
Capital PC User Group, 51 MonroeStreet, Suite PE-2, Rockville,
Maryland 20850-2421, USA. Tel: +1 (901) 762-9972 Fax: (804) 762-9975.
187 Le Tour du Pent, Quartier Le Maurre, 84210 ST DIDIER, France
Tet: +33 90-66-08-87
Gruvgatan 35B, S-421 30 V. Frélunda, Sweden.Tel: +48 31-45 37 40. Fax: +46 31-45 24 23,
22 Hereford Road, London W2 4AA UK. Tel: 0171-229 5944
Emall; glerper@Inetuni-c.dk
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Datatrade Lid. lan Tomiin 1 &2 Sterling Business Park, Salthouse Road, Brackmills, Northampton,
NN4 DEX UK, Tel: 01604-760241

Dinosoft OY Pert Kalliojarvt ☁Lnnrotinkatu 21C, 00120 Helsink, FINLAND.Tel: +358 0 70028825 Fax: +358 0 70028824
Dogon Research Dick Bowman 2 Dean Gardens, London E17 3QP UK Tel: 0181-520 6334

Email:bowman @api.demon.co,uk
Dutch APLAssociation Bernard Smoor(Sec) Pastous 1341, 3430BH Nieuwegeln, Netherlands.Tel: +31 3474-2337
Dyadic SystemsLtd, Peter Donnelly Riverside View, Basing Road, Old Basing, Basingstoke,

Hants RG24 OAL UK. Tel: 01256-811125 Fax 01256-811130
E&S Associates Frank Evans 19 Homesdale Road, Orpington, Kent BRS 1JS UK.Tel: 01689-824741
Evestic AB Olle Evero Bertellusvagen 12A, S-146 38 Tullings, Sweden Tel&Fax: +46 778 4410
FinnAPL Suomen APL-Yhdlstys RY, FinnAPL RF, PL 1005, 00101 Helsink! 10,

Finland
General Software Lid MLE. Martin 22 Russell Road, Norhhott, Middx, U&5 4QS UK. Tel: 0181-64 9537
Greymantie Associates: George MacLeod Bartrum House, Ravens Lane, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP24 2DY UKTel: 01442-878065 Email: 100412,1305@compuserve.com
Hartford CT Group Bob Pomproy Mass Mutuat Life, 1295 State St, Maildrop F465, Springfleld,

H.M.W.Trading Systems Ltd Stan Wilkinson

HRH Systems
Michael Hughes
lAC/Human Interfaces
|-APLLtd

IBM APL Products:

Impetus Ltd
INFOSTROY
Insight Systems ApS
Intelligent ProgramsLtdInterprocess Systems Inc.
iverson Software Inc.

JAD Software

Japan APLAssociationKestrel Consulting
Lingo Allegro USA Ine.
Mackay Kinloch Ltd

MasterWark Software Lid

Melbourne APL Group

Dick Holt

tan A. Clark
Anthony Camacho{for queries, order farms}
JC Business Services(for pre-paid orders only)
Nancy Wheeler
Cedric Heddle
Alexel Miroshnikov
Morten Kromberg
Mike Bucknall
Stella Chamberlain

Eric tverson

David Crossley

Mark Harris:

Victoria H, Fit

Alastair Kinloch

Fraser Jackson

Harvey Davies

MA 04111 USA Tel+1 (413) 788-841 1x2838Hamilton House, 1 Temple Avenue,Victoria Embankment,London EG4Y OHA UK.Tel: 0171-359 8900; Fax: 0171-359 3925;Emall:400020.2632@ compuserve.com3802 N RichmandSt, Suite 271, Arlington, VA 22207 USATek +1 (703) 528-7624; Emall; dick,holt@acm.org
28 Rushton Road, Wilbarston, Market Harborough,Leics. LE16 8QL UK.Tal: 01536-7709989 Hill End, Feosteriey, Bishop Auckland, Co, Durham DL18 2SX UKTel: 01388-5271 90. Compusarve: 100021,307314 Aubum Road, Fediand, Bristol 8S 6LS UK,Tel: 0117-9760038email: acamacho@cix.compulink.co.uk Fautemat (Sharp): ACAM
86 The Crescent, Milton, Weston-super-Mare, Avon, BS22 8DU UKTel: 01994-625181APLProducts, IBM Santa Teresa, Dept M48/D12, 555 Balley Avenue,San Jose CA 95141, USA,Tel: +1 (408) 463-APL2 (2752)Fax: +1 (408) 463-4488 Emall: APL2@vnetibm.com Cserve: GO !BMAPL2
Rusper, SandyLane, Ivy Hatch, SEVENOAKS,Kent TN15 OPD UKTel: 01732-8851 263S. Tulenin Lane,St. Petersburg 191186 Flussia.Tel:+7 812-312-2678 Fax:+7 812-311-2184 Emaltalm@infostroy.spb.su
Nordre Strandve| 119A, DK-3150 Hellebaek, DenmarkTal:+45 42 10 70 22 Fax: +45 42 10 75 74 Email: insight@inet.unt-c.dk
9 Gun Whart, 130 Wapping High St, London 俉1 9NHTel: 0171-265 112011660 Alpharetta Highway, Sulte 455, Roswell, Georgia 30076, USATol: +1 (404) 410-1700. Fax: +1 (404) 410-1779 Cserve: 70373,267639 Major Street, Toronto, Ontarlo, Canada MES 2KTel: +1 (416) 926-6096; Fax: +1 (416) 488-7559580 Eyer Drive, #81 Pickering, Ontario, Canada LW 387Tel: +4 (905) 837-1895 Fax: +1 (05) 891-5172
23-2-302 Hiromichi, Adachi-ku,Tokyo 120,JapanBusiness & Technology Centra, Bessemer Drive, Stevenage,Herts SG1 2DX UK.Tel: 01438-310155 Fax: 01498-910191
443 McHenry Road,Suite 161, Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 USATel:+4 (708) 459-7529 Fax:+1 (708) 459-8501 Emall: info@lingo.com
519 Webster's Land, Edinburgh EH1 2RX, Scotland, UKTelFaxjAnswerphone:0131 228 9580 Pager/Volcemall: 01425 98 858Compusarve: 100010,33PO Box 56-036, Tawa, Wellington, New Zealand.Te! and Fax: +64 (4) 292-4440 Email: 100242.2595@compuserve.comCSIRO Div Atm Res,Private Bag No.1, Mordlalloc, Vietorla 3195, AustraliaTel: +61 9 586 7574. Fax: +619 $86 7600 Email: hid@dar.csiro.au
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Mercia Software Ltd.

MicroAPLLid.

Ellis Morgan
New York SIG APLCasis Systems
Optima Systems Ltd
Potomac APi, SIG

QB On-Line Systems

Gareth Brentnall

David Eastwood

Ellis Morgan
Nestor Nelson
Theo Zwart
Paul Grosvenor

John Martin
Philip Bulmer

Renaissance Data Systems Ed Shaw
RETime Tracker Oy
Rochester APL
The Rochester Group Inc.
Romefltaly SIG
SE APL Users Group
Shandell Systems Ltd.
Snake Island Research Inc
SOCAL(South Califoriia)
Soliton Associates

SovAPL

☁Strand Software Inc

Rex Swain

SWAPL

SwedAPL

Swiss APL User Group

Sycney APLUGSykes Systems Inc
Toronto SIG

Uniware
Wicklitfe Computer Lta
Warwick University
Zark incorporated

Richard Eller
Gary Dennis
Robert Pullman
Mario Sacco
John Manges
Maurice Shanahan
Bob Bernecky
Roy Sykes Jr
Laurle Howard

Alexander Skomorokhov
Anne Faust

Rex Swain

☁Stuart Yarus
☁Christer Uffhlelm

Rob HodgkinsonRoy Sykes Jr
Ben Best

Eric Lescasse
Nick Telfer
Prof. Jeff Harrison

Gary A. Bergquist

Holt Gourt North, Heneage Street West, Aston Science Park, Birmingham87 4AX UK. Tel: 0121-359 5096. Fax: 0121-359 0375
☁South Bank Technopark, 90 London Road, LONDON SE1 6LN UK
Tek 0171-922 8866 Fax: 0171-928 1006
Email: MicroAPL@microapi.demon.co.uk
Myrtle Farm, Winchester Road, Stroud, Petersfleld, Hants UK.
Tel: 01730-263843
PO Box 138, NY 10185-0002, USA
Lekstraat 4, 3433 ZB Nieuwegein, Holland Tel: +31 30 60 66 336
Fax: +31 90 60 65 844 Email: 100447.431 @compuserve.com
Airport House, Purley Way, Croydon, Suey CROOXY UK.Tel: 0181-781 1812 Fax: 0181-781 1999
51 Monroe Street, Plaza East Two, Rockvilie MA 20850-2421 USATel: +1 (8301) 762-9372 Fax: +1 (301) 762-9375 Emall:jam@acm.crg
5 Surrey House, Portsmouth Rd., Camberley, Surrey, GU15 1LB UK.
Tel: 01276-85588 Fax: 01276-855301
PO Box 4241, Georgetown, CT 06982, USA. Tel: +1 (212} 864-3078
PO Box 363, FIN-00101 Helsinki, Finland, Tel: +358-0-400 2777
Soliton Associates, 1100 University Avenue, Rochester, NY 14607 USAEmail: gsd@ipsalab.tor.saliton.com
50 S.Union St, Rochester NY 14607-1828, USA.Tel: +1 (716) 454-4360. Fax: +1 (716) 454-5430
Casella Postale 14343, 00100-Roma Tnulla,Italy
Email: marsac@vnet.ibm.com
413 ComancheTrail, Lawrenceville, GA 30244, USA
Tel: +1 (770) $72-3755 Email: ssapldoc@ aol.com
Chiltern House, High Street, ChalfontSt, Giles, Bucks HP84QH UK.
18 Fitth Street, Ward's Island, Toronto, Ontario MSJ 2B9 CanadaTel: +1 (416) 203-0854 Fax: +1 (416) 209-6999Emall: bemnecky@ eecg.toronte.edu
Sykes Systems Inc, 4649 Willens Ave, WoodlandHills,
CA 91364-3812 USA Tel: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250
Soliton Associates Ltd, Groot Blankenberg 53,1082 AC Amsterdam, NetherlandsTek: +31 20 646 4475 Fax +31 20 644 1206 Emall:sales@soliton.com
PO Box $061, Obninsk-5, Kaluga Reglon, Russia
Email:askom@api2.obninsk.su
19235 Covington Court, Shorewood MN $5331 USATel: +1 (612) 470-7345 Emall: amtaust@aal.com
8 Sauth Street, Washington, CT 06793 USA. Tel: +1 (660) 868-0131
Fax: +1 (860) 868-9970 Email: rhswaln@acm.org
PO Box 210367, Bedford, Texas 76095, USA Tel: +1 (817) 577-0165Compuserve: 73700,2545 Emall:syarus @unicomp.netNovator Consulting Group AB, Svirdvéigan 110, S-182 99 DanderydSwedenTel: +46 9 62263 50 Fax: +46 6 62264 51 CServe: 100941,404
Swiss APL User Group, CH-300i, Bern 1, Switzerland
Email: si@ifl.unizh.ch
PO Box 1511, Macquarie Centre, NSW 2113, Australla Tel:+61 2257 5313
4849 Willens Ave,, WoodlandHills, CA 91364, USA.
Tet: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (819) 222-9250
PO Box 55, Adelalde St. Post Office, Toronto Ontarlo MSC 2J5, Canada
Email: benbest@lo,org http://www.sigapl.mtnlake.com/sigapiwelcome.himi
Tour Neptune, Cedex 20, 92086 Parisla Defense 1, France.Tel: +33 (1) 47-78-78-00, Fax: +33 (1) 40-90-04-11
76 Victoria Ad, Whitehaven, Cumbria, CA28 6D UK.Tel: 01946-692588
Deptof Statistics, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL UK
Tel: 01203-52336928 Ketchbrook Lane, Ellington GT 06029, USA.Tel: +1 (203} 872-7806
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AP119/W - a First Look
by Timo Laurmaa (100316.3367@compuserve.com)

Introduction
AP119/W is a product which hooks Dyalog APL/W to TCP/IP, today regarded
as the communications protocol to connect computers together. It was written by
Andrei Kondrashev of Lingo Allegro, Inc. The product sells for US$300, but early
birds attending APL95 wereable to get a price of just below $80. Prices as low as
these are notlikely to generate significant revenues for Lingo Allegro, but that
does not necessarily create a problem: Lingo☂s main business is in consulting, and
the primary purpose of tools like AP119/W or GDDME (see Vector 10.2 and 10.3)
is to leverage their consulting business, in which connections to the mainframe
APL2 world are valuable.
AP119/W was apparently designed to be fully compatible with AP119, IBM☂s
TCP/IP auxiliary processor, with a target of providing the communication
between APL user interfaces in Windows and APL2 legacy applications on the
mainframe. However, judging by the enhancements that have been implemented
in 8 months between version 1.0 beta and 2.1 beta (my current version), AP119/W
is developing into a sophisticated but easy to use package, which connects
APL/W with other APL versions and non-APL environments such as Internet
servers and browsers.

Installation and Documentation
The installation and invocation of AP119/W are almost identical to those of
GDDME, a GDDM emulator by the same author (Vector 10.2 pp. 45-48). ap119.exe
is an independent task, and it uses DDE to communicate with APL/W.It is
enough to copy ap119.exe into the directory of your choice, indicate the location
by the PATH variable and call an APL function suchas:
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vV ICPSHARE;R
(11 a Sign on to AP119/W using TcpIp
C2] >(2=08V0'PcpIp')/0
(3) aSet initial value
C4] feopip+''
{s] Re'DDE:'QSVO'TcpIp'
[eq a Load and run AP119
[7] QCMD(PATH,'AP119 -',QWSID,' -TcpIp ')''
[8] a Be sure that APi19 has answered(9]  Wait:>(1#220SVS'fcpIp')/wait
[10] a Set full interlock
[11] Ret OSVC'fcprp'

v
Provided that a TCP/IP stack and thefile winsock.dll are present, a TeplIp icon
pops up (unless hidden by a startup parameter) and the shared variable TcpIp
can be assigned AP119 commands. The useof a cover function is recommended:

VY Z+TCP X;APRC;TCPRC
[a] aPass a request to TCP/IP via AP119
C2] Topip+xX
[3] Z+TcpIp
C4] (APRC TCPRC Z)+Z
{5] +(APRC=0)/0
Cé] ('AP119 error: ',#APRC TCPRC)QSIGNAL 666

v

The Programmer☂s Reference follows Lingo Allegro☂s tradition of high quality
documentation. It is a useful combination of a 30-page function reference and a
20-page introduction to TCP/IP and sockets. I learned the basics of socket
programming by reading IBM☂s APL2 System Services Reference, and 1 am
convinced that the AP119/W manual is at least equally suitable reading for
TCP/IP beginners.

Working with Sockets
In TCP/IP, a socket is the fundamental concept onto which all protocols (such as
FTP or HTTP) are based. AP119/W supports stream sockets and datagram
sockets, of which I will only discuss the former. The following AP119 call
allocates a new socket:

O+fCP 'SOCKET' ☁STREAM!
0

Since sockets are used for two different purposes, communicating with a known
partner, or waiting for new connections initiated by so far unknown users, I found
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the following piece of code to be useful, because it combines the AP119 calls that
are always required:

VY Z+L TCPSOCKET V;A;TA;PN;PT;5S
[1] a Get a new socket
[2] a For listening if L=1
(3) (IA PN)+¥ a IP address, port nr
[4] Z*S«TCP'SOCKET' ☁STREAM! a Get a new socket
{s] >L/LB a Jump if LISTENing
[eq AtTCP'BIND'S 0 '0.0.0,0' a Bind the socket
(7) A«TCP'CONNECT'S PN IA a Address IA, port PN
(8] 0
[9] EB:A+TCP'RIND'S PN'0.0.0.0! a Bind to port PN
[10] A+TCP'LISTEN'S 5 a Socket for listening

v

If you want to create a client connecting to the World Wide Web server of
Statistics Finland, the IP address of which is 193.166.0.71, the connection to their
WWW port80is established by:

U+0 PCPSOCKET '193.166.0.71' 80
1

The result 1 indicates that socket number 1 is successfully connected to port 80 of
wuww.statfi. If the IP address or port number are incorrectly specified, AP119
blocks for abouthalf a minute and then returns an error code:

AP119 error: 1 100614

AP119 has an optional error display facility which showsthe error codes together
with a description in a message box:

Ip
TCPHP error 10061 occurred:
Connection refused.

 

Message boxes are very useful when designing and testing an application, but the
possibility to turn them off is invaluable in production systems, particularly
servers, where the application is intelligent enough to trap non-zero error codes
and takethe necessary action.
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If instead of connecting to a known server you wantto create a server of your
own, you allocate a socket by:

Ql<1 fCPSOCKET '' 3850
2

The result 2 indicates that socket number 2 is nowlistening to port 3850 (a not-so-
well-known port of your choice). A client can now connect to this socket by
knowing your IP address and your port number 3850. There are several ways to
proceed and find out if a client wants to connect:

O+7CP 'ACCEPL' 2
39.4256 158.152.217.939

The server has accepted the connection from socket 2 and created a newsocket
number3 for the communication that will take place between your server and the
client, whose IP address is 158.152.217.93. The original socket 2 remains
listening for new connections. The problem with ACCEPT is that the system
blocks until a client requests a connection. This is where the SELECT command
will be useful:

A>7CP 'SELECT' (2 3) '' '' 15
of

AP119 will wait at most 15 seconds(the last item in the vector is timeout) for data
to be read from sockets 2 or 3, and returns a 1 for each socket where an event has
taken place. In this case, there has been no activity in socket 2, but data can be
read from socket 3, which wascreated above for the communication between this
server and user 158.152.217.93 . SELECT can be set to wait indefinitely
(timeout 0) or return immediately (timeout negative).
The data sent by user 156.152.217.93 can now beread:

O+FCP 'RECV' 3 0 'N'
Hello, are you there?

and a response can be sent:
O+TCP 'SEND' 3 0 'N' ☁Yes I am. Who are you?'

22
a 22 characters were sent
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These examples showthatto get going with AP119/W is quite easy. Building full
scale applications with multiple users, possibly working on different platforms,is
more challenging but by no means terribly difficult.

Building Real Applications
Considering that AP119/W is an APL interface to a standard winsock.dll, the
application designer needs to be awareofpitfalls such as:

+ Data is sent and received as simple character strings. Unless only APL/W
users are involved, the application must convert numeric, nested and
multidimensional to and from transfer form. I developed a simple (]7F
emulator for APL/Win order to exchange data between APL2/370 and
APL/W.

» If APL characters are sentacross different platforms, the application must
convert between different [)4 Vs.

« TCP/IP chopsthe data into chunksof 2 kb orless. Even though the SEND
commandmayaccept very longstrings, on the other side the RECV command
only returns one chunk at a time, and the application must catenate them
together and know when end-of-data has been reached.If only APL/W users
are involved, AP119/W goesquite a bit further(in release2.1).

AP119/W Release 2.1
For some weeks now I have hada beta version of the new release of AP119. Some
of the enhancements make the application designer's life just a little bit easier,
some of them are bound to revolutionise the way of APL programming with
sockets,

+ The new conversion option W allows for an automatic conversion from any
APLarray into a character string (when sending) and vice versa (when
receiving). This option also caters for catenating small chunks together before
returning the full APLvariable.

+ Andrei has been clever enoughto notice that this approach may haveits
downside: if AP119 receives a large variable using the W format, the execution
of the RECV commanddoesnotterminate until the whole variable has been
built from possibly hundredsof small chunks. Network failures or problems
on the sender's side may even lead to a case where AP119 never receives the
entire data. The solution is to receive the data without conversion as character
strings and at the end apply a new command CONVERT which returns an APL
array.
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« The commands GETHOSTID and GETHOSTNAME have been extended to use
Internet nameservers to convert between host namesand Internet addresses.
You can now query IP addresses by specifying host names such as apl-
385.demon.co.uk or www.statfi.

« The gem of release 2.1 is the introduction of event driven socket programming.

Event Driven Socket Programming
The traditional approach to detect - typically in a server - if any of the active
sockets has pending client requests is to call SELECT with a reasonable timeout.
The longer the timeouts, the less the application can do other things. With the
availability of the new NOTIFY command AP119 is now able to make the
TCP/IP kernel interrupt the APL application when an eventof interest occurs in
the network.
The TCP/IP events get to the APL workspace via an invisible form, from which
APL/W is able to catch the information related with the events. Therefore, the
invocation of AP119 should be followed by statements like

☁PCPF'QWC'FORM☂ ☁APL-119' ('COORD' 'PIXELE')
'TCPF'QWS('EVENT' S 'TCPEVENT')('VISIBLE' 0)

The sockets allocated later on will notify this form about their TCP/IP events if a
statementlike this is called for socket S:

TCP'NOTIFY'S('TCPF'QWG'CAPTION')(+/1 8 32)

Whereversocket S is ready for RECV (1), ACCEPT (8) or CLOSE (32), the callback
function TCPEVENTis executed, for example:

vy PCPEVENT MSG;A;EVENT; ERROR; IA;P;S;QI0
(1] «a A simple TCP/IP event handler
C2] Qr0«1
(3) (ERROR EVENT}+0 256732MSG a Get event nr
{4] SN+4OMSG a Socket number
{5] +(EVENT=1 8 32)/READ,ACC,CLS «9 Jump to event
[6] READ:A+ICP'RECV'SN 0 'N! a Receive chunk
{7] 2'DATA',(¥SN),1,+A' a Append to data
{8] +0
E9] ACC:(S2 P IA)+TCP'ACCEPT'S a Get new socket
[10] #'DATA',(4S52),'+IA' a New data variable
fii] +0
[412] CLS:A*TCP'CLOSE'SN a Close socket
[13] STOREs'DATA',4¥SN a Store data

v
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This is all it takes to implement a simple TCP/IP protocol, which in the example
above collects data sent by clients and, when the client closes the socket, calls
STORE to save the collected data further to a suitable place. The beauty in the
functionality of NOTIFY is that when ACCEPTcreates a new socket S2 based on
the listening socket S, 52 inherits the properties of S, including the NOTIFY
settings.

Suggestions for Improvement
The new version leaveslittle to be desired. Nevertheless, a full-blown TCP/IP
product might well offer additional goodies such as:

« standardisation of the TCP/IP solutions of different APL vendors would be
necessary to allow for the effortless transmission of APL arrays between
different APLs.

« a built-in data compression facility could reduce transmission times
dramatically. Standardisation would be an issue here, too.

« itseems that AP119/W does not work well with all versions of winsock.dil. An
additional warning in the documentation about this might be useful.

Whois AP119/W for?
For any companyor institution, where TCP/IP is in place, AP119/W is an easy
and inexpensive starting point for solving APL connectivity problems. It is not
{and is not intended to be) a turnkeysolution, but it providesall facilities for the
rapid developmentof cross-platform connectivity between APL2 and APL/W -
or within a network of APL/W PCs.
AP119/W is particularly attractive for APL2 shops, where Windows has been
selected as the standard PC operating system and where the unavailability of
OS/2 excludes the use of IBM☂s built-in co-operative processing facilities across
different platforms. Instead of APL2/2 and its AP119, Dyalog APL/W with
API119/W can provide a nice path to program-to-program communication. This
typically means accessing mainframe data from PCs, but a less traditional
approach would be to let mainframe programs have real time access to PC or
LAN baseddata.
AP119/Woffers attractive possibilities for home users, too. I installed the new
WinCim 2.0 for integrated CompuServe and Internet access, and wasexcited to
see that the setup allowed meto establish an AP119/W connection from my home
PC in Switzerland to an APL2/370 workspace that Jaakko Ranta had )L0ADed in
Finland. Using the same concept, any computer connected to Internet can be used
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from almost anywhere in the world, for a price close to whata local telephonecali
costs. Quite a tool for a travelling APL consultant who can use, design and
maintain applications far away from the customer.

Conclusion
AP119/W release 1.0 was a solid piece of programming, which provided the
means for building client/server applications across different APL platforms.
Release 2.1 goes several steps further by introducing the concept of event driven
socket programming and by facilitating the exchange of APL arrays across the
network. Unlike GDDME, which was Lingo Allegro☂s solution for the declining
market of old APL2/370 applications run on PCs , the company now has a
product for an exploding (I hope) market of Internet and intranet connectivity.
The ideal place, however, for AP119/W would be as an integral part of DyalogAPL/W.
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JAD SMS- An Object Management
Environment for APL*PLUSIT V5

reviewed by Jon Sandles

Introduction
In the last Vector ] wrote about problems I had maintaining objects within the
Causeway environment for Dyalog APL. There seemed to be a need for somesort
of object management system and version control management system to allow
maintenance of objects across different releases of Causeway.
Well over a year ago Vector was sent a copy of JAD SMS - ☜System Management
Software for APL☝ - to review. For some reason, which now escapes me, I found
problems getting the software going, but then I decided to look again into the
whole topic of ☜Object Management☝, andas a result I mailed the creator of JAD
SMS~ David Crossley - and asked him for the latest version. Fortunately I had no
problems getting the software going this time, so 1 began to explore whatit could
do for me.....

What Does JAD SMS Do?
JAD SMS is written in and used to manage functions/variables (referred to in the
rest of this article as objects) in APL*PLUSII v5, although there are plans to port it
to other APLs. The evaluation copy came bundled with the Toronto toolkit, which
is a useful place to start in seeing how the software works. The system is made up
of a bunch of APL functions (unfortunately locked) which can be )copy☂ed into
your workspace when you need them. They can be run interactively or embedded
into your own functions. Also supplied is a DOS-based pop-up windowsinterface
which calls all the lower-level functions for you. In this review I concentrate on
this full screen interface, but bear in minda great strength of this system is thatall
the lower-level code is well documented and you can build your own
interface/routines basedonit.
Why do we need JAD SMS? You've probably tried to organise your workspaces
before. Namespaces have been helpful for this purpose. Indeed, the way JAD SMS
stores functions in a hierarchical tree structure is much the sameas storing your
functions in a bunch of namespaces - so what more doesit give us? Having stored
your functions in namespaces, you've also probably used that same structure in
many different workspaces - indeed all you needed to do was )copy the
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namespace tree to proliferate whole chunks of working systems from one
application to another. But what happens whenyoufind a bug right in the core of
one of these proliferated functions? All of a sudden you need to updateall the
different occurrences of the function - remembering wheretheyall are could be
quite tricky. In a multi-developer environment the problem is even worse ~
there☂s always someone wholikesto ☁fiddle☂ the utilities to work the way they
want them to. If you do a wholescale update of every workspace you can lay your
hands on with the fixed function you could create three different problems....
(and probably more).

(i) You fix the bug - but maybe introduce new problemssince the original
developer had already worked around the problem - the work-around could
nowhave undesirableeffects.

{ii) You fix the bug - but you lose any fudgesother developers havebuilt into
specific applications over time.

(iii) You fail to fix the bug - none of your workspaces work anymore!
Thus, implementing the bug-fix could be very time consuming, and testing the
bug-fix could be even harder. An object managementutility should enable the
development team to work together and share the sameutility set - but be
flexible enough to allow developersto adjust them in a controlled manner.It does
this by providing information about thestatus ofutilities in different applications,
and the status of the master utilities. This information allows developers to
update common code across a numberofapplications in such a way that they can
have a high degree of confidence that the change will not introduce new bugs.

A Test Example
Toillustrate how far JAD SMS takes us towards this goal I developed a test
example. I have a set of functions which provide reasonably advanced print
capabilities from DOS - allowing the userto select printers and define the printer
type and select the paper orientation etc. (if the printer is capable). The
functionality is quite simple - OPEN 'FRED' opens a channel for printing, APR
MATsends data to the open print channel ~ and CLOSE 'FRED' closes the print
channel and spools the print to the printer. The functions - although quite simple
~ rely on quite a lot of standard utility code and whenI tried to isolate them from
the rest of the workspace I was surprised that I actually needed a lot more than
just the 3 functions to make them run.In fact I needed a monstrous 37 functions!
Only twoof these were specific to the print - all the others were utility functions
which are used hundredsof times in hundreds of workspaces.
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This should illustrate how dependent code is on the standardutilities that you
take for granted. Notonly that, butif a bug was to crop up in oneoftheseutilities
(it does happen) how important it would be to identify where you need to
upgrade your workspaces.
To help illustrate further here is the calling tree of the function OPEN .....

OPEN
c T T T T 1 T T T T 1

CAT CHKALPTS IF NEXIST WINAPICK WINAUNDO ADOIF AIOTA ASETUP ATAB
Some of these functions have their own calling trees calling other lower-level
utilities.
JAD SMS allowsusto store our utilities in a structure very similar to the DOS
directory structure. A top-levelutility library is in effect an APL sharefile (called a
database in JAD SMS)storing all the utilities, but within that you can break the
utilities up into a hierarchical structure made up of directories of objects. This is
not the only way of groupingutilities in JAD SMS butit is the most important as
directories are the level at which security is defined - and hence the level at which
mostof the JAD SMS utility functions work.
Security is an important aspect of JAD SMSandit works using an access matrix
approachsimilar to many APL sharefile systems. It means you can give read-only
access to utilities to all but the few whoare actually responsible for the utility
code, but also create new ☁development☂ areas where you give access to
completely different people. You may even want to prevent people from
accessing areas ofthe utility set completely. Security is very well defined in JAD
SMS andit seems to provide all the functionality you would want from such a
system.
So whatdoesit looklike....?
(Remember you don☂t have to use the full screen interface - all the lower-level
functions are provided and fully documented ~ but I found the full screen
interface very useful to get the hang of what the system can do.)
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TEST Tree
Esc Quit Fl Help F2 Users ¥F3 Files 4 Search F5 Permfab £6 OFdup
FS Print F9 Export F12 Ver Pg t/t
Js Dir Actions: Make Delete Rename Move Attributes Enter

TEST GENPRINTERWIN    
Here I have created a database file called TEST in which I created 3 directories
called GEN, PRINTER and WIN. This was simple enough to do - press <F3>
☁Files☂ and add thefile ☁TEST☂. Then press <M> ☁Make☂ andtype in the name GEN
etc, I made these 3 directories to store my printing utility code. In GEN I was
going to put any general utilities that comein useful all the time, in PRINTER the
utilities specific to printing, and in WIN theutilities specific to windowed output.
1 then loaded my printer workspace and copied in JAD SMS and populated the
directories with the appropriate functions.
This wasalso very simple to do - I selected the directory ] wanted to populate
and hit Enter - this takes you into the directory screen (shownlater) - hitting F2
<Add> brought up the additions screen. Here you can manually type in the
names of the objects you want from your workspace adding into this directory.
Far easier, as long as the workspaceis not too big, is hitting F4 <AllWs> to getall
your functions/variables from the workspace and deleting all the ones you don☂t
wantin this directory.(It also only picks up those objects that aren☂t already in the
library.)
] did this for all three directories and the PRINTER directory screen lookedlike
this ....
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TEST.PRINTER Directory OPEN edited
Esc Cancel Fl Help F2 Add F3 OK F4 Search F5 Action F6 Restore
FT Sort F@ Print F9 Attribs F10 Select Fil Cmpre F1Z Tree Pg t/+
1 of 10 Js Keys: ALT+A..2, BC DEHLOPRS
Name Type Date Time Class # of Ver Rel User

Ver # #
CHKLPTS f£ 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 o* Js
CLOSE £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 o* Js
OPEN £ 96-02-29 21:16 i 1 of vs
OPTIONS £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 o* Js
APDESC v 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 o* Js
APR £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 o* JS
AaPTYPE v 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 of Js
ASETUP f£ 36-02-29 21:16 1 1 OF gs
Asaprdest v 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 O* Js
AAdApreset vi 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 0* os   

This screen showsall my functions and variables that are directly related to
printing - the v and the f for functions and variables. You then have the
timestamp of when that object was last changed. On the right handside is the
user wholast madea change to the object. The 3 columnsof 1s and 0s represent
the number of versions - the version number and the release number of that
particular object. "Why do you need all those?☝ you are probably thinking.
Remember what weare trying to do here - to manage a bunch of functions that
are in use in a variety of systems. Whenthe utility developer upgrades/fixes a
utility you don☂t always get your system administrator to pull in the new version
immediately. So, although you have fixed the bug, some of your users may well
be running old versions. If you do not keep a copy of the old version you might
get very confused when they re-discover the bug you havejust fixed in 5 years☂
time. JAD SMS allows you to maintain both old production versions of code and
new developmentversions of codeall in the same database directory.

By Wayof Illustration ...
To illustrate let☂s assume 1 have need to fix the top-level function OPEN. After
editing, JAD SMS reports the following for that function...
Name Type Date Time Class # of Ver Rel User

ver # #OPEN £ 96-03-06 19:41 2 2 0* us
There are now twoversions of the function (I elected not to overwrite the original
but create a new version). The current version is 2. (These are always the same
unless you delete old/unwanted versions ~ version numbering is always
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absolute.) The previousversion is kept unless you elect to overwrite - and is read
only forall versions bar the mostrecent. You can easily scroll between versions to
compare any changesetc.
The release numberis still 0*. What does the * mean ? Well - the release
numbering schemeis a way of protecting versions of code that you havereleased
to your application developers. Once you release a set of utility code from JAD
SMS you apply a release number andall the latest versions of code get the *
removed and the new release number is applied (unless it already is released
status in which case it would already have had its * removed and it would keep
its original release number). Once the latest version of an object is released it
cannot be changed any more. To changethe function definition you mustcreate a
new version of the function. Application developers must then retrieve either the
latest versions of the functions (if they are developing new code) or the latest
releases of the functions(if they are updating production systems).
To show this in action | applied a release numberof 0.1 to all my printer functions
(I would then communicate to all teamsthat the latest release is 0.1). This clears
all the *s from the latest versions of each object (indicating that they can no longer
be edited). To check this I then edited OPEN again. When IJ saved it, JAD SMS
automatically created a new version and re-addedthe* to the release number(to
indicate that it is an unreleased object).
Name Type Date Time Class # of Ver Rel Userver # #
CLOSE f 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 0.1 Js
OPEN f 96-03-06 20:26 3 3 O.1* Js

Notice it is still part of the 0.1 release set - that is because JAD SMS always
applies the latest release numberto any new versions - and because J hadn't yet
defined the next release numberit used the most recent existing one. I'm not sure
I like the way it does this - I think it is confusing. To get the functionality I was
expecting you always needto create a developmentrelease level that gets applied
to all changes following thelast release you did.
In JAD SMS applying a release protects the latest versions of all code ~ but allows
☁you to create new versions of codethat still get attached to that release number.
Hence application developers might get different sets of code depending on
whenthey pull in the latest release of the code. It would bebetter if code changes
after a release were flagged as ☁unreleased☂ until the codeis next released. Thus
developers have the choice of pulling in the released set of cade or alternatively
all the latest versions of the code if they want the developmentset. In reality it
does this with the * - the latest released code is the highest release
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number/version combination that does not have an *. (But this is a bit tooconfusing!)
The JAD SMS version/release mechanism illustrates that you need quite acomplex methodoftracing utility code effectively.

Associating Objects
Thefinal aspect of JAD SMSI☂m goingto talk about (and I'm skipping over quitea lot of functionality) is how you associate objects with each other to easeretrieval. Going back to my PRINTER example: the OPEN function had quite acomplex calling tree and someof the lower functions had calling trees themselves.Whena developerretrieves OPEN he would ideally like the option toretrieveallthe required sub-functions to make that function work - rather than having to callthe function 20 times until he has copied all the required functions identified by
20 VALUE ERRORs!
JAD SMSprovides a methodof achieving this by defining associated objects. Eachobject has an optional list of associated objects - these are objects that will also beretrieved/printedif the base object is selected. The association lists have to be setup manually - so if you add a call to a new function in an object you need toremember to add it to the association list. Some object management systemsprovide association automatically by lexically analysing the function every timeyou saveit/retrieveit.
There are other aspects of the JAD SMS method of associating that are fairlycrude. When you retrieve an object (whatever version) which has associatedobjects you only ever get the latest versions of the associated objects - this couldlead to inconsistencies ~ in reality it oughtto search for the latest version from thesamerelease as the retrieved object. Also associated objects need to reside in thesame directory ♥ if you look back at the calling tree for OPEN it called functionsthat resided in all three of the directories that I defined. Fortunately JAD SMSprovides a second mechanism forthis ...
Object linking allows you to reference objects in multiple directories whilst onlyreally storing them once. Thus, going back to the OPEN function again, we needall the functions it calls linked into the PRINTERdirectory. To do this you have tohighlight the functions you wantto link to the PRINTER directory in their sourcedirectory, and then press <F5> andselect☁link to another directory☂. (I then triedchanging the source of one of the linked functions and the link appears to be tothelatest version always rather than to a specific version - again this could causeinconsistencies?)
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I was nowin a position to associate all the sub functions of OPEN - 1 did this - a
simple case of typing in all the names on the association screen that comes with
every object/version. (This isn☂t validated so typing errors could be costly!) My
PRINTERdirectory now lookedlike(first page only) ...
TEST.PRINTER Directory OPEN edited
Esc Cancel Fl Help F2 Add F3 OK F4 Search F5 Action F6 Restore
F7 Sort Fe Print F9 Attribs F10 Select Fll Cmpre F12 Tree Pg t/t

1 of 18 Js Keys: ALTHA..Z, BCDEHLOPRS
Name Type Date Time Class # of Ver Rel User

ver # #
CHKALPTS £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.1 as
CLOSE £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.1 gs
+OPEN £ 96-03-07 20:46 4 4 0,3" gs
OPTIONS £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 LoL Js
APDESC v 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.1 Js
APR ft 96-02-29 21:16 1 1 0.1 Js
APTYPE v 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.2 Js
ASETUP £ 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.1 Js
AAsAprdest v 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.2 Js
ssspreset v 96-02-29 21:16 1 10.4 Js
CAT £ 1 96-03-07 22:39 2 2 0% gs
IF £1 96-02-29 21:12 1 1 oF Js
NEXIST £1 96-02-29 21:12 1 1 o* os
AaDOIF £ 1 96-02-29 21:12 1 1 o* Js
AIOTA £ 1 96-02-29 21:12 1 1 o* Js
Classes: none defined

Notice the ☁+☂ beside OPEN - this indicates that there are associated objects. Notice
the ☁I☂ against the functions towards the bottom ofthe screen ♥ these are the
objects I linked in from otherdirectories - they are read only when viewed from
this directory - but notice that CAT has hadits version incremented even though I
originally linked version 1 of CAT. I subsequently created a new version of CAT
just to see what happenedto thelinked version.
Toillustrate (a) the power of someof the low-level functions provided with JAD
SMS and also the pointofall this messing about....

)CLEAR
CLEAR WS

FNS

}COPY 2 SMS23
SAVED 04/12/1995 15:38:37

)FNS
jcompare jdelete jfile jprint jselect jsms jsurrog
jeopy jedit jget jretrieve jsetup jstore
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☁#4! jretrieve ☁PRINTER; OPEN'
it objects retrieved
OPEN CAT IF CHKALPTS

=

NEXIST WINAPICK WINAUNDO SDOIF
AIOTA aSETUP ATAB
The ☁+a☂ in the left argumentrequested all the associated functions - you can seethat this worked fine - but someof these functions had sub-functions as well ♥ topull back all these I would have to repeat the process I went through for OPEN.This would be very time-consuming and difficult to maintain for a large utility
set. However,in the list of possible to extensions to the system there is a mentionof being able to retrieve called functions automatically - this would remove theneedfor typingin all the associated function names.(Although I expect you'dstillneed to do the object linking bit?)

Summary
JAD SMS provides a sound multi-user environmentfor sharing multiple versionsof utility code and allowing multi-user development and retrieval. It alsoprovides a good methodof defining the status of code via the release codes andstatus symbol(*). There are many features I haven't reviewed - printing, code
searching, multi-user access and function creation, and the lower-level functionsthat are available. The lower-level functions could be embedded within yourworkspaces to automatically retrieve latest versions of utility code. Alsodevelopers can use them to automatically add their own changes to utility code.The full screen interface was reasonably good and the online help also prettygood. The only real gripe I had is that I found the manual exceptionally difficultto dip into - you really have to read the whole thing from coverto cover and eventhen I foundit very difficult to look things up quickly.
JAD SMS is currently being ported to Dyalog APL☂s GUI world. A limited-functionality prototype will be available this summer. The main visual differenceis that the first two screens shown in this article will be combined in the style ofWindowsFile Manager/Explorer. Further information can be requested via emailto ☜crossle@io.org☝ or mail the address for JAD Software in the product guide.
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Dyalog-8 Control Structures and Native
Files: some Timings

by Adrian Smith

Summary
Ina previousVector (☜Review ofAPL*PLUSIII Control Structures☝, Vol.11 No.1 p-84) 1
celebrated the arrival of control structures in APL*PLUS as a generally good
thing, and it is a delight to report that not only have Dyalog followed suit, but
that they havefaithfully copied the exact syntax of the Plus Ill model. The table
below reruns in Dyalog-8 sometimingsI did to investigate the speedofiteration
(as against each) in PlusIII.
Thave also done some rough timings on the new native file support, as I was
interested to see whether it would be a worthwhile speed improvement for
NewLeaf to spool pages ☜native☝ rather than buffering them in the workspace or
using componentfiles. The secondtable simulates a report of between 12 and 600
pages, each of 4567 bytes (this needs a 12Mb workspaceto complete the times in
column-1), and you can seethat(a) nativefiles a very fast indeed, and (b) turning
off the ASCII translation makes almostno difference. All times were taken on a
Dell P90 with a fast IDE hard disk.

Control Structures (vvv+5000p'fat! 'cat')

 

processvvv 0.335 0.385
loopy vvv 0.499 0.6835

Native Files (all times in ms)

 

Pages PG+PG, pg pg Ofappend 1 pg Onappend ☜1
sat poet ccc cern ASCII raw
12 42 524 220 212
40 234 800 330 315
100 1250 1615 673 570
200 6900 2840 1099 960
4060 19000 5500 1854 1750
600 43000 7400 2691 2570

Thefile timingsall involved creating a new file, appending each pagetoit, then
erasingit. The times are marginally reducedif you tie and clear an existingfile.
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RECENT MEETINGS
This section of Vector documents all British APL Association meetings, and anyother events of interest to the APL world. If you have recently attended any
gathering which you feel would be interesting to Vector readers, please let theEditor have a brief note, and wewill include it here.
Many thanks to Marc Griffiths of the Toronto APL SIG for sending us a promptand thorough write-up of Adrian Smith☂s presentation to the Canadian APLgroup on 26th February.
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Causeway and NewLeafin Toronto
notes by Marc Griffiths

Background
Adrian Smith took advantageof a business trip to New Englandto visit Toronto
and talk to the Toronto APL SIG on February 26. The meeting took place in a
lecture theatre in the Medical Sciences Building at the University of Toronto, the
site of the APL☂93 Conference. This contributed to a pleasant combination of déja
vu and anticipation.
Adrian had organised his presentation into three segments: (i) an introduction to
Causeway, (ii) a demonstration of the Organisational Architecture application
software written in Dyalog APL/W version 7.1 for SAP AG, and(iii) a look at the
NewLeaf report designer, the latest product from Causeway Graphical Systems.
Unfortunately, the LCD display panel and Adrian☂s laptop computer were
unwilling or unable to communicate.
Unfazed, Adrian produced some markup pens and proceeded to illustrate the
first part of his talk through the older medium of acetate on an overhead
projector. Parts (ii) and(iii) were conductedlater in scrums arranged around the
lectern to look at the screen on the laptop.

Causeway
Adrian sketched the ☁Flipper☂ form to illustrate the principles underlying
Causeway. The Flipper consists of a Windows form with a single text inputfield
together with two control buttons, Flip and Close. Clicking on the Flip button
reverses the text which the user has typed in the inputfield (see the notes from
Adrian☂s Helsinki workshop in Vector Vol.11 No.3). For the benefit of those in the
audience who hadn't seen Flipper or any Causeway application before, Adrian
distributed handouts which showed the form and the Event Action table
associated with the Flip button.
It was apparent that the audience contained people with a wide range of
familiarity not only with Causeway, but also with graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) and the concepts behind object-oriented programming. Questions were
asked almost from the outset of the presentation, and the evening was highly
interactive. For some in the audience, the failure of the LCD display panel was a
blessing in disguise.
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Without the distracting magic of a live demonstration, we were able to reflect
upon the simplicity of Causeway☂s structure, and appreciate how far Causewaygoes towards removing the need for a lot of low-level coding in prototypedevelopmentand application programming.In fact, one could say that it doesfor GUI design and implementation what APL does for applicationprogramming:it conceals the low-level detail to allow the analyst/programmerto focus on both designing an application that solves a business problem, andenabling the userto interactas effectively as possible with that application.
In the course of answering questions, Adrian offered a number of insights andtips with respect to using Causeway:

* Think of forms and applicationsin termsof the events and actions(conditional and unconditional) which are associated with the constituentobjects,
Don☂t beafraid to use global variables in the application. Because each formhasits own executionstack,there is nocentral control within the application,butforms mustoccasionally share data. Localise variables within a form whenthey mustbe shared byits children but are not needed outside the form.

* The model used to control the ☁watching☂ and ☁hollering☂ associated withchangesto variablesis that of a centralised monitor rather than a networkofdirect object-to-object messages. The monitor maintainslists of the variablesbeing watched, andof the objects which needto be notified when anyof thevariablesis changed. When the monitoris told about a changeto a variable, itNotifies each of the objects which had previouslyregistered aninterestin anychangesto that variable. In circumstances where thenotifications may becyclical, using an appropriate condition in the Event/Action tables willterminate the updates.
Normally,the ☁holler☂ message is sent when the focus leavesa field. To refresheither a large numberofinter-relatedfields, or a field which involves time-consumingcalculationsorfile I/O, remove the variable name from the ☁holler☂list in every object in the form. Then, providethe user with a Calculate orRefresh button which need do nothingother than holler the variable name, orwhich executes an APL function which performsthe calculations beforehollering. This is analagousto switching off automatic repagination of alengthy Word documentandselecting Repaginate Now from the Tools menu.

Causeway is being rewritten for Dyalog APL/W Version 8. It will takeadvantage of namespaces to avoid workspace nameconflicts and to providesome performance improvements.
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Organisational Architecture Application
This is a user interface developed by Adrian and Duncan Pearson using the
Causeway development environment. It is PC-based and supports the
configuration of the R3 client/server integrated business system written by SAP
AG in Germany.It is particularly significant becauseit is not a form-filling,
button-clicking, chart-drawing front-end which many people view as a standard |
GUI. The Organisational Architect application is a direct manipulation interface
which allows the user to construct a graphical model of the firm☂s business
processes from a pre-defined collection of business entities. Theentities can be
seen as classes which range from reporting (cost centres) and legal (subsidiaries)
to the physical(factories, distribution points).
  

  
      

The user creates an instance by selecting a business entity from a vertical palette
of icons located at the left edge of the screen and dragging it into the main
window.Theuserfills in a few fields of a small pop-up information form to set
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certain properties of this instance, such as its name. The user then proceeds tolink it to other icons already in the window by using the mouse to draw lines
between them. Where necessary, another small form may appearto allow theuser to describe certain characteristics of the relationship between the connectedinstances.
When the model is complete, the information about the business entities andtheir connections is transmitted to the SAP configuration module in a formwhich it can understand. The performance of the application in redrawing theicons andlinks wascertainly acceptable on the Pentium laptop. Thefact that theOrganisational Architect application has been distributed worldwide by SAP onCD-ROMisa tribute to its robustness.

NewLeaf
To greatly understate its functionality, NewLeaf is a reporting utility. Moreaccurately, it is a page description package which uses collections of pagedescription objects/elements to describe the layout of individual pages which
together comprise a report, much as Causewayuses collections of GUI objects todescribe forms.
Information about downloading a Dyalog APL/W beta-test version of NewLeaffrom the APL385 Website (see Product Guide) had been provided in the meeting
announcement, so some of us had been able to give it a test drive beforehand.Still surrounded by quite a crowd, Adrian provided a quick overview ofNewLeaf on his laptop by running a few of the demonstration functions in theworkspaceanddisplaying the output on the screen.
He explained that the NewLeaf package comprises three namespaces: classcontains the element descriptions; leaf, the principal namespace, contains thefunctions which are used by the application to construct the report; and pscontains functions which translate the report, held in an ASCII-text pagedescription format, into a form which can be viewed on-line, saved to file, or sentto a printer.
The main object is the frame which bounds a rectangular area on a page. Textcan be placed in a frame, in which case any text which extendsto the right orbelow the edgesof the frameis clipped. Alternatively, text can be flowed into aframe. Each flowed text vector is treated as a paragraph. Each paragraph iswrapped automatically between the sides of the frame and,if it extends beyondthe bottom of the frame, it will flow into the next frame, which may be onanother page(this ☜autoflow☝ property can be switched off).
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As well as frames, NewLeaf handles objects such as rules, timestamps, page
numbers, drop caps, bitmaps, and graphics from Rain. The programmer has
control over font selection, font size, style (plain, bold, italicised), and leading;
paragraph indentsleft/right/first line, space before/after, and alignment.
In additionto facilities to handle text as standard paragraphs, NewLeaf allows
bullet-formatted text with a choice of bullet from a solid circle, numeric or
lowercase alphabetic character (the latter two are incremented automatically).
The big contribution is a special group of functions specifically designed to
handle tables. Provided they can be expressed in a tree structure, the text for
column titles can span more than one column. Lengthy tables are broken
between rowsandthetitles appear automatically at the top of the next page.

Summary
Despite the equipmentfailure, no oneleft the meeting disappointed. After being
shown two products which manage low-level, detailed coding of the user
interface and report generation, many in the audience were able to breathe more
easily at the prospect of once again concentrating on higher level business and
system design problems.
A demonstration of a direct manipulation interface was a bonus in terms of
providing a good deal of food for thought, and reminding us what GUIs can and
oughtto be for certain types of application.
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(GENERAL ARTICLES
This section of Vector is intended for general readers who have a workingknowledge of APL or J. Authors are encouraged to submit articles which
illustrate effective APL applications.
In this issue, we have a comprehensive catalogueof likely migration problems,which should be considered by anyone who needs to move from a mainframeenvironment to Windowson a PC. Wealso havethefinal part of John Sullivan☂sseries on arithmetic with large integers, where he explores some of the
applications of these techniques to data encryption.

Errata
In Duncan Pearson's 3DTTTarticle, astute readers will have noticed that at thebottom of page 101, function DrawPoints appears to refer to a non-existent
sub-function called ref. This is actually a catbar ; which Winword interprets as
some kindoffield code when it appearsadjacentto a circlestile $. Beware!
While weare on the subject, two readers have noticed that back in Vector 10.1 wesuffered from the notorious + problem. Theline of code on page 120 should read:

changefontc15+46 0 G ptr 0 flags(0 128 128 0)
.. and it is a good idea to throw in a GlobalUnlock before the GlobalFreeon page 122.
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Migration From APL2 to APL/W
by Rex Swain (rhswain@acm.org)

Introduction
I☂ve recently spent a fair amountof time migrating workspaces from IBM☂s APL2
to Dyadic System☂s APL/W.This article, a review of various features that will
require conversion, is an effort to help anyone else whois either contemplating or
actually charged with a similar migration task.
Of course, all us techies know that whatreally should be doneis a complete re-
design and re-coding of the entire application! Segregate the logic, user interface,
and database stuff, create a proper event-driven GUI, and so on. But sometimes
project fundingrealities require compromise, typically spelled p-o-r-t.

APL is remarkably portable in general. But if you are considering an APL2 to
APL/W migration, there are many issues that will slow down what you may
have thought would be a quick job. Hopefully the advice here will enable you to
anticipate the full scope of a migration effort, save you a bit of work, and help you
react calmly to errors in codethat used to run just fine.
I should point out that Dyalog APL doesn☂t purport to be identical to APL2, and
considering the circumstances, it is surprisingly similar. Dyalog was based on
STSC☂s NARS version of the language. APL2 (even the pre-release IUP version)
wasn☂t released until they had fixed the language specification and coded most of
the product. It is Dyadic☂s intention to develop closer compatibility with APL2,
and they have already made good progress.
My specific experience involved moving from APL? version 2.2 under VM/CMS
(sometimes called ☜APL2/370") to Dyalog APL/W version 7.1 under Windows
for Workgroups, butI believe that the bulk of these issues would be relevant with
other releases.

Types of Differences
There are several classes of differences that will require changes:

1. Many differences are easy to find with a simple workspace searching tool. For
example, OTF is not supported in APL/W,so scanall functions for any
occurrence of JTF, and replace with an emulation function. In this case, you
can find every instance withouteveractually executing the application code.
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2. Some differences require a more sophisticated search that may not find 100%
of the cases. E.g., optional left arguments mustbe enclosed in braces in
APL/W function headers. So search all dyadic functions for QNCof theleft
argument, and where found, wrap the argumentin braces. This will almost
alwayssuffice, but one can easily imagine tricky cases where the argumentis
neverreferenced in any obvious way.

3. Somedifferences are very difficult to find mechanically. E.g.,1 0 1/☜4pei3
works in APL2 but causes a LENGTH ERROR in APL/W;you needto enclose
the left argumentto get this working.

The good news aboutthesefirst three classes is that they blow up with errors
when executed, so even if you can☂t find them all programmatically, at least if you
exercise your application long enough they will announce themselves. The bad
news, of course, is that this assumes that your application is straightforward
enough that you can test all possible execution paths and data cases. (More
probably, your end-users will eventually become conversion betatesters.)
Unfortunately, there are two moreclasses...

4. Somedifferencesare a nightmare! E.g., the spacing of results from monadic
format may be slightly different in APL/W, depending on the depth and

\ structure of its argument. In the workspaces J worked on, there seemed to be
1E6 uses of monadic format, and of course the structureof the argumentis not

| always immediately obvious. These are the worst kind of differences, because
the code executes justfine and the result is only subtly different, and the
difference may or maynotbesignificant in the context of your application.

5. Finally, thereis all the operating system dependent stuff. Someof this can be
extremely difficult (or impossible) to emulate, and may require you to
implementa totally different (but more appropriate) solution.

Following is your migrationtask list...

Getting Started
« Transfer your workspaces from APL2 to APL/W. Dyadic supplies a

workspace WDYALOG\WS\APLZ2INthathelps to read APL2 transfer files
created by ) OUT. 1 wrote an enhanced version which Dyadicdistributes in
workspace WDYALOG\OUTPRODS\TOOLS\APL2IN2.

© Set APL/W☂s migration level with 0@Z<3. This will immediately solve several
compatibility issues:

Z+eR Enlist (not Type)
Z+4R First (not Mix)
ZeoR Mix (not First)
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Z+=R Absolute value of depth
ZeLcR Partitioned enclose
Z+«OT¢e Orderof terminal contro! characters

© Check for dependence on any APL2 invocation options,especially:
DATEFORM Formatfor timestamps
DEBUG Suppress (2X,etc.
INPUT Queueinputstrings
QUIET Suppress output
RUN Auto-invoke function via 0A
TERMCODE(-1) Controlled invocation

Character Sets
* Beware ofthe atomic vector (any reference to [JAV)! The order of characters is

very different.
« Rememberthat the EBCDIC and ANSIcharactersets are quite different. Even

characters that seem straightforward maynot be ♥ single quotes, vertical bars,
and exclamation points should be examinedcarefully. Watch out for national
language characters and currency symbols.
Also rememberthat characters read from PCfiles into APL/W may pass
through Dyalog☂s APLT=WIN. DOT translation mechanism. So you really have
at Jeast three character sets to worry about; EBCDIC, ANSI and QAV.

e Watch out for four overstruck APL2 symbols not present in APL/W☂s DAV:
8 a

Luckily, they don☂t actually do anything in APL2, so they probably won't
matter much.

Different Syntax
© Wrap braces around optional left arguments. For example,if in APL2you

had:
Y R+A FOO B

(1) ~+(O¥0NC 'A')pL1 a Left arg supplied?
C2] AiO a Default left arg
(3) Di:
In APL/W you need to change to headerto:

V R+{A}FOO B
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I wasable to automatically convert 99% of these cases by writing a workspace
searching tool that inspects all dyadic functions for NC 'leftarg' and
makes the appropriate changein the header.

« You cannot assign ☜read-only☂system variables in APL/W.So if your APL2
functions use them as a sink (e.g., JWA+) you will have to convert. I never liked
this technique anyway;I alwaysdefine a ☜no-op☝ function called SINK:

v SINK A
(11 a Throw away argument

v
Then globally change all 'Q#/A+' and 'Q7S+' andetc.to'SINK '.
Or, you maybe able to exploit APL/W☂s ☜shy☝explicit result feature ♥ if you
find JWA+FOO X, you can change F00☂s header to V{R}+FOO A and then
justexecute FOO X.

« Trace and stop controls are different. Use APL/W☂s (ITRACE'FOO' and
OSTOP'FOO' rather than APL2☂s TaFOO+ and SaFOO+. (Note that APL/W
also has a muchfancier interactive trace facility; see Trace on the Action
menu.)

Same Syntax, Limited Capability
¢ Some complex formsof selective assignmentare not permitted in APL/W.For

example, with a 3 by 4 matrix M, somethinglike:
(1 0 1/ME34])+0

works in APL2 but generates a DOMAIN ERROR in APL/W.Youwill have to
re-codethis as:

QeMU54] © (1 0 1/Q)+0 © MES I<0
Similarly, (A>B)[I]+X does not work in APL/W.

* Some APL/W primitive functions generate errors when reductionis applied
to an empty array. For example,in the case of , /10 APL2 returns ¢10
whereas APL/W signals a DOMAIN ERROR.

» Does your code use (JDL to delay? APL/W doesnot permitfractional
arguments, so something like 1DL 1.5 will generate a DOMAIN ERROR.
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Same Syntax, But Works Differently
Watch out for the rank of the result of some system functions. In APL2,
GNC 'A' returnsa scalar, but APL/W returns a one-elementvector. This can
escalate into a depth problem if you execute [IVC""A. Monadic 0SV0 also
exhibits this behaviour.
Compress-eachis interpreted differently. For example, in APL2:

10 4/"Vehpei3
13 13 13 13

With APL/W,you will need to enclose the compression vector:
10 1/°V

LENGTH ERROR
{e1 0 4)/°9

13°13 43 143
Strand indexingis interpreted differently. For instance:

xX Y Z[T]
In APL2, the I indexesjust Z, but in APL/W,the I indexes the three-item
vector (XY Y Z).So for APL/Wyouwill haveto convertthis to:

xX ¥ (2(2])
Strand assignmentof an enclosed scalaris treated differently:

(X Y)«c'tABet

is treated as:
X+Y+'!ABC! a APL2
X+«Yeco'ABC' 9 APL/W

APL/W☂s nameclass does notlike system functions and variables. In APL2,
Ove 'QA¥' reports 2 and QNC 'QCR' reports 3, whereas APL/W reports
☜1 in both cases.
Also, in APL/W itis possible for NC to return a 9. So watch outif you have
tools that do something like Z2+'IULVFO'[~1 0 1 2 3 4:QNC A].
Beware of applying a user-defined function to an empty array with each.In
APL2,if you execute Z«F00"'10, FOO is never actually executed, and the
result Z is based on the prototype of the F00☂s argument. In APL/W,FOOis
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executed once with an argument based on the prototype of F00☂s argument,
and theresult Z is based on the prototype of F00☂s result R.

vV R«FOO A
C1] O+'Arg is:' A
[2] Re2 4 6

v
DISPLAY Z+F00°10 9 APL/W

o

 

DISPLAY Z+F00°10 a APL2
18,
Jol
tut

This is a nasty one to detect in advance. Your function may not be prepared to
handle a zero or empty argument.

* When monadic formatis applied to a nested array, the spacingofthe result is
sometimesdifferent. I first noticed this in mainframe code that composed short
messages with format, such as (using © to represent blanks):

O+*'FOUND' 9 'DOCUMENTS'
oFOUNDo o9eoDOCUMENTS eo a APL/W
oFOUNDs9oDOCUMENTS © a APL2
There arealso subtle differences when some more complex nested arrays are
formatted. So if your code relies on a certain number ofblanks, beware.

Emulation (or Re-Coding) Required
¢ Format-by-exampleis not available in APL/W.So every time you see

something like 1550.03333%'+4 you have some work to do! (And don☂t
forgetthat in APL2, ]FC[1] might be sneaky and changethe decimalpoint to
some other character!)

© The index function [] (sometimes called ☜squish-quad☝)is not supported in
APL/W.Dyalog APL doeshaveplenty of waysto do indexing, so conversion
should not be too much of a problem.
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e APL/W does not support n-wise reduction (as in 2+/A). The 2-line user-
defined operator NWISE that Dyadic supplies in workspace WDYALOG\WS\OPS
can help to emulate this feature. I wrote a more complete versionthatis also
somewhatless prone to WS FULL.

¢ Scalar functions over an axis are not supported in APL/W,so if your APL2
code doesthings like MATRIX+(21VECTORyou will have to change them.I
use a user-defined operator called AXIS.

e Write emulation functions for missing APL2 system functions, as required:

O4P Atomic Function
Ar Attributes☝
OFA Execute Alternate
OEc Execute Controlled
OFs Event Simulation
OFX Fix (dyadic: with execution properties)
Orr Transfer Format
Oucs Universal Character Set

e Write emulation functions for missing APL2 system variables, as required:
OEM Event Message
ger Event Type
ore Format Control
OL Left argument
ONLT National LanguageTranslation
OPR Prompt Replacement
oR Right argument
arz Time Zone
Our User Load

e Nameassociateis very different. Write emulation functions for anything
involving ON, including:

10 QNA REXX
41 ONA Access external routines
12 NA Files as arrays

* Write emulation functions for APL2 external supplied routines, including:
AFM, AFV, AF File read/write/query
AEXEC Execute REXX
ATR, CIN, CAN, DAN Data conversion routines
EXP, PACKAGE, QNS Namespaces and name scopes☂
IN, OUT Like )IN and )OUT
EDITOR2, EDITORX Interface to editors
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Development Environment
e The APL/W session manageris totally different. Inspect your workspacesfor

use of APL2☂s AP120.
« The APL/W function editoris totally different, so it☂s time for you to Jearn yet

anothereditor. (At least it supports cut and paste!)

System Commands
© Note that APL/W does not support some APL2 system commands:

)CHECK )EDITOR )HOST )IN
)MCOPY ) MORE NMS our
)PBS )PIN JQUOTA ) SIC
)SIS ) SYMBOLS

* Also note that some APL2 system command arguments are not supported inAPL/W:
) FNS, ) VARS, and ) OPS do not accept a range of names
) RESET does not allow an argument

e Are you using APL2 utilities that execute system commandsvia the stack and
capturetheir ☜results☝? If so, you'll need a different technique. APL/W
generally makes this easy ♥ it has many more matching system functions that
return explicit results (like []WSID, which is inexplicably missing in APL2).

External Communication
e Anything involving shared variables will probably need conversion.
e Anything involving auxiliary processors will probably need conversion,

The Operating System
© Don☂t forget all operating system dependent non-APLfacilities, such as:

The CMSstack
System command language (REXX)
System editor (XEDIT)
Document composition (DCF/Script)
CMSPipelines
System file 1/O (flatfiles, etc.)
Otherdata access methods (VSAM,etc.)
Database (SQL), Graphics (GDDM)
VM Backup/Archive,VM Schedule
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Network Communications
¢ Review your application☂s use of your mainframe communications network.

Will remote users be able to access the new system through the same network?
Can youdial in from home? Are you sending jobs te an MVS system?

User Interface
e And, last but notleast, there☂s the user interface! The proceduralvs. event-

driven issue is a huge topic in its own right. Suffice to say that unless you want
to do extensive re-coding, you will probably be forced to make some
compromiseshere.

Conclusion
This list is, of course, not necessarily complete ♥ these are just the problems I
have run into sofar, and I☂m sure there are more lurking.
It would be a mistake to come away from reading this with the impression that
Dyalog APL/W is missing a lot of APL features ♥ in fact, it☂s just missing some
APL2 features, and it has many compensating and additional features that APL2
does not have. I mean forall this to be free of value judgments ♥ I'll leaveit to
you to decide whether one system does things ☜better☝ than the other.

Rex Swain Tel: (+1) 860-868-0131
Independent Consultant Fax: (+1) 860-868-9970
8 South Street Email: rhswain@acm.org
Washington, CT 06793 WWW: http://www.pcnet.com/~rhswain
USA

} The user-defined operators NWISE and AXIS may be downloadedfrom the ☜Dyalog APL/W
Tools and Utilities☝ section of my WWW homepage.
2 Dyadic is adding [147 to APL/W versions 7.2 and 8, so function timestampsshould be available
bythe time you read this.

3 For more details, see my paper ☜Namespaces: APL/W vs. APL2"in the APL95 conference
proceedings.
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Multiprecision Arithmetic: Part IV
by John Sullivan (jos@scuk.demon.co.uk)

Applications of Multiprecision Arithmetic
In parts 1 & 2 of this series, I introduced the basic functions for performing
multiprecision arithmetic. But why do we need to perform arithmetic to such
precision? The day-to-day operations of your bank account, or even of the world☂s
money markets, require no more precision than that supplied by APL forits
ordinary arithmetic operations. Scientific measurements no matter how small or
large are usually accompanied by some(small or large) error, so accuracy to more
than 4 significant figures is usually unnecessary.
In an article in Scientific American[1], Fred Gruenberger points out that in using
arithmetic with only a small numberofsignificant digits, repeated squaring of a
numberonly slightly greater than 1 will soon result in inaccurate results, He then
gives the result of squaring 1.0000001 seven times (equivalentto raising it to the
powerof 128), which results in 1.0000128000812803413... (896 decimal places). Try
it with the multiprecision functions. Even on my 486/33 the calculation is quick.
Set (PP to 15 and enter 1.0000001%128, and you will see the problem. The
result, 1.00001280008129, is wrongin the last displayed place. And as the power
gets larger the results becomeless accurate. Don☂t think thatthis is a silly exercise:
some problems involve iterated multiplication like this; can you really trust the
results your computer gives you?
Next, Gruenberger discusses the continuing search for larger prime numbers.
Before the development of computers, the largest known prime was 2☝ -1, which
has only 39 digits. This activity requires the multiprecision arithmetic of parts 1
and 2 ofthis series, and the primality testing and factoring of large numbers from
part 3. But, having discovered a few 100-digit primes, and found the factors of a
few 100-digit non-primes, you may be wondering whatsort of practical applica-
tion there is for these numbers,
Gruenberger mentions some other problems which require high precision arith-
metic, such as the solution of simultaneous equations where the determinant of
the associated matrix is close to zero, and a couple of mathematical recreations
which lead to very large numbers. However, he makes no mention of whatis
considered by many to be the only commercial application of number theory in
the modern world: data encryption and decryption.
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This algorithm for public-key cryptography was described in the late 1970s by
Rivest, Shamir and Adleman[2], and it is called the RSA system after them.
Although all of the number theory behindit has been known for the last couple of
centuries, it is the advent of the digital computer that has madethe calculations
practical. Two numbers, the encryption key ¢ and the modulus n are published,
and anybody can use them to encode a message, which they then send to you.
The idea is that 1 cannot be factored withouta lot of effort, so the code-breaker
cannoteasily calculate the encryption key d to decipher the coded message. There
are many books and articles on the RSA algorithm:I obtained my inspiration from
chapter 6 of Riesel[3], although I have not used his examples.

Some number theory
Before we can go merrily encrypting and decrypting our secret text, we need
some number theory. 1 am not going to prove any of the following statements:
look in any good textbook on numbertheory, such as those mentioned at the end
of part 3. These statements are the key to what follows. All of the numbers con-
cernedare, of course, integers.
If GCD(@,n)=1 then there exists a number 6 with 1 < b < n such that ab = 1 mod n,
For example 2 x 4=1 mod7. Wecall b the multiplicative inverse of a modulo n.
For any integer a with GCD(az,n)=1, a☝ =1 mod n, where ¢(n) is the number of
positive integers not exceeding n that are relatively prime to n (¢(n) is known as
Euler☂s totient function). Not only that, butif 1 is squarefree a8") = @ mod n for
all integers a and k. If is prime then ¢(n) = n ~ 1. If GCD(i,c)=1 then (bc) =
#(b) h{c). However, thanks to a theorem due to Carmichael we can do better than
this. There is a function, called Carmichael☂s function, denoted by A(n), such thatA(n) divides 4(n), and a☝ = 1 mod n, with GCD(@,n)=1 and a☜= @ mod n for
all integers a and k and squarefree n. In general, to calculate Carmichael☂s function
for a composite number one requiresall the primefactors of its argument, which
is a beyond the scope of this article; all we need hereis that if p and q are primes
then A(pq) = LCM(p - 1, q- 1).

The algorithm
The algorithm for what we are about to do is simple. As mentioned above, we
need three numbers: the encrypting key, the decrypting key, and the modulus.
Werepresent our plain text as a number by some means,raise it to the power of
the encrypting key modulo the modulus, and send the result to the recipient of
our secret message. The recipient then raises this number to the power of the
decrypting key modulo the modulus, and the result of this is the original
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message. To make this work, we choose two primes p and q, and multiply them
togetherto get the modulus n. Choosean encrypting key e such thatit is relatively
prime to 4(n). Then the decrypting key d is just the multiplicative inverse of e
modulo A(n). (Some books suggest using ¢(n) here, instead of A(n), but this just
means raising to a larger power and doing more work for the same result.)
Effectively, since de = 1 mod A(m), then de = kA(n), for some k, and weare raising
our original numberto the powerof kA(n) + 1 mod n, which, as mentioned above,
restores the original number.

The multiplicative inverse function
This is put in namespace mp along with the other multiprecision building blocks.
It is based on the Euclidean Algorithm: if GCD(@,b)=1 then there exist m,n such
that am + bn = 1. This can be rearranged as ant = 1 - bn, which immediately gives
am = 1 mod n, thus mis the multiplicative inverse of a modulo n. If the GCDis not
1 then this function returns 0, which is an impossible valuefor the inverse.
As with the GCD function (see part 3) this function is divided into two paths,
depending on whether we are processing scalars or multiprecision numbers. The
first thing we dois find the GCDofthe input(I use x here to represent a, and n is
the modulus). The Euclidean algorithm says that when westart with a and b, we
obtain the following system of equations:

a=qb+r,O<71<b
b=grntr0<n<n
T= Ostet ty0<5 <r

TIntt ye OS TST
Tat Invi tnt 0

Westart off by generating all of these quotients and remainders, storing the
quotients in vector a:

vo z+x Inv_mod n;a;b;N3rn;ro0j;r1
[41] ate o Nen
[2] +(1v.#(px),om)/a10
[3] 2+0 0 X*NIX
C4] Al:ata,>be+{(0,x)Tn
[sj Aex o +(0#¥x+19b)/41

Atthis point n holds the GCDof the original n andx.If this is not 1 then there is
no multiplicative inverse

{6] +(1en)/0
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Now wehaveto go back recursively. We calculate r, in terms of r, (= b) and r,. The
recurrencerelation wecalculateis

RO 27 Wi
{7] ro*1 0 o ri+o 1
(8) A3irn+ro-rixca
[9] ro«ri © riern © atita
[40] >(1<pa)/a3

And ourresult is the coefficient of r, modulo n.
{11] z+N|iorn o +0

And now for the multiprecision version. This part of the function is the same as
the scalar version, with minor differences to allow for the way the multiprecision
functions have been coded.

[12] a10:z+0 0 o xx Imod N
{43] aittiaca,(ben Idiv x){0]
C14] nex 06 +(~0 0 Fequal x+1>b)/aii
C15] +(~0 1 Fequal n)/0[16] ro+(0 1)(0 0) o ri+(0 0)(0 1)
{17] a43:rn+ro0 Fsub"ri Fmul☜alo}
(18] roeri o ritrn o ativa
{19] >(1<pa)/ai3
{20] zge(iorn)Imod Wv

Testing the Method
For demonstration purposes it is not necessary to search out abstruse prime
numbers. At the back of Riesel[3] there are tables of large prime numbers of
various types, and I have chosen someof those. You will notice that when using
the factoring function I showedin part 3, the factors of 1 fall out in notimeatall.
This is O.K. for demonstrations, but is not supposed to happenin reality!

p=9x 2° 1 = 83010348331692982271
q=9 x 2° + 1 = 83010348331692982273e = 27 x 2-1 = 31875973759370105192447

Since p and q are primes, A(pq) is just LCM(p - 1, gq - 1). From this we can calculate
the decrypting key:

d = 2591880212318106415703971813838725054463
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I created another namespace to hide these away, called rsa. It seemed a good
idea to usea setup function to generate these numbers:

v setup;d;e;n;pigss
(11 s+QCS'#.mp!
{2] p+0 ☜1 Padd 0 9 Fmul 0 2 Fspow 63
C3] q+p Fadd 0 2
ca] nep Fmul ¢
(5] e+0 ☜1 Fadd 0 27 Fmul 6 2 Fspow 70
[6] d+e Inv_mod(0 ☜1 Fadd p)icm 0 ☜1 Fadd q
(71 fics s
Es] Ded 09 Ere o Nen o Pep 6 Q+g

v

The LCM function (in namespace mp) is very simple. As with other functionsit
has twopaths, onefor scalars and one for multiprecision numbers.

vy zea Lem b
[1] >(1a.=(pa),pb)/at
[2] ze>(a Fmul b)Idiv a Ged b
{aj 70
[aj Al:z2+(axb)ta Ged b

v

In orderto test the method, I made a function called test. It is sufficient to use a
single number, smaller than n, to generate an encrypted version, and to decrypt it
again.If the decrypted version equals the original version then the process works.

Vv test;M;C
Ca] Me#,mp.Fexec'1234567890123456789012345678901234567890'
{2} ☁Original Message is ',0 #.mp.Ffmt M
{3] ☁Encrypted Message is ',0 #.mp.Ffmt C+M #.mp.Impow E N
{yj ☁Decrypted Message is ',0 #.mp.Ffmt C #.mp.Impow D N

v

Andthe following output should surprise nobody.
test

Original Message is 1234567890123456789012345678901 234567890
Encrypted Message is 631819554104836268192899066 8568439899876
Deerypted Message is 1234567890123456789012345678901234567890

Practical Matters
How you implementthis algorithm is very much up to you and your correspon-
dents. Here is one method that I devised for testing purposes. Again, this is
different from the examplesin Riesel.
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First of all we determine what characters we are goingto allow in our messages.I
addedthis line to the end of the setup function, above.

Alf«' ',0D,04,'.,:3!20)!
Now you need your normal capitalization function, somethinglike this

vo x+Caps X3a
Ca] a-QAV o alQAVi 'abcdefghijkimnopgrstuvwxyz']+QA
{2} xealQAvix)

v
Convert your plaintext to caps, and replace characters not in the ☜alphabet☝ with
blanks. Generate a set of origin-zero indexesinto this alphabet, and treat them as
a radix-pAlf multiprecision number by catenating a zero at the start (this is a
beneficial side-effect of the variable-radix design of the multiprecision suite).
Since the first character in our alphabet is a blank this hasthe effect of stripping
leading blanks from the message, which is probably a good idea. Convert this
numberto a multiprecision numberin our default radix, then use encode (t) on it
to ensure that we breakit into parts that are not greater than the modulus of our
encryption algorithm. Each of the resulting numbers is then encrypted, and the
reverse process is carried out on the result, although this time we just use an
alphabetof the usual capital letters. Then we split the output into the 5-character
blocks, so beloved of espionage systems in the 30☂s to early 50☂s.

vy zeEncrypt x;a;b
Ci] x«,Caps xX
[2] XU (~xeAlf)/ipx]<' '
C3] z+(#.mp.base,pAlf)#.mp.chbase 0,Alfix
c4] z+N #.mp.enc z
(s] zz #,mp.,ImpowcE N
Ce] zeN #.mp.dec z
{7] 2«14+(26,#.mp.base)#.mp.chbase z
[8] z+4(z]
[9] zZ<(5xBbel0.2xpz)+z
[10] ze((6xb)pi tai 1 0)\z

v

The decryption process is just the reverse of this. First we eliminate all non-
alphabetical characters from the ciphertext, then we compare it with the cipher-
text without the blanks, Obviously, if these are not the same we are working on
the wrongtext, so we signal an error. Then the process continues as for Encrypt,
except that we do not formatin 5-character blocks at the end.
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y z+Decrypt x;a;b
[4] zexnd
[2] OSIGNAL(z#x~' ')/411
(3] z+(#.mp.base,26)#.mp.chbase 0,9A1z
C4) z+N #.mp.enc z
(5] zZ+z #.mp.Impow'cD N
[6] z+N #.mp.dec z
C7] zeit+((pAlf),#.mp.base)#.mp.chbase z
(3) zeAlf[z]

v
And finally, here are the functions dec and enc from namespace mp. dec is
similar to the primitive function Decode (1) except that the left argument is a
single multiprecision number, and the right argument is a vector of multi-
precision numbers (so it must be enclosedif there is only one). enc is similar to
the primitive function Encode(r) exceptthat it only works on one multiprecision
number at a time, the left argument is a single multiprecision number which is
assumed torepeatas often as required.

VY z+b dec x
[1] ZO 0
[2] Ai:z«(ox)Fadd b Fmul z
(3) a(Oepxet ex) /At

v

vo z*b enc x
Ci] z8
[2] Al:%(b Fgt x)/a2
C3] X*«x Idiv b
[4] z+x[1],z
C5] X+>X
{s] wat
[7] A2Q:z+(ex),zZv

Exercises
You haven't got off scot-free: now it☂s your turn to do some work. Using the
values of the parameters and the encryption and decryption functions above,
decipher the following message.

LFWBQ CXLSF EBSPQ JNROT MPAKI VWHOG URVYB DHGFY LOQBH JXCOR
YVFHL ZGWRT XYPRB GCKUT BOPHN ILFHQ MZSOM OHMJO ILEXK XYVSN
QZXIC JGKED ZKWTR SCHXU GNPHV MYGCGE VUXCP EAGTB M
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Finally
T have enjoyed writing this series of articles, and I hope you have enjoyed reading
them. I am alwaysinterested in hearing about multiprecision arithmetic and its
applications, and if you wish to correspond you can get hold of me through the
editor, or via email on jos@scuk.demon.co.uk.
The workspace that I used for the examplesin this series is available by one of the
following methods:

If you are on the Internet you can get a vendor-independentversion in Jim
Weigang☂s APLASCII format by anonymousftp from archive.uwaterloo.ca,
called /languages/apl/workspaces/mult.prec/sullivan/MP
Otherwise send mea blank diskette (you can get hold of me via the Editor).
You can either have MP as above, or a Dyalog APL/W 7.1.2 workspace
which contains myoriginals and a Jot more.
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THE RANDOM VECTOR
Polynomial Multiplication with Circulant

Matrices: Insights Using APL
by Lew Robinson

frgp21a@prodigy.com

A ☜Hook☝to Get your Attention
☝ Here is a puzzle. Show howto use nothing to make something out of nothing.
Impossible? Read on and at the end ofthis article learn how to do it with some
plain old APL.
In his book ☜APL Programs for the Mathematics Classroom☝, Norman Thomson
gives the following APL one-liner to accomplish the multiplication of two
polynomials,

Thomson algorithm: 14++/&(-19L)6L°.*R,L#L
Two minor problemsoccur with Thomson's codeif either or both arguments are
simple scalars or if io is zero. These are easily corrected however with
judicious use of commasand parentheses, thus, Thomsonalgorithm, modified,

PAMP: 14+/8((1-Oi0)-19,25)$(,L)¢.晳R,LeL
TAMP stands for (T)homson (A)lIgorithm for (M)ultiplying (P)clynomials. (As
modified ♥ A further modification mightbe to replace & with 7.) Here in APL is
a different algorithm to multiply two polynomials,
Circulant algorithm,

CAMP: ~14L+.x(Qio~-1p,L)o((o,L),pR,L}pR, LAL.
CAMP stands for (C)irculant (A)lgorithm for (M)ultiplying (P)olynomials. Note
that to test these programs one must interpret L and R as the vectors of
coefficients of two (different or the same) polynomials in ascending power order.
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A two-line dyadic APL function named TAMP that incorporates the Thomson
approach might have generic form and usageas follows,

P+L TAMP R,

Example usage: P+1 0 1 TAMP 1 2 0 3
A two-line APL function named CAMP that utilizes the Circulant algorithm
would have the same generic form and usage, except only that the name ofthe

- function changes to CAMP. Both functions would return the sameresultin P, the
list 1 2 1 5 0 3, Thelist is exactly the coefficients of the polynomial product
in ascending power order, so that the last item in the list multiplies the highest
powerterm of the result, etc.
Thus letting X stand for the indeterminate, the highest powerterm in the product
polynomial is 3xX»*5, the next highest is 0xX*4, the next is 5xX»3, the next is
1*X*2, the next is 2x*X and the lowest power term is 1*X*0, the constant
term, 1.

Circulant Matrices
Circulant matrices have a key property: write downthe first row and you know
the entire matrix. The second rowis a clone ofthefirst, except all members have
been shifted one position to the right. The last element is simply ☜wrapped-
around☝into thefirst position. Obtain every succeeding row from its immediate
predecessor by repeating the ☜shift and wrap☝ operation. The shifted clonesall
contain the same numbersbut in different columns.
Suppose someone gives usa linear list of numbers. Then clearly one can obtain a
circulant matrix from the list. The following is a useful shorthand notation for
that operation; denotea circulant matrix as: circ(list) = circ(cl,c2, .. . ,cn)
Alternatively let the vector v = cl, c2,..., cn. Then for any vector v, circ(u;n)
denotes the corresponding n by n circulant matrix. A precise definition of a
circulant matrix is required at this point. In APL notation, the I, J elementof the
N square, possibly complex matrix Cis CCI; J].
Now form: KX + N | (J-I) + 1 Consider? «+ C(I;7] = C[1;X]

If boolean is true for all I and J from 1 to N, then C is a circulant matrix. Note
that the dyadic use ofstile is the APL residue function, in this case the right
argument modulo theleft argument ¥. Note also that C[1; X] is just the element
in the Kth position in the first row.
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Time-outfor a Discussion about Jargon
Previously X was called an indeterminate and not a variable. This choice was
deliberate and the distinction is useful to algebraists. For those APLers who
remembertheir studies in abstract algebra, the indeterminate X is fraught with
non-meaning. The abstract algebraist considers it to be the ☜universal
abstraction☝ ♥ sort of a surrogate place holder that assumes whatever non-role
would be useful to generalize the results of studying a particular algebraic
structure. (If this sounds confusing, it is. Fortunately there are approaches to
abstract algebra that dispense altogether with such a notion about X. It is no
longer an indeterminate; instead it takes on concrete meaning in a formal
definition of a polynomial. See for example page 127 of the text ☜Applied Abstract
Algebra☝ by R.Lidl and G.Pilz.)
Undoubtedly some APLers either have never encountered abstract algebra or
have been sufficiently traumatized by its study that they wish to forget the
experience! Please do notbe putoff by references to the concepts and jargon of
the discipline in what follows. If you wish, just ignore or skip over comments
about ☜indeterminates☝, ☜rings☝, ☜ideals☝, ☜integral domains☝, ☜fields☝,
☜isomorphisms☝, etc. However the reader will certainly benefit from
remembering several things taught in high school algebra. These include
multiplication of matrices and multiplication and long division of polynomials.
In anycase,the listings of APL functions andtheir usage should be familiar and,
1 hope, interesting. Fortunately, given the array-like nature of the language,
APLers know how to multiply two matrices with the ☜+.☝ operator, even
though they perhapsnever studied matrix or linear algebra.

Backto the Discussion of Polynomial Multiplication
with Functions TAMP and CAMP ~
Function TAMP has taken one polynomial with highest power 3xX*3 and has
multiplied it with another polynomialof highest power X*2. Function CAMP has
done the same thing. Both give the samethe result, a product polynomial with
highest power term 3xX*5. Further, as required, the product list contains the
correct coefficients for the remaining powers. The APL expressions

tpP (Qio+o} (tpP}-2 {Oio+1),
give the ascending powerorderof the powers for each coefficient. What is going
on here? Why does the Thomson program work? Why does the Circulant
algorithm work?
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In his book ☜ALGEBRA, An Algorithmic Treatment☝, Kenneth Iverson explains the
☜inner workings and hidden mechanisms☝ of program TAMP.He asks the reader
to consider two exampletables,

Titi 0 1 0.x 41 2 0 3 (Use the left and right arguments from the
earlier example for function TAMP.)

P2+0 1 2 ©.+ 0 4 2 4 (Note the ☜plus☝ sign. Exponents add.).
The results are

1203 0123
f1 0000 and 72 4234

1203 2345
All the counter-diagonals of table 72 are constant. Read from upperleft to lower
right, the constants increase from 0 to 5. Thisis exactly the order required for the
ascending powers of the result. Scan and add along a fixed counter-diagonalin
table 71. Verify that the sum gives the desired coefficient for the ☜power☝ found
on the corresponding counter-diagonal in table 72. The idea behind program
TAMP now standsrevealed. (A caution ♥ the preceding argumentis a heuristic
one; it is not a proof and may leave room for doubt. For a formal proof that
function TAMP produces the polynomial product, see Iverson☂s book and his
convincing usage of APL notation to achieve the result.)
Can something similar be going on with the circulant approach? Notice that the
ptimitive dyadic function ☜rotate☝ (+) is centrally embedded in both TAMP and
CAMP. Check this out as follows. Use as inputs the previous example☂s
arguments (left and right). Stop both TAMP and CAMPjust after the completion of
dyadic $ to get these results,

o1i120300 1203000
TAMP 006000000 CAMP o120300

00012903 9o¢012030

Noclearoverall pattern is apparentfor table TAMP,although summing downthe
its columns gives the polynomialcoefficients (except for an extraneous0).
In contrast, a very useful pattern has begun to emerge for the CAMP result; it
looks like the first three rows of a 7 by 7 circulant matrix. But where are the
polynomial coefficients? They appear whentheleft argument, vector [+1 0 1,
multiplies table CAMP, considered as a matrix, on theleft. Carry out the vector-
matrix multiplication specified for the completion of algorithm CAMP and
obtain the correct result. (Ignore the extraneous0 that appendsitself to the end.)
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Warning: Detour into Abstract Algebra, this Section Skippable
Is the apparentpattern in table CAMPa clue to the existence of a more general
result? Given thetitle of this article, the reader will not be surprised to learn that
the answeris an unqualified ☜yes☝. In the language of abstract algebra, a certain
isomorphism exists. Here is the relationship in all the ☜terminology-as-jargon☝
wordsofabstract algebra.

☜The commutativering of n by 1 circulant matrices with entries in the complex
field is structurally the samething as the commutative ring of polynomials with
complex coefficients, modulothe ideal generated by the indeterminate
expression (X*n - 1). This latter is usually written as K[X]/(X*n - 1)☝

Stated more briefly, the ring of circulants is isomorphic to the polynomial
☁residueclass☂ ring modulo the principal ideal (X*n - 1).
Here the notation X*n means the indeterminate raised to the nth power.
Presumably the practitioners of abstract algebra know how to multiply together
n times the universal abstraction embodied in X. While one might consider that
such talent is more theological than algebraic, algebraists can define away the
need for a ☜leap of faith☝ that such exponentiation is possible. They do so by
appealing to linear algebra and invoking the notions of a complex vector space
spannedby prescribedbasis set.
The basis is taken to betheinfinitely many elements X*n where n ranges over the
non-negative integers. The symbol 1 at this point haslost its property of being an
exponent.Rather it merely acts to index the basis elements. As the development
proceeds, n managesto re-acquire its exponential character. This is achieved by
making the product of two vectors meet the specifications of a bilinear mapping
and defining the value of an ordered pair X*m, X*n to be X*(m+n). The details are
a diversion, but the result is that the index n ends up acting like an exponent
again. Some may find this use of definition to be egregious and the whole
businessratherlikea ☁self-fulfilling prophecy☂.
In any case the mystery can be avoided becauseall that really matters are the
polynomial coefficients and n, the numberof times X multiplies itself. However
mysterious those multiplications of X mightbe, no details are needed, other than
n, the numberoffactors involved. Whytalk aboutthe ☜ring☝ of circulants instead
of an ☜integral domain☝ or ☜field☝? Because in general ☜divisors of zero☝ exist
for circulant matrices. This abstract algebra ☜jargon-phrase☝ means only that the
cancellation law of multiplication does not hold. Later, an example is provided
wherethe product of two non-zero circulants is the zero matrix.
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Can the phrase ☜...modulothe ideal generated by the indeterminate expression
(X*1 - 1)☝ have sometangible implementation in the world of APL functions? To
put some operational meaning to the words, first multiply two polynomials
using either CAMP or TAMP. Then multiply the same two polynomials using
CAMS. (CAMS is a one-line APL function to multiply two circulants. It is
described in a later section.) But before using CAMS, if one list of coefficients is
shorter than the other, make the matrix multiplication conformable. To do this,
pad the shorter coefficientlist on the right with as many zerosasit takes to get
exactly as manytotalentriesas in the longerlist. Take 1 to be the length of either
list, now both of the same length.

The first result, using CAMP or TAMP,is the product of two polynomials. The
second result, using CAMS, is the product of two circulant matrices. Except
possibly for zero padding, in both results the coefficient lists used as input are
identical.
Next generate a coefficientlist corresponding to X*n - 1. If for example, n is 10,
the list will have 11 entries. All items in the list will be zero except thefirst and
thelast. Thefirst will be -1 and thelast will be 1. Thislistis just the coefficients of
the polynomial X*10 - 1, with zeros in place of all the intermediate missing
monomial terms.
Now divide the CAMP/TAMPresult for the product of two polynomials by the
polynomial X*10 - 1. Do this with an APL function that implements polynomial
long division by using polynomial coefficient lists as inputs. This is the
☜modulo☝ operation, so focus interest on the remainderlist, not the quotientlist
from the long division. (Note: two APL functions, one named POLYDIV and
another named PDIVBY, both described later, accomplish polynomial long
division. They do the same division operation, but POLYDIV does it with
recursion while PDIVBY uses looping.)
Comparethe remainderlist of coefficients with thelist from the CAMS product of
the twocirculants. The twolists should be identical. This result is the tangible
quantification of the words and symbols describing algebraically the structural
relationship between polynomials and circulants.
Whyin the world should this work? In particular what ☜magic☝ is involved in
identifying the ideal generator (X*n - 1) as the proper choice for the modulo
calculation? In my judgement this is just one of many instances where the
theorems of abstract algebra shine with considerable glory. The interested reader
should consult a text on modern abstract algebra for complete details. (The
matteris partially clarified in a later part of this report.)
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One book on the subject that I particularly like is ☜Rings and Ideals☝ by Neal H.McCoy, 1948.It is published by the Mathematical Association of America as oneof the Carus series of Mathematical Monographs. Those not familiar with theCarus Monographs might like to know that their stated purpose is ☜...tocontribute to the dissemination of mathematical knowledge by makingaccessiblea series of expository presentations of the best thoughts and the keenestresearches in pure and applied mathematics.☝
Chapter VIII, Rings ofMatrices, is most helpful,as is the discussion on page 162 ofthat chapter about the fundamental theorem on homomorphisms. A numberofother good texts on modern abstract algebra are also available. I suggest, forfurther investigations, ☜A First Course in Abstract Algebra☝ by John Fraleigh and
☜Applied Abstract Algebra☝ by Rudolf Lidl and GunterPilz.

Back from the Landof Abstract Algebra:
the Polynomial-like Structure of a Circulant Matrix
There is a fundamental polynomial structure to circulant matrices that issurprisingly easy to display. It supports the existence of a useful pattern inprogram CAMP☂stable of intermediate results. It also validates the claim ofstructural equivalence betweencirc(v;n) and theresidueclass ring K[x]/(X*n - 1).
Consider the matrix cire(v;n) expandedinto the matrix polynomial asfollows,

circ(ujn)= c1AEA☂0 + c2EA*l + c3EA*2 +... 4 onA*(n-1).

Does there exist an n by n circulant matrix A for which this tentativereformulation is true? The answer is yes. The so-called ☜fundamentalpermutation matrix☝ ♥ FPM for short ♥ handles the job. This remarkable
matrix is the innocentlooking circulant defined as,

FPM = A = circ(vn) = circ(0,1,0,...0)
Note that vector v in APL is simply v+0 ,1, (7-2) 0 and thatpv is just n.
Here Axis I, then byn identity matrix of all ones along the main diagonal and
all zeros elsewhere, clearly also a circulant. Furtherall the powersof A, from 0 to(n-1) span the spaceof circulants. For want of a better word the FP matrix A maybe called ☜cyclopotent☝. The choice reflects the influence of the terms☜idempotent☝ and ☜nilpotent☝ used to describe other special behaviours of thepowersof matrices.
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The n by n matrix of all zeros is the additive identity matrix in the ring of
circulants. Notethatit is also a circulant. The symbol

Ax0

is taken to be the multiplicative identity matrix ] in the ring of circulants. APLers
beware ♥ any matrix raised to the zeroth power in APL will replace every
element, even zero elements, with ones. The result is NOT the identity matrix.

The expansion in powersof A is clearly a polynomial in A whose coefficients are
the elements of the vector v (which may be complex). Theleft hand side of the
expansion relation is just as clearly a circulant matrix generated from the
coefficients of the polynomial. Its first row is identical to the vector v of
coefficients.
For two ☜circulant polynomials☝ constructed as above from two different
defining vectors v, the operationsof addition and multiplication follow the usual
rules, with one important modification.
When multiplying two such polynomials, powers of A exceeding the (n-1)st may
result. In those cases, rewrite the power of A as A*n x A*mand substitute I for
A*n. This leaves only the ☜residue☝ matrix A*m, multiplied by its coefficient.

Complete the multiplication by collecting all similar powers A*mtogether and
adding up the commoncoefficients. Do this as necessary for every m from 0 to
(n-1).
Note also that multiplication under these conditions results in powers of A that
range only from m = 0 to m = n-1. Because A is cyclopotent, these n ☜residue
classes☝ make up the only possibilities. In effect any power p of A is reduced
modulo 1, by utilizing the result that for A taken as the FPM,A*v is I, the n by n
identity matrix. (Although notexplicitly stated so far, one needs to use also the
property that the productof twocirculant matricesis also a circulant matrix.)
A clue is now manifest regarding the rather mysterious choice of X*n-1 as the
ideal in the residue class ring discussed in the previous ☁Abstract Algebra☂
section. Notice that A*1 - I can be rewritten as A*1 -1 = 0.
Here A is the FPM,I is the identity matrix and the right handside is the zero
matrix. Replace A with the indeterminate X, I with the multiplicative identity
unity, and the zero matrix with the additive identity 0 to get X*n - 1 = 0. Then
check some theorems in the cited texts about mappings and kernels and some
definitions of ideals. At this point, the perceptive reader should begin to have
doubts about algorithm CAMP. Multiply two n by n circulant matrices and you
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getas a result another by ncirculant matrix. Assume there are no zero elementsin the twooriginal matrices. Then the coefficients in the first row of the resultcannot be the polynomial product. Why? ~♥ because multiplying twopolynomials with n non-zero termswill inevitably result in a polynomial withMany more terms than n. Yet as just described, multiplying two circulantpolynomials causes a ☜folding☝ of coefficients of powers greater than (7-1) intolower powers. No powerofA greater than (#-1) occursin the result.
Before proceeding, the reader needs to have an APL ☜one-liner☝ for multiplyingtwo circulant matrices. The sceptic who has an APLinterpreter can then checkoutthe several calculations to come. The only tools needed are algorithms TAMP,CAMP, and CAMS ♥ and CAMSis given next. .
Circulant product algorithm, CAMS:
L+.x(Mio-1p,£+(p,R)+,£)$(2pp,R)p,R

CAMSstandsfor (C)irculant (A)lgorithm for (M)ultiplying Circulant(S). CompareCAMS with CAMP to see that they are obviously closely related. CAMS does notproducethe full circulant matrix,just the first row. Now here are some examplesto clarify the workings of CAMS and CAMP and restore any lost faith in usingfunction CAMPto produce polynomial products.
Use CAMP to multiply the quadratic polynomial whose coefficients are 1 12 bythe quintic polynomial with coefficients 1 2 0 3 1 4. Get the seventh degreepolynomial whosecoefficients are 13 47411 68. (Sceptics; check this with anordinary paper and pencil multiplication of the two polynomials if you like.)Notethatall coefficientlists are written in ascending order of powers andthatifa poweris missingits coefficient must be presentas a zeroin thelist.
To continue, use CAMS to multiply the following6 by 6 circulant matrices,

circ{1 2200 0) +.% circ(1 2034 4)
to get the 6 by 6 product

cire(7 114 7 4 14)

Take the first (CAMP) result and rewrite the single list of 8 items as twolists,folded after the sixth item and with zeros appended as necessary. This imple-ments the necessary ☜powers of A modulo 6☝ calculation and gives table 73,
74 44Pa; 1 3

8 oo 0
4

6 Q
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Now add downthe columns of table 73 to get the list7 11 4 7 4 11. Bingo!
The summationhas reproduced the first row in the circulant product, as required
when the powers of a product of two circulant polynomials are reduced
modulo n.
Pretty neat, huh? Yeah except that there is little likelihood that very many
APLers are interested in multiplication in the commutative ring of circulant
polynomials with a program like CAMS. CAMP however seems as if it might
actually be useful. How does algorithm CAMP reproduce ordinary polynomial
multiplication? The perceptive reader may have already noticed the trick from
close examination of the above example. The list of three coefficients for the
quadratic polynomial was extended by three zeros to get a circulant matrix
conformable with the circulant matrix correspondingto thelist of six coefficients
for the quintic polynomial. One has then two 6 by 6 circulant matrices, which
being now conformable, can be multiplied together with function CAMS.

What happens if both lists, the quadratic and quintic lists, are extended with
enough zeros to avoid the reduction of powers of A modulo n? The answeris
that one then gets the desired ordinary polynomial multiplication. Algorithm
CAMP accomplishes this extension very neatly by starting its calculation with the
expression Kk, LL.
This in fact is a slight over extension of zeros, one too many, but the modest
inefficiency is tolerable for simplicity of the APL expression. Algorithm CAMP
has taken advantage of the zero padding to simplify the expected circulant
matrix times circulant matrix operation. The nature of the zero padding allows
the product to be performed instead as a greatly truncated circulant matrix (a
vector) times a truncated circulant matrix.

APL Functions for Long Division of Two Polynomials
As promisedearlier, here are two APL functions for polynomial long division, or
PLDfor short. PLD requires only the division of monomial terms with positive
integer powers,the division of scalars selected from the real or complex number
fields, multiplication of two polynomials, and subtraction of two polynomials.

Recursive APL function POLYDIV implements PLD for two polynomials L and
R. The left argument L is the divisor and the right argument & is the dividend.
Enter as a vector only the coefficients for polynomial L, in order from lowest to
highest degree. If a monomial term is absent, an entry of zero is required in
proper order for the missing term. Enter the polynomial R the same way. Do
NOTpad anyzerosafter the coefficients of termsof highest degree!
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If the coefficient list in Z exceeds the length ofthelist in R, then the degree ofthepolynomialdivisor exceeds the degree of the polynomial dividend. In this case
only thetrivial result, quotient equal to 0 and remainder equal to dividend,will
be returned.
POLYDIYworksjust as well whenit is fed polynomialcoefficients from the field
of complex numbers, but only for those APL interpreters with complex numbers
as the default variable type. The function also workswith real coefficients.
POLYDIV displays results for the quotient and remainderas coefficient lists.
These are in the same ascending powerorderas the inputlist; embedded zeros inthese results represent absent monomials, the same usageas for inputlists.

VoL POLYDIV R;K;QV¥;LXQV3Z
t1) +(2=One 'Q')/NORESET a DO NOT RE-INIT GLOBAL VARS ON RECURSIVE CALLS,
C2) Q+0 0 DD+"AtL © LL+p,L © RMLXQV+,R wm GLOBAL VARIABLES.
[3] NORESET:
ca] >(LE>p,R)/EOJ a QUIT IF DIVIDEND OR REMAINDER SHORTER THAN DIVISOR.
Cs] Q+(Ke("14R)+DD),Q 8 SCALAR DIVISION, ALWAYS WITH DD,
C6] QV+Kx$1,LL+(R#R) a ZERO PADDING ON RIGHT.
£7] EXQV+"1+L+.*(DLo- LL (ZL,pQv,L)pav,LaL a ExQ¥ IS NORMAL POLY PRODUCT.
Cs] RMLXQY+R-LXQV a ZERO PADS HAVE ASSURED CONFORMABLE SUBTRACTION.
taj *(i=4/Oct[RMEXQV)/EOJ a QUIT IF REMAINDER ALL ZEROS.
[10] Lb POLYDIV(RMLXQV+"14+RMLXQV) a RECURSE ON DECREASING REMAINDER.
C112 +0
[12] Eod:
[413] ☁QUOTIENT!
Cau] (71xt#9@)4Q A CAREFULLY DROP SUPERFLUOUS ZERO.
[15] 'REMAINDER' © RR+RHLXQV
C16] (71*0#pRR)+RR, (0=pRR)xpRR a CAREFULLY HANDLE RR IF A ZERO LEN VECTOR,
C17] Z+fex 4 6 p'@ ','DD ti tbh VU RMEXQV'

v

T wrote the preceding recursive function for this article. Because it employsglobal variables, the user must insure that global variable @ has been erased from
the workspace before execution. Alternatively, the user can execute cover
function POLY to handleall initialization and execution duties. Left and right
arguments are self-documenting.

¥ DIVISOR POLY DIVIDEND
[1] a EXPUNGE GLOBAL VARIABLES BEFORE RECURSION.
[2] Z-ex 4 6 p'Q ','DD ', iL +, 'RMEXQV?
俉a) DIVISOR POLYDIV DIVIDEND a POLYNOMIAL LONG DIVISION BY RECURSION.

v

Here is a second function for PLD that does not use recursion. It is function
PDIVBY, as found on page 260 of U. Grenander☂s book ☜Mathematical Experiments
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on the Computer☝. Note: Unlike function POLYDIV, function PDIVBY uses
coefficient inputlists and returns resiilt lists in DESCENDINGorderwith respect
to the powers of X. Correct answersresulted from limited tests of PDIVBY with
complex inputlists. It probably would produce correct results for those APLs
with a complex variable type as the default, but the user shouldfirst verify that,
capability. Aberrant results occurred for certain special cases of no operational
interest, for example

(0j1) PDIVBY (1 Oj 41) and1 PDIVBY 1.
v Z+Pi PDIVBY P2;LEAD;SHIFT

(1] a RIGHT ARGUMENT: THE VECTOR OF GOEFFS OF THE
(2] ® DIVISOR IN DESCENDING ORDER WRT THE POWERS OF X.
[3] « LEP? ARGUMENT: VECTOR OF COEFFS OF THE DIVIDEND IN
C4] «a DESCENDING ORDER WRI THE POWERS OF X.
(5) 0 RESULT: A 2xN ARRAY WHERE N=1+DEGREE OF DIVIDEND.
[6] a THE 1ST ROW IS THE VECTOR OF COEFFS OF THE QUOTIENT,
[7] « ORDERED THE SAME AS THE INPUTS.
C9] « THE 2ND ROW IS THE VECTOR OF COEFFS OF THE REMAINDER,
(3] 8 ORDERED THE SAME AS THE IWPurs.[10] +(((pP1)-(Pt#0)t4)2(pP2)-(P2*0)12)/DIVIDE
C11] 2+(2,pP2)p((pP2}p0),P2C12] +0(13] DIVIDE:2+(pP1)po0[19] LEAD+P2LDEGP2+( 0#P2+(~pP1)+*P2) 111
[45] P2+( SHIFI+(DEGP2-(P120)+1))>P2(16) LOOP: P1+Pi1-P2*ZU(pPi)-SHIFT]+P1(DEGP2-SHIFT]+DEAD
[17] P2+"1P2[16] +(0sSHIF?+SHIFT-1)/LOOP
[19] 2+(2,9Pi}pZ,P1

The Isomorphism in Action ♥ It Performs as Advertised
Previously CAMP was used to multiply the quadratic polynomial whose
coefficients are 1 1 2 by the quintic polynomial with coefficients 1 2 03 1 4. The
result was the seventh degree polynomial whoseeightcoefficients are 1347411
6 8. Also previously, CAMS was used to multiply the following 6 by6 circulant
matrices,
cire(1 1200 0) +.* cire(1 203 4 4)

to get the 6 by 6 product
circ(7 41 4 7 4 41)
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How nowtorelate the seventh degree polynomial 13 47 4 11 6 8 to thecirculant
product 7 1147 4 11? Answer ♥ considerthe sixth degree polynomial X*6 -1
andits related coefficient list of seven items,
☜10000014

Use the polynomial division program POLYDIYto divide the seventh degree
polynomialby the sixth degree polynomial X*6 -1, as follows
☜1000004 POLYDIVi3474 1168,

Examine the remainder, not the quotient, because a ☜modulo☝ calculation is
desired. Another Bingo! The remainderis 7 11 4 7 4 11, the same as the CAMS
product. This result is not accidental. It is exactly the result that one should
obtain from the structural relationship ♥ the isomorphism ♥ betweencirculants
and polynomials.

A Danger and an Opportunity ♥ Divisors of Zero
The Chinese ideograph for dangeris the sameas for opportunity. One dangerous
aspect of matrix multiplication is that the matrix product can be zero. In such
systems, mathematicians talk about ☜divisors of zero☝. In my judgement onecould equally well phrase it as the ☜factors of zero☝. Two ☜somethings☝
annihilate each other and produce ☜nothing☝. Is there opportunity here as well as
danger? Canoneturn things around and opportunely use ☜nothing☝ to avoid the
danger of ☜somethings☝ annihilating each other? Developed next is an answer
that will also answer the puzzle posed at the beginningof this article. First, as
promised earlier, here are two circulant matrices that annihilate each other when
multiplied together. With CAMS, check that

circ("1 1 0) +.* circ{1 4 1)

producesthenull circulant matrix, circ(0 0 0).Hencecirc(~1 1 0) and
circ(1 4 1) factor zero (are ☜divisors of zero☝). ☜Something☝ times
☜something☝ has produced ☜nothing☝. Now pad each coefficient list with
☜nothing☝,actually a single zero, and try again. With CAMS, check that

circ("1 100 ) +.x cire(i 4 4 0)
now produces ☜something☝, the non-zero circulant circ(~1 0 0 1). Does
this construction ☜use nothing to make something from nothing☂? Well,it
certainly uses zeros (☜nothing☝) to make a circulant matrix (☜something notzero☝) out of the null circulant matrix (circ(0 0 0), which is ☜nothing☝)
produced by the productofthe circulantfactors of zero.
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Howto Factor a Circulant Matrix
Polynomials have roots. Then what sense, if any, can be made out of the
following procedure?

+ Treat the first row of an n by 1 circulantasthe coefficients of a polynomial of
degree n-1, the coefficients being in ascending power order with respectto X.

+ Assumethe coefficients are from therealfield. (Could equally well assume
they are from the complexfield. Actually almostanyfield will do.Finite fields
will lead to some unusual happenings.)

+ Factor the polynomialintoits linear and possibly quadratic polynomial forms.
To dothis, solve forall the roots of the polynomial.

+ Padthe coefficient list of two items of each linear factor with zeros on the
right, until the list contains n items.

+ Padthe coefficient list of three items of each quadratic factor with zeros on the
right, until the list contains n items.

- With CAMS, multiply all the factors back together.
Does the product reproduce the original coefficient list for the polynomial of
degree n -1 and thustheoriginalcirculant? The answeris yes. In other words the
original circulant matrix has been factored into a product of 1 - 1 simpler
circulant matrices.
An example. Consider the 3 by 3 circulant with generating vectorv = 1 0 1.
Thislist corresponds to the quadratic X*2 + 1 with two imaginary roots J and - i
The two linear factors are (X - i) and (X + i). Padding a single zero to
eachlist, calculate (-i 1 0) CAMS (i 1 0). The result is101, the original
circulant. The Linear lists are circulant matrices whose product is the original
circulant matrix. The original matrix has been factored. Note: Caution, APLers
whotry this using APLIWIN mustwrite the imaginary numberJ as 07 1 and ~i
as Oj 71.
Howabout a tougher problem? Consider the quintic polynomial of an earlier
example.Its coefficientlist is the first row of the 6 by 6 circulant generated by
v=(7 1147 4 11). T. C. Chen☂s SCARF function in his SCARFS workspace is a
robustand accurate root finder. It gives generally good results, but the iterative
interaction involved requires patience and some experience in making a correct
decision. The process appears to be somewhattedious and notvery practical for
circulants of any significant size, say 20 by 20.
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For the quintic example with coefficients 711 4 7 411, Chen☂s SCARF function
returned these five roots:

one real w ~0.59948564304709
imaginary pair * 0.62914846089673 +/-ix0.849550042957063
imaginary pair w ~0.51122382119136 +/-ix0.84205466888059

The reader may wishto check the roots with dyadic ☁base☂ (1). Use root 1 7
il 4& 7 4 11, where root is one of the five listed. Results are fuzzy zeros,
close to, but not quite zero. They are generally in the range of 10x{ct, orless,
for the APLIWIN system default for comparison tolerance. How about a
different approach, say finding the greatest commondivisor of two circulants?
Progress might be easier because there exists a known algorithm to find the GCD
of two polynomials. Further, with a polynomial division function available, thisEuclidean algorithm for polynomials can be programmed withlittle difficulty.These facts unfortunately are not enough to provide a quick answer. The quest
requires, among other things, a good understanding of the meaningofdivision
in a commutativering.

Pressing On
I began a search for the (possibly non-existent) Euclidean algorithm for circulantson the Internet. The hunt turned into quite an adventure on the ☁net☂. The fullstory is rather long and best told as a separate tale. One result is obviously the
present article. Another result is the existence of a follow-on to this report.Presently only a draft, the investigation expounds uponthe meaningof divisionin a commutative ring, affirms the existence of a Euclidean algorithm for
circulants and pursuesa tangible implementation thereof in APL.
The original motivation for the presentarticle was not to find, pose and solvepuzzles that seem to violate common sense. The larger purpose was toinvestigate waysto factor a particular kind of matrix, a circulant. Onepath led tothe subject of Euclidean algorithms and their existence in general and inparticular for circulant matrices. Another path led to finding roots of
polynomials using Chen☂s SCARFS workspace.
At every turn, I ran into the need to learn more about modern abstract algebraand had to engagein a crash course ofself-study of the subject. The topic seemsready-made for APL.I suggest there exists an opportunity for someoneto author
a book, perhapstitled ☜APL and Modern Abstract Algebra☝. 1 believe both APLersand algebraists would benefit. (Thelatter to the extent that they haveaccess to or
are even aware of APL.)
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Recapitulation
These APL programshave been displayed and discussed: long division of two
polynomials, function POLYDIV and its associated cover function POLY
(functions not relisted), Long division of two polynomials, function PDIYBY,
(notrelisted).
Thomsonalgorithm, modified,
TAMP: i4+/&((4-Dio)-1p,£)$(,L)°.*R, Lal.

TAMPstandsfor (T)homson(A)lgorithm for (M)ultiplying (P)olynomials.
Circulant algorithm, CAMP:

Ta+h+.x(Dio-1p,L)o((p,L),0R,L)eR, Leb.

CAMP standsfor (C)irculant(A)lgorithm for (Multiplying (Polynomials.
Circulant productalgorithm, CAMS:
L+.x(Gio-tp,L+(p,R}+,L)o( 200, R)0,R

CAMSstandsfor (C)irculant(A)lgorithm for(M)ultiplying Circulant(6).
CAMP produces the product of two polynomials as a linearlist of coefficients,
lowest degree term to highest degree. The internal working of the algorithm is
essentially just to multiply two circulants. Because of the effective use of zero
padding inside the algorithm, no reduction modulo 1 occurs. The result can also
be interpreted as the productof two circulant matrices, but this is not generally
very useful because of the extensive zero padding used to avoid reduction
modulo 1. CAMP does not expect that in general the inputlists of polynomial
coefficients will be the same length. It will produce correct results for left and
right argumentlists of different lengths. Because circulants and polynomials
commute, CAMP produces the same answerif the left and right arguments are
exchanged,evenif they are ofdifferent lengths.
CAMS producesthefirst row of the product of two circulant matrices. Such a list
is equivalent to polynomial multiplication modulo the ideal generated by (X*n-
1). The exponent1 is the orderof the circulant matrices. CAMS right argument
list can be longer than the left argument, but not vice-versa. Unequal inputlist
lengths are generally not a good thing. Even thoughthe function will zero pad
the left argument to match the tight☂s length, the user may inadvertently mix up
inputs and so violate conformability requirements for matrix multiplication.
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CAMS guarantees commutativity of its left and right arguments only if both lists
are of equal length. Both arguments are best input with the same length, say 1,
whichis also the exponent in the expression X*n - 1. Otherwise 7 is the length of
the right argument.
Polynomial Long Division has producedverification in a specific example of the
isomorphism betweenthe ring of circulants and the domain of polynomials over
a field, modulo the ideal generated by (X*n - 1). Judicious use of zero padding
provides the key for solving the puzzle posed at the beginningofthisarticle.If
twocirculant divisors of zero are so padded with the useof ☜nothing☝, they will
produce ☜something☝ from ☜nothing☝.
Considered as a polynomial with real or complex coefficients, one can factor the
first row of a circulant matrix. Just determine the roots of the polynomial, then
judiciously pad the linear or quadratic coefficient lists. Treat these lists as
circulant matrices, multiply them all together and they will reproduce the
original circulant. One needs a very accurate root finder such as Chen☂s SCARFS
workspace and even then the procedureis not practical for larger circulants. An
alternative possibility would be to develop a Euclidean algorithm for two
circulant matrices and so find a greatest commondivisorcirculant.
Note: Ail APL functions are designed to run under Windows3.1 using Iverson
Software☂s APLIWIN interpreter. Because almostall expressions are in upper
case, the functions can be easily converted to run under IBM☂s APL2. The only
☜case changes☝ required are to convert all quad functions from lower to upper
case. Thus Dio, nc, Oct and [lex need to become 020, ONC, OCF and OFX,
respectively, in functions POLYDIV and POLY.
Readersinterested in experimenting with the functions can type them in from
☜scratch☝ with little difficulty. The author would like to be advised of any
interesting results or aberrant behaviour. Email him at: frgp21a@prodigy.com
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Technical Note on Confidence Limits
by Norman Thomson

I begin this note by thanking Dietrich Trenkler for his contribution to the Random
Vector in Vol.12 No.2, entitled ☜Computing Clopper-Pearson Confidence Limits by the
Illinois Method☝ [1]. However I regretted that Dietrich did not exploit APL
operators which greatly enhance the ease of the underlying programming
problems, nor does his article make immediately clear the considerable
application generality of the techniques he describes. These come under two quite
separate headings of numerical analysis andstatistics. Accordingly this note is an
endeavour to rewrite, expand and clarify Dietrich☂s material.

Numerical Analysis
As Dietrich says, the Illinois Methodis a refinement of Regula Falsi (sometimes
called the Method of False Position), which in tum is a variant of the Secant
Method, an operator-based algorithmic technique for which is described at length
in ☜APL2 in Depth☝ [2]. All these methods are non-linear root-finding algorithms
which have the objective of solving the equation f(x)=0 given twostart values x)
and x,. All the methods uselinear interpolation to obtain a further approximation
x, based on the formula

Vols =x)X,=Xy-Vo
as quoted by Dietrich. Thesituationis illustrated graphically by
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Thebasis of the Illinois method is thatif, as in the case shown above,the graph of
f(x) shoots up totheleft,it helps to accelerate the process by using ¥ yp at the next
step, thus:

    

 

improved
* original

x, 2?
wy, x
  

Xp ¥

In programming terms an algorithm is required which processes a large range of
functions, and this is one of the things which an APL operator provides. An
operator should be thoughtof as a function generator. In the present instance an
operator ILE takes a specific function, say f(x)=cos(x) - x exp(x) (this was the one
chosen by Dietrich for his illustration), and generates an appropriate function
F ILL to locate one of the roots of F. The calculation of x, shown above is
fundamental, and this, following a small amount of elementary algebra, can be
expressed as the cross-productfunction:

Z+*X cp ¥
Z+(($X)-.x¥)-/Y a cross product (x2.y1-x1.y2)/(yi-y2)

{I adopt a convention of using lower-case names for APL functions and upper-
case namesfor operators.)
All the apparatus is now in place to define a single step for the operator ILL
whose(single) operandis a function P:

fo] Z+(P ILL)X;T
C1) Z+X cp P°X
£2] o(1aee/PU(19X),2)/£1
C3] 2+Z,T cp P'T+(14X),Z 0 +0
CG] La:2eZ,f cp 0.5 1*PUT+(4X),Z

generate a new x-value
branch if Yi.Yi-1 >0
obtain second new x-~value
ditto using .5xYi-2DD

RD
D
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Thefinal requirementis to repeat the process until a pair of successive solutions is
within the desired tolerance as defined by the global variable EPS:

{ol Ze(F RPP}X
{1] ZeF ILL X a Illinois method F=fn, X=start value
(2] Lir:+(EPS>|F ~1+Z)/0 a Result is intl, znd item=best approx
(3] Z+F ILE Zo >L1 a Further step if Z not near enough 0

Taking the functionf(x) above as an example, define
(oj ZeF X
{1] Z+(2OX)-Xx4aK

The final two Illinois values for the root are then found, using the Dietrich☂s two
start values of 0 and 1, by

F RPT O12
0.5177573636 0.5177573637

The aboveis a completely general root-finding method, and if this is what you
seek, the above eleven lines of APLareall that you require.

Statistics
Suppose that you have carried out an experiment in which you believe that the
conditions of a binomial probability model prevail, that is, the probability of
achieving, say, a 1 (as opposed to a 0) at eachtrial is constant, although possibly
unknown. (Such a trial is often called a Bernoulli trial.) An observation is thus
expressed as R outof N, for example 3 right guesses out of 10, 3 heads out of 10
tosses and so on. An observation could come aboutin the presence of any one of a
whole range of underlying Bernoulli probabilities P, and so the probability of
obtaining the observation can be described as a function of P. The observedresult,
R out of N, thus generates a function, which, as in section 1, suggests an APL
operator. With ILL above the generator was a function,in this caseit is a vector
N,R. Anticipating the fact that the objective is to generate confidence limits, I
combinethe required confidence level in the form, say .95, with ¥ and R to define
an operator GB analogousto Dietrich☂s function G_BINOM:

{o] Z+(LNR GB)PsL;N;R;T
C4] (LON R)*ZLNR © T+0,2R a R out of N is an obsvn;Le(0,1]
[2] Ze (4/(PaT)x((1-P)*N-P)xTIN)-L
(3] «a Z is cum binom prob(P,N;R) - £
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By setting I to 0, GB can be used to obtain the cumulative binomial probability
for any given P. For example:

063 GB .5
0.65625

gives the probability of up to and including 3 heads in a toss of 6 coins. The
experiment which Dietrich describes is one in which 13 out of 17 are observed,
and so the estimate of P is 13/17 = 0.7647. The lower confidencelimitis that value
of P which is sufficiently small that the observation 13 out of 17 begins to become
implausible. This, according to the Clopper-Pearson methodology, is recognised
by the cumulative probability reaching 0.975 (for 95% confidence limits) for R=12
{n.b. not 13). So using Dietrich☂s start values of 0 and 1, use ILL to find this
probability as

☜4i+(0.975 147 12 GB)RPT 0 14
0.50101

Similarly the upper limit is that value of P which is sufficiently large that the
cumulative probability up to R=13 reaches no more than 0.025.

☜4i4+(0.025 17 13 GB)RPF 0 4
0.93189

Generalising the method, define a function c1b which takes a result and a
confidencelevel and produces a Clopper-Pearson confidenceinterval:
(oj ZL cl NR;P;SI
[1] a Z is binom conf lims given obsyn (N,R), level is eg. L=.95
[2] ZeO 1 0 Pet/GNR o B+0.5x145 a Adjust L for 2-sided
[a] SIOCT((L/|P-0 1) L((Pxa-P)stNR)*0.5 a Set Start IntervalC4] +CO=+oNR)/E1 a Z(1]=0 if R=0
C5] Z[1]+"1+(2,NR-0 1)GB RPT O[P-3 1xSI a solve for low lim
(6] Lis+(=/NR)/0 a ZC2)=1 if R=N
C7] Z[2])+714+((1-L),4R)GB RPT 11P+1 3xSI a solve for high lim

Dietrich uses 0 and 1 (the extremes of the probability range) as start values
throughout. This not only fails to use the knowledge which is already present in
the observation in order to speed up the convergenceof the Ilinois method, but
also can causefailure of convergence in the case of N outof N,since the twostart
points mustnot beidentical. I have tried various ideas for a universal start value
formula, and my currentbest thinkingis reflected in line [3] of the function c1b,
and in the corresponding lines of the matching functions for other distributions
which are given below.I have not penetrated the matter of start values deeply,
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andit is possible that there are better formulae for them, or indeed that the ones
given may not always work. So long as the user has at least some degree of
numerical and programming awareness, this need never be a severe problem in
practice.
Dietrich gives the results of all confidence intervals for the case N=10, but
declines to show the programming he needed to get there. Under my scheme of
things this is achieved neatly using the each operator:

F,,[10]0,.95c1b"10, T+0,110
0.308520025286 0.44502
-025211 0.5564«066739 0.65245
.12455 0.73762
«18709 0.81294«26238 0.87845
«34755 0.99326«44391 0.97479
+55498 0.99747-6915 4ew

NM
mr
un
uF
wo
Nn
Ko

e
c
a
a
o
c
o
e
c
o
o
e
e

4

Dietrich concluded his article by saying that this approach could be extended to
the Poisson and negative binomial distributions. Rather than hand-wave, here are
the corresponding operators:

Poisson:
Co] Z2+(ER GP)X3L3R3T
Ci] (ZL R)+LR © T+0,1R a R is an integer obsyn; Le[0,1]
[2] Ze((a-X)at/(X*T)$iT)-L a Result is cum Poisson prob(X;R)-L

[ol Z+L clp R;P;SI
(1) a Z is Poisson conf lims for obsvn R, level is e.g. L=.95
[2] 240 1 0 LO. 5xith a Adjust L for 2-sided
C3] +(O=R)/E4 a 2[1]=0 if R=0{4] ZL 1]+71+(£,R)GP RPT 0.5 0.9xR
C5] £4:202]+71+((1-L),R)GP RPT 2 3xR

Negative Binomial:
[oj Z2+(2LXR GNB)P;L:X;R3T
[4] (EX R)*LXR 6 T+0,iR a R = no. of Os before X is; Lel0,1]
(2) Ze (+/(PaX)x((1-P)* 2) xPixXeT-1)-2E
[3] a Z is cum neg bin p(P,X;R) - L
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fo] Z+L cinb XR;P;SI
[1] a Z=neg binom conf lims for obsvn (X,R), level is eg.L5.95
[2] 20 1 6 Pe(tXR)F+/XR 0 LO. 5x1 th a Adjust L for 2-sided
Ca] SI+OCPFL/|P-0 4 a Set start interval
[4] +(0=+OXR}/L4 a Z2[1]=0 if R=0
Cs] Z{1]+71t((41-L),XR)GNB RPT OfP-0.2 0,.5xSI[6] La:Z02]+714+(L,XR-0 1)GNB RPT(1-OCT)LP+0.2 0.5xSI
Dietrich talks about the ☜coverage probability c(p)☝ meaning the probability that
the true binomial probability lies within the confidence limits. In my view, c(p) is
either 0 or 1, that is the confidence interval either does or does not include the
true probability - the problem is that since you don☂t know the latter you don☂t
know which of these two values c(p) possesses. In short, I do not understand
Dietrich☂s coverage probability, which is a pity, because by not giving his
program, Dietrich has missed an opportunity of using APL to describe his
intentions in a situation where verbal communication by itself has proved
inadequate. Also the diagram on page 93 has presumably suffered greatly in
transcription, and sothis doesn☂t help either.
What is meaningful is to compute the relative likelihood associated with the
confidenceinterval, that is the average probability of the observation for P values
within the limits, relative to the overall average probability. To compute this
requires integration of the various probability functions, which in tum requires
some more numerical analysis. For those readers who wish to persevere further
this is where the next section returns.

More Numerical Analysis
A complete operator-based APL package was described in detail in [3]. A
summary version is given here which contains the operator SIMPSON, which
implements Simpson☂s Rule, and ROMBERG which builds on SIMPSON, and
extendsit satisfactorily for definite integration for a wide range of functions. In
each caseP is the function to be integrated and R is the range ofintegration. The
numberof Simpsonintervals, L must be an even integer.
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[0] Z+E(P SIMPSON)R;T
Ca] Ze Pxt/(4,( (2-2) 4 2),4) "PU CAR) +(T+-R- 3h) x0, 12) 53
{o] ReV refine SCi] +(0#p,V)/E4i 0 RS 0 0
(2] Li:R«,(71+V)refine s
C3] ReR, (TitR)+("itR-V)¥142e4xpR

(ol Z~(P ROMBERG)R;T;N
{11 Z+T+(1+N+0)(P SIMPSON)R
C2] £1:2+( f+1+Z)refine(2*N+N+1)(P SIMPSON)R
(3) +(EPS<|T-1+Z)/L1 0 Z<71t%

There are situations in which what is called adaptive integration works where
ROMBERGfails, and so an operator ADAPT is also given. ADAPT works by
repeatedly distributing the tolerance between half-sized intervals, and so it is
necessary to provide the initial tolerance, E, explicitly at invocation, whereas
ROMBERGusesthe global value EPS.

[0] Z+E(P ADAPT)R[i] Z*u(P SIMPSON)R
[2] +(EPS>|Z-2(P SIMPSON)R)/0
(3] Z++/(0,5xEPS)(P ADAPT)☜0 16°R,☜0.5x+/R

The abovefourteen lines of APL provide a complete general-purpose package for
definite integration ♥ a good exampleof a small amount of APL codeproviding a
great dealof function.

MoreStatistics
Following the above, we are now in position to computetherelative likelihoods
for the binomial and negative binomial distributions by integrating over both the
Clopper-Pearson range, and the maximum possible range, which is (0,1). The
operators PYB and PYNB supply binomial and negative binomial probabilities.
Expressing the parameter pairs NR and XR as operandsallowstheir arguments P
to be set up as suitable variables for integration.
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[Co] 2«(NR PYB)P
(11 Z+x/(1/ONR), (P,1-P)*("14NR),-/NR
Co] Z«L rlb NR
{4] Z+t/(NR PYB ROMBERG)"(L clb NR){0 1)

{o] Z<(XR PYNB)P;X;R
(4) (X R)+XR © Z+(PaX)x((1-P)4*R)xRIEX+R-1

[0] Z+L rinb XR
{1 Z++/(XR PYNB ROMBERG)"(L clnb XR)(0 1)

There is no pointin supplying correspondingoperations for the Poisson case sincemathematics guarantees that the relative likelihood is exactly equal to theconfidence level.
It is interesting to evaluate the relative likelihoods for some sample binomialobservations,

+95 rIb"(10 3)(100 30)
0.98385 0.96238

«95 rib 1000 300
0.95354

Once N becomeslarge, say of the order of several hundred, the user needs to besensibly aware of what is going on in the program. The problems arise becausethe functions being integrated eventually have values of the same order ofmagnitude as EPS. Some breathing space can be obtained by recognising thatsince rlb producesrelative likelihoods the results of PYB and PYNB can bemultiplied within the APL function by arbitrary constants. Switching fromROMBERG to ADAPTis anotherpossibility, which was necessary in the last caseabove, although for simpler cases ROMBERGis faster.
In each casethe relative likelihood is greater than the confidence level, whichleads to the paradox that for a low N such as 10, the odds are better than 49 to 1on the confidence limits including true p, even although the confidence level wasonly 95%. The explanation is that the probability of obtaining precisely theobserved result is excluded from both summations in cl. As N increases therelative likelihood (which is what you should put your money on!) moves closerto the confidence level. However even with N=1000 thereis still quite a bit to go.
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Relative likelihood is also observed to exceed confidence limits in the negative
binomial case.

95 rinb☂(2 1)(2 3)(5 20)
0,99595 0.98218 0.95367

In a teaching context, this provides striking illustrations of the differences
between confidence, probability, and relative likelihood.

I would like to emphasise the practical nature of suchcalculations. At work I was
often asked what should be believed following an experiment in which small
numbers of failures were observed, for example 2 out of 1000. The appropriate
confidence limits are

-95 clb 1000 2
0.00024 0,007

Using a Normal approximation the 95% confidence limits would have been
quoted as -0.0008 to .0048, the former of whichis ridiculous, while the latter leads
toa falsely optimistic view of the true quality.

Norman Thomson
Finnock House
Cliff Terrace Road
Wemyss Bay
Inverclyde
PAI8 6AP
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TECHNICAL SECTION
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Hackers☂ Corner: a New Frock for IRMA
by Adrian Smith (100331.644@compuserve.com)

Motivation
I find it helpful to be able to read my own APL code occasionally, but essential to
read other people☂s code which I am trying to maintain. As I write this, 1 am a
few days into a short contract which involves changing over some quite complex
mainframe code to run with a new set of input sources, while maintaining a lot
of existing output structures. The first day ♥ having got through the routine
pay-and-rationsstuff ♥ was spent browsing workspaces and generally trying to
understand what the existing system was doing. I found this to be a lot harder
than it should have been,atleast in part because of the quite awful rendering of
the APL font by the IRMAWin software I was using.It seemsas if the people
whodesigned(if that is the word) the APL characters had set out to make APL
nearly as hard to read as J! Hereis the sort of thing I was faced with...

      (RMA WorkStation: 3270 Terminal - [ standard.emu* {B]f
fei File Edit Controls Settings Window HelpEDIT 6.0: FSMAR {Width=98; Nulls on .., Compress on}
+B] MAT+FSMAR FLDS; FMT: INDEX; LEN; SHAPE; DELX
(17 ADIG GUT FLELO CONTENTS FROM FSMAKEEP.
(2) RAND RESHAPE TO LOOK LIKE THEY WERE ON THE SCREEN.£3] Roo Saved on 27/82/84 at 05.12.
[4] GELX+ DERROR **FULL-SCREEN '*,( 1+Q)0MIOFCNL) t00N"
[5] #(~B=1TOpFLOS}/* FLOS+ IT 6S+OAVI(~FLDSe** ,/3:°')/FLDS'
[6] FMT+FSMAPTR(; 2 3]
(71 +(L=pFLDS+ FSMAPTRC; 111, FLOS) MULT
[8] SINGLE: MAT+FSMAKEEPE FSMAPTRE FLOS;4]+1x/FMTCFLOS; 1)
{9} SHAPE* (SHAPEL 1 J=1) SSHAPE+, FNTCFLOS; 1][18] +(1=ppiaT+SHAPEpMAT) 40
[it] AVECTOR FIELDS HAVE TRAILING UNDERSCORES STRIPPEO OFF.
(121 +8, pMAT+(-+/A\gnATe* _*) SAT
[13] MULT: INDEX+FSMAPTREFLOS;4]o. +1 [/LEN+x/ENTEFLDS;]
Cid] MAT#+FSMAREEPT 1 | INDEXxLEN. .2U[/LEN]v

   

Notice that almost all the APL symbols occupy far too much of the available
width, that there is no differentiation of height so that [] ft do not show
clearly, and that 1 and p looklike nothing onearth. If ] was finding this hard to
read, what aboutall the other poor mainframe users out there, who have had
their nice old terminals taken away and replaced by ☁modern☂ Windows-based
PCs.If you are suffering as | did ♥ read on.
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Investigation
Well, a font is a font is a FON ♥ evenif it has some 32 different sizes in it so
IRMAcanpretend to be every knowntypeof 3270 device. I already hada little
APL*PLUS/PC workspace for maintaining fontfiles, which I used to build the
CAUSEWAY.FON that Duncan designed in the style of the old mainframe
character set. I settled on 15 by 7 and 15 by 8 as nice sizes to work with, so the
challenge was onto find the right place in the DCAAPL.FONfile to patch. Now
15 is a good numberto look for if you have a hex-dumputility for DOSfiles, as
thefile is listed in 32-byte sections so you get a very clear diagonal pattern from a
15-characterrepeat...    | ao 80 80 7c 0 6 © 0 OO Oo ff 11 84 a4 8478 0 © 0 0 0 0 Oo Y {☁ 2010 0 0 0 © 0 0 Ofe oO 4 Ii o 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 6 oO Oo |} {t 4 0 0 6 9 0 6 0 Oo OMe Y t{ 6 9 0 6 © © & 0 Oo O40 f I1 0 9 0 0 6 0 38 20 202020 | 't 0 0 © G6 9 0 Oc8 30 e 30 | '! 9 G6 6 6 0 0 0 30 4B 48 a0 | {1 0 6 0 0 9 064 94 88 a8 aaj :I 0 9 0 0 0 4¢ 40 7840 ac Of '! @ 0 0 06020202024 18 0 fe '{ 0 0 0 16 26 44 44 64 58 40 40 { !
' 0 0 O44 92 92 92 bc 0 0 Oo } t' 44 28 10 2845 0 0 0 0 0 0 1I 20306 8 4&4 OO 6 oO oO f {: 3030 Ofc 03030 0 0 0 0 0 OO f I! O7c 44 28 281010 0 0 0 0 0 OO fg I1 4010 282845 7c 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 oO Oo } |( 7c 1010 40 10 10 0 9 6 0 6 038 8 Bt |I 68 6 6 # 838 6 0 0 0 0 0 W Bte | tI fe 40 80 9 6 G G 0 0 1010 10101030 | '
If you don☂t have a suitable hex-dumputility, this one (written in C, by me, in
1988) is included on the DOSPP page on APL-385☂s web site at
www.demon.co.uk/apl385. Now, each character in a .FON file is made up of n
bytes, where n is the depth of the character cell. What we would expectto find
here is a collection of integer vectors, each 15 long, having the pattern of the
character represented as the topmost7 bits (for the 15 by 7 set). All we need to do
is read the file into the workspace (using rget from Vector 11.1 p126) and dig
into it around the c700 spot to see whatwefind...

pff+rget'dcaapl.fon'
245040

161744+'012345678Sabcdef'1'c700!
So0gu4
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.. looks hopeful. We havea straddle across what might be a base and what might
be the top of a ceiling! Now to have a look at the font ordering in charmap, and
sure enough wefind that the 1 is one character before the [, on the positions
normally given to N and

O

in thefont.

A

little gentle arithmetic yields the base
point of the font as basei5+50232 (incidentally the 15 by 8 set is based at
87096) and we now havethe following function to browse the characters:

vseei5f[olV
to] reseeiS ch;pos
[1] a 7 wide by 15-deep chars
C2) pos+dcavich
C3] re! .O'[1+&(8p2)7154 (basei5+15xpos}tff]

v

.. where dcav was simply read off charmap and typed in. Now all we need to
do is to read in the causewayfont,lift the definition from there, trim unwanted
rowsor columns, and patchit in to the DCA font ...

vputis(C0lv
fo} ch puti5 def;pos
[1] a replace 15-deep char
C2] pos+dcavich
[al (15+ (base15+15xpos)¥f£F)+(8p2)1a~defe' .!

v

vPatcALdly
Co] Patch chycs
(1] a Substitute baselined causeway char
[2] cs+ig-ie71 O¢see ch
C3] ch putis cs

v
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Results
The proof of the pudding is in the eating, and I am glad to report that mymainframescreen now looks likethis...

   a BRCSIEuBR realmney baEMecg Ls)Edit Controls Settings Window Help| EDIT 6.8; FSMaR {Width=9@; Nulis on... Compress on}FTO) MAT+FSMaR FLDS; ENT; INDEX;LEN: SHAPE: CELX,(13 mDIG OUT FIELD CONTENTS FROM FSMAREEP.{2] RAND RESHAPE TO LOOK LIKE THEY WERE ON THE SCREEN.(3] nee Saved on 27/82/84 at 49.12,[4] DELX«'GERROR ''FULL-SCREEN ☁', CL+ODMUOTCRL) t00K"[5] 4(~0=148pFLDS)/☂ FLOS+I[~65+CAVL(~FLDSe'' of 32" ")/FLDS?{6] EMT4FSMAPTRE; 2 3]
{7] +(1=pFLOS+FSMAPTRE; 1]u, FLOS) 4MULT
[8] SINGLE: MAT*FSMAKEEP( FSMAPTREFLDS 34 3+ux/EMTCFLOS; 1]£93 SHAPE*(SHAPEL 1 J=1) 4SHAPE*, FTE FLDS: ][18] +(1=ppMAT#SHAPEpMAT) 48
[12] AVECTOR FLELOS HAVE TRAILING UNDERSCORES STRIPPEO OFF.[12] +8, pMAT#(-+/s\gMATe☂ _*) MATC13] MULT; INDEX+FSMAPTREFLOS:4]o,+uf/L ENex/FMT[FLDS; JU4] MAT+FSMAKEEPL 1 INDEX*LENo .2u[/LEN]

v

  

-. whichI find very comfortable to work with, and very nearly as readable as theoriginal (excellent) 3179 fonts of 10 years ago. Moral: if your job is chopping
downtrees, there is always time to stop and sharpen youraxe.

Getting Hold of this Stuff
It is probably not sensible for me to put the patched DCAAPL.FON upon the
Web,asit has at least 37 copyright statements embeddedin it, and ] don☂t wantto upset anyone. However the Dyalog workspaceis absolutely tiny, so you cangrabit from www.demon.co.uk/ap1385/ragbag and save yourself sometyping.
Next issue: Making ] Readable (no, sorry ... even for the April Vector that was ajoke in very poor taste ♥ perhaps a Neural Net application to discriminate
betweenJ and line-noise would be moreinteresting?).
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TECHNICAL
CORRESPONDENCE

Divided Differences: Reply to Hui & Iverson
From: Norman Thomson March 1996
I should like to thank Roger Hui and KenIversonfor contributing the elegant
solutions for divided differences, Choleski and QR decomposition in the January
Vector[1]. 1 would makethe point that the MWY solutions reflect my empirical
observation that most mathematicians, faced with a programmingtask, find it
more comforting and secure to work at the cell level, rather than to ☜think
array☝. I don☂t applaud this, but it does seem to be a fact that mathematicians,
like teenagers, do not always do whattheyaretold is good for them! Cell-level
workingis also the style of most numerical analysis algorithms given in the older
classic text-books.
1 used the Choleski algorithm because | wanted a simple, but non-trivial
illustration of an algorithm which demanded a loop. Clearly 1 should have
looked further for my example! I can only plead that my upbringing on the
books of the pre-computer era has shielded me from the Choleski and QR
algorithmsin J which Ken and Rogergive. These are built on results which are so
delightful that I consider it worth while ☜drawing☝ them below in ways which
make the recursive algorithms seem almostinevitable! C(X) means the Choleski
matrix of the square symmetrical matrix X, and is the extension of the idea of
☜square root☝ to a matrix. Dashes represent transpose. The matrices are divided
into halves either by both rows and columns in the case of Choleski, or by
columnsin the case of QR. Where the numberof columns is odd,the extra oneis
to the left of the dividing vertical bar.

X| ¥ (xX) 0
cl d=Y| zZ -i -1

Y'X C(X)] CCZ-Y'X Y)
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R(A0) QCAO)TAL
 QR(AO|A1) = Q(Ao} Q(G)       0 R{G)
 

where G = Ai- Q(A0).Q(A0)☂.A1.
Thopethatthis further note may encourageothersto revisit the J algorithms.
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Linear Recurrences and Matrix Powers
From: Roger Hui 29th February 1996
Tread with enjoymentand admiration accounts of Eugene McDonnell☂s excellent
adventurein ☜Heron's Rule & Integer-Area Triangles☝ in the January Vector (12.3
pp 133♥142). The article discusses Sloane☂s sequence 700, s=: 1 2 7 26 97 362
.. with recurrence relation

A(n} = 4A(n-1) - A(n-2}
where (2*s)+/_1 0 1 are the sides of integer-area triangles. Computing the
sequence using the double recursion is found to be extremely slow, and is made
faster using generating functions, Taylor's series, and partial fractions.
There is anotherfast solution, based on array operations. The recurrence can be
written as the matrix equation:

0 ☁| [acn-2)]
1 4

4

[acn-3)
.
|= |a(n) | -
L |a(n-1)L

This form makes clear whyit's called a linear recurrence.In J,
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M x AO
MxM x AO

7 26
Mx MxM x AO

26 97

MExa: (1.5) AO
1 2
2 7
7 26
6 937
7 362

Matrix multiplication

(M x M) x AO
7 26

(M x Mx M) x AO
26 97

(Mexa: (1.5) =i.2) x AO
1 2
2 7
7 26

26 97
97 362

Thus the n-th elementof the sequenceobtains by n repeated multiplications by M
or, equivalently, by multiplying by the n-th power of M. The n-th power of a
matrix can be computed by repeated squaring, with a consequent reduction from
O(n) operations to O(log n) operations.
Weillustrate the process for M to the 30-th power:

Cba2 #2 90
taiaiaida

b # i,-#b
4321

♥-4 iS

x~Ar4 32 1M
~109552575 408855776
408855776 1525870529

-2911 10a64
~10864 HOSES

~15 S56
~56 209

Binary representation of 30

Powers corresponding to 1s in b

Squaring a matrix

Powers with squaring as the function
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1 4
4 1s

(M&xa:16 8 4 2 =1.2) -: x-ar4 324M
1

x/ x-arG 324M Productof selected powers
-1.11401e16 4.15753e16
♥4,45753e16 1.55161617

pows: Ws 'x/ x~-a: (b#i.-#b=,#:y.) x.!
M pow 30

♥1.11401¢16 4,15753e16
-4.15759e16 1,55161¢e17

M pow 0
10
od

M&xa: 30 =i.2 Powerby repeated multiplication
-1.11404e16 4,15753e16
♥-4.15759e16 1,55161¢17

x/ 304 ,:M Insert x between 30 copies of M
-1.41401e16 4,15753e16
-&.15753e16 1,55161¢e417

The three techniques for computing matrix powers are applied for various n,
with the following timings(milliseconds; J3.01 on Windows3.1 on 80486/50):

30 60 90 12

Méxarn =1.2 10.4 17.6 26,4 $3.5
x/n#,:M 9.3 17.5 25.8 34.0
M pow n 6.6 9.4 9.9 9.3

It remainsto define a function to compute the n-th element of the sequence:
seq=: [: {. M&épow x Ao晳_
seq晳o i.10

127 26 97 362 1351 5042 18817 70226

seq 30
7.20106e16

The preceding techniquesare applicable to any linear recurrence (on any number
of terms). For example, the Fibonacci sequence obtains from M=:6 41,:1 41 and
AQ=I0 4.
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A Different DDE Application
by John Sullivan

Regular readers will remember my diatribe on p.7 of Vol.11 No.4 concerning the
mangling of Welsh grammar and spelling in an earlier issue. As a postscript I
suggested (with some tongue in cheek) that it might be an idea for the Vector
production team to obtain the new Welshspell-checker from the Welsh Office, in
Cardiff.
The version for Windows, called CySill, was released in August, 1995. Being
interested in most things from west of Clawdd Offa (sorry, Offa☂s Dyke), I
ordered my copy and after a short while it arrived. 1 read the manual, and
configured it to work with my word processor. As I read on, ] came across a page
headed ☜DDEInterface to CySill☝. Text is put into the clipboard, the spell-checker
is called from another program via DDE, and the corrected text is then rescued
from the clipboard and put back into your application. This sounded like an ideal
opportunity to show that DDEis notrestricted just to APL and the MS Office
suite of programs, and that it will work with others as well.
WhenCySill is installed its directory must be included in the DOS path,so to start
it up all you needis the nameof its executable file, with no directory path. Only
one instance of CySill can run at any onetime:tryingto start it a second time from
the desktop just makes the existing instance active. This makes programming
very much simpler because if we suspect that CySill is not already running we
just try to start it up andif this fails we can☂t go any further so we exit gracefully.
Of course we could check to see if CySill is already running (see [2] for how) but
there seems little point.
For the purposesof this exercise I have written some simple functions with lots of
verbosity to enable me to see what☂s happening. In any real application the
functions would be much more terse. The ideas were obtained from Adrian
Smith☂s paper at APL93[1}.
The algorithm | used is

Can weshare with CySill?
If No then
Assumethat CySill is not runningsotry to start it up
If the return from ourstart-up attempt implies that CySill is already running then

Exit gracefully
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Can weshare with CySill?
If No then
Exit gracefully

Putthe text into the clipboard
Request CySill to check the text
Dountil CySill has finished
Ask CySill if it has finished

Obtain the corrected text from the clipboard
Minimize CySill and wait for its nextcall.

The main function looks like this:
vy z+Check z;CL;command;reply

(1) a Perform Welsh spell checking on the text in <z>
C2] >(2='"DDE:CySilllarchwilio'QSVO'command s')/At
(3) ☁CySill will not accept DDE, Maybe it is not running. Trying
to start it up.'
C4] >(a2<reply+StartMin'CYSWIN')/a3
[5] +(16sreply)/a3 a If we tried to start it a 2nd time
[6] ☁Unable to start CySill, return code is ',yreply ° +0
(71 43:%(2='DDE:CySilllarchwilio'QSv0'command #')/ai
£8] 'CySill will still not accept DDE!' © +0
[9] 41: 'CE'QWC'Clipboard'
[10] 'CL'DWS'Text'z
[11] command+'GwirioClipboard'
[12] a2:+(O-=reply+CySillRequest'Cyflwr')/finished
[13] +(Oxp,reply)/a2
[14] ☁You closed CySill before it finished. Cannot continue.' ¢ +0
(15] finished:z+'CL'QwWe'Text!
(16) s('ie'=CySillRequest'Cau')/'''You requested Close on the file
menu.''t
Civ} 2('na'aCySillRequest'Newid')/'''No change.'!'
[18] command+'Minimize' a Keep open for next time

v
There are two called functions, one to make the DDE requests and the other to
start up the applicationif it is not already running.

v z+CySillRequest x;y
C1] a Send a request to CySill and return its reply
C2] zee a Default if CySill is incommunicado
C3] >(2='DDE:CySilll|archwilio'QSvo'y ',x)+0
4] ary

v
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v z+StartMin x;WinExec
[1] a Start a Windows app. and minimize it, don't make it active
[2] ONA'G kernel.exe.Pie|WinExec <oT U!
(3) z<«WinExec xX 7

v

In this last function I could have used z2+]}CMD x ☁minimized', but this fails
with a Domain Error if it can☂t start CySill, rather than giving a return code to
help you determine what is wrong.
There is no needto kill the task, because the chances are that having used it once
you'll needit again soon, so you might as well keepit alive.
Note that, unlike the applications in MS Office, you do not enclose the DDE
commands to CySill in square brackets (in fact, if you do they will not be
recognized!).

References
[1] Adrian Smith, Co-operative programming with Windows DDE, APL93 Conference

Proceedings (APL Quote Quad, Vol.24, No.1) p.244.
[2] Duncan Pearson, A Windows Task-Killerfor APL, Vector, Vol.10, No.2, p.126.

CySill, The Welsh spell-checker, is available from:
Welsh Language Board
Market Chambers
5-7 St Mary Street
Cardiff CF1 2AT
Telephone 01222-224744.
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An Internet Extension to 3D
Noughts and Crosses

by Timo Laurmaa (100316.3367@compuserve.com)

Introduction
The competition announced in Vector 12.3 depicted a situation, where instead of
me playing against one of my childrensitting next to me, the PC could be the
opponent - probably annoyingly skilled, always concentrating, never failing to
take advantage of my mistakes. Although the programming task sounded like a
challenge, 1 wanted to approach the problem in a different way by enabling two
people, both using their own PCs, to play against each other via the Internet.
Duncan Pearson☂soriginal game is based on three events. The Internet extension
needs a fourth event and some additional steps into the original three (all
enhancements are marked with italics) to be introduced:

« New Game(a menu event) initialises the variables, drawsthe grid and gives
the turn to the red (i.e. the client).

+ Place (a mouse event) converts the mouse co-ordinatesinto the ball index (0 to
~1+nx 3), sends the ball index to the other player, checks for a win and switches to
the other player☂s colour.

* Spin (a keyboard event) rotates the grid; no change - both players may spin
their grids independently and do not know about their opponent's viewing
angle.

» Receive (TCP/IP event) takes place when the other player has placed a ball, The Place
event is then created, with the exception that since the ball index is already known, the
conversion from mouse co-ordinates is skipped.

Communication Protocol
The TCP/IP protocol, which creates the connection between the two players and
sends the ball index after every move, is built using AP119/W by Lingo Allegro,
Inc, (see review on page 38). The event-driven approach to TCP/IP programming
is particularly useful in an application like the 3D Noughts and Crosses, which is
inherently event-driven.
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The first player selects the menu item Nevo (as Internet Server). AP119/W creates a
listening socket and waits for ☜clients☝. Nothing else happens until the second
player selects the menu item New (as Internet Client), and is prompted for the
server's IP address. A socket with a connection to our not-so-well-known port
number3333 is established, and the gamestarts with the client☂s turn to place the
first ball, The socket remains open to the end of the game.
Each placement of a new ball is communicated to the other player with the
TCP/IP SEND command, detected by the READ event on the other side. When
either player has won, the socket is closed and the serveris free to play with other
clients.

Changes to Duncan☂s Original APL Code
Only three essential changes to the programs listed in Vector 12.3 were required:

1. Two new menuitemsallow for starting the gameas serverora client:

Make({2B8-29]

☁form,.menu.game.new2'QWC'menuitem'
☁New (as Internet &Server)'
(☁event' ☁Select! 'scolour[]+0 © Connect 1 © Draw☂)

☁form.menu.game.new3'(WC'menuitem'
'New (as Internet &Client)'
('event' 'Select' ☁'scolour[]<0 © Connect 0 ©» Draw')

2. If the ball index is received from the other player, the code that handles mouse
co-ordinates is skipped:

Place(ii]
>Lb1/~hismove+0==hitemsg

3. The player☂s own move has to be communicated to the opponent:
Place{24-26]

Lbi:

20/~xcolour(hit]

Message hismovethit
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Other Issues
Since there is, apart from yourself, nobody around to say ☜Wake up,it☂s your
turn☝, I recorded two .wavfiles yourturn.coav and plsewnit.wav (the names are self-
descriptive), one of which is played after a move took place. I modified the
standard PLAY program to replaythe last sound file every 30 seconds to simulate
a real-life situation where intensive thinking is interrupted by a reminder ☜Come
on,it☂s your turn☝.
I also took advantage of the open socket and allowed the players to send
comments to each other. Whenever a character string, which clearly is not a bail
index, is transmitted, it is simply displayed in the APL session.
Cheating is possible as it is in real life. There is nothing to prevent you from
placing a ball on the other player's turn. However, if you have a sound board and
the speakers are on, you will hear that something went wrong.

Conclusion
Ofall client/server applications that I have designed, this one demonstrates the
mostliteral participation from the server. A crucial difference with a single-PC,
two-player gameis that once the grid gets populated,it is increasingly difficult to
see where the opponent placed the new ball - it may pop up just as you are
looking elsewhere.
Networked 3D Noughts and Crosses can be played at APL96, and the complete
workspace can be downloaded from hitp:/Auww.demon.co.uk/apl385. (But you need
to have AP119/W rel 2.0 in order to play the game.)
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Program Listings
The fCPxxx programs are notlisted here.
Connect n;a
aStart game as a client (n=0) or a server (n=1)aTimo Laurmaa 23.2.1996~n/Lb2nPlaying as a client2(O=QNC'IPADR')/'IPADR+''X.X.X."01¢Lbi:IPADR+IPADR Win_input'IP address of server!
+0/[0epIPADR+' '~☜IPADR*LDA/='X' eIPADRa+0 FCPSOGKET IPADR 3333 ☁ThreeD'a+PLAY' YourTurn.wav'
+0Lb?:a+PLAY'PlseWait.wav'+LB3/~Hode=0
+0/<(e' PhreeD! )ePROTOCOLSEb3:ae1 TCPSOCKET'0.0.0,0' 3333 'ThreeDt

Message vin;3saTell the other player what your move was
afimo Laurmaa 23.2,1996

a Jump if server
Initial IP address maskPrompt for server's IP addressQuit if nothing enteredJump if clearly wrong inputPort 3333, protocol ThreeD
Client starts always

Wait until a client joinsJump if single PC so farExit if already waiting/playing
Wait for clients

+Eb1/-Oepy a Jump if he moved
+0/=Mode=0 an Exit 1f single PC modes+(($PROTOCOLS) 1c' ThreeD! )>¢SOCKETS a The last "3D" socket is for sending
aes TOPSEND'N'(4v) a Send without conversiona*PLAY'PiseWait.wav' a Now waiting for his move
+0Lbi:a+PLAY' YourTurn.wav' a Your turn.

ThreeD V;EV;SNsVARsTfs 3-D Noughts and crosses TCP/IP event handler(EY Syye¥1 (EV=1 32)/READ CLOSEREAD: A*TCP'RECV'SN 0 ☁WN!
*HOVE/=(1 2v.=pA)an/dc'1234567890!
a(tatea A)/ eA @ 0?
Exe 144 0 +0MOVE: TCPINFO'The other player☂s move: ',A
Placesd ¢ +0
CLOSE:colour[]+0 « Draw

 

Event ar, socket
Select the eventRead without translationother player's move: n or anDisplay if not to be executedExecute with error trappingWrite log info about the moveGall Noughts and Crosses, exitInitialise game tf socket lost

alndicated whether the game is played in a single-PC, Server or Client Mode
az ++ 0 (Single-PC) or 1 (Client) or 2 (Server,
efimo Laurmaa 3.3.1996

playing) or 3 (Server, waiting)
2+0 n Default: Single PC+0/=( 0=UNC' SOCKETS☂ )v2#QSVO'Teprp" a Exit if single PC mode
+0/2122+2[+/L+PROTOCOLS=☝c' ThreeD☂ a How many "3D" sockets open
SN+SOCKETS(L11]2+Z+2"1 O82 e12PCP'SELECT'SN SN SN ☜1 a Return 3 if only listening socket open
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At Play with J
Year's Digits for 1996

by Eugene McDonnell
This problem is a variation of an old onethat originated as a Fortran puzzle in
the MIT alumni magazine, adapted for use with J. Hereitis:
Create a character table T, having 101 rows, each row representing a J expression,
accordingto the followingrules:

(a) Theresultof executing row i must be the atom i, and
(b) The characters ☁1☂, ☁9☂, ☁9☂, and ☁6☂ must appearin that order in each row, and

no other digits may be present. (In the Fortran puzzle, the digits could appear
in any order.)
Expressed in J, (a) each row

rs. iqT
mustsatisfy the requirement that

i-: ".r
for i an item of i. 104 (and thus an atom), and(b)

"1996' -: r~., a ~. '0123456789!

There are two additional requirements, suggested by Roger Hui:
({c) Character constants are not permitted. If they were thenall solutions would

need no more than twotokens. For example 7 could be represented by
#1199 BI,

(d) J allows ☁b☂ form constants, in which a decimal integer base appears to the left
of ☁b☂ andthe digits to the right of ☁b☂ may includenotonly thedigits 0
through 9 butalso the letters a throughz, representing digits 10 through 35.
For example,the octal representation of 63 is 8b77 and the hexadecimal
representation of 255 is 1¢bff and the decimal number 100can be written as
1buzz. The b form of constants is allowed, but the digits a through z are
excluded, as well as 023 45 78.If a through z were not excluded almostall
solutions would be one token long.

Here are some examples of invalid rows. The reason each example is
unacceptableis given directly afterit.

19+6+9 The digits are not in the prescribed order.
1+96+1 The digits are not 1996.
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9*419(96 It contains a ☁3☂.
41{.99 6 It yieldsa list result, not an atom.
# 1996" Ituses a character constant.
1bzp996 It uses the digits z and p.

As a valid example, row 19 might be
+/1 9 9L6

andthis satisfies the test19 -: ". 14/1 9 9[6'.
The objective of the problem is to use the minimum numberof tokens in each
row, as measured bytheJ ☁Word Formation☂primitive (;: ). The foregoinglist for
row 19 has 5 tokens,andit is thus superiorto:

149496
whichuses 7 tokens, butit is inferior to

19<.96
which uses only 3 tokens.
Entries will be judged in the following way: if L is the list of the number of
tokensin each row of a given entry, andM is the list of the minimum numberof
tokens in all entries submitted, then the entry which minimizes +/L~M is the
winning entry.
To ease your minds, I should say that yes, a complete set of solutions is always
possible, and this has been demonstrated mathematically by Donald Knuth and
Roger Hui, amongothers, Since +1996 is 1 then 4, +1996 is a solution for 0; and
since a, 0, 1 is between 1 and 2,then applyingfloororceiling gives solutionsfor
1 and 2. Using moreinstances of o. provides solutions for larger numbers, ad
infinitum. Clearly, this shows that a solution is always feasible. Most derived
using this method are not, however, very short. Coming up with a short solution
for each integer is your problem.
To help you getstarted, let me suggest that youuse a strategy like that employed
by Roger Hui. He used a J session in the following way to develop his table:
He worked with two windowspresent on his screen: an executable window, and
a script windowcalled ☜1996, js☝ which contained one solution perline.
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Initially, each row is set with the row number, a comma, somespaces, and a 0.
For example, row 25 would looklike this:

25, Qo

You can write potential solutions in the script window, and have them executed
in the execution windowto seeif they are correct:

25, 1494946

Roger provided himself with a suite ofutility functions:
mat=: (56}.)3.-2 @C1b:4) OC (<11996. fst}"_)
lens f27-O(((. AV /.~ 7G: (HES: }
check=: *./@(04= +. «G#)) G5",
pfx =: Ci ☜: #63: 4. 1,04
tab =: C: \:~ pfx ,. J

 

  

 

☜nat☝ reads the script file and constructs a matrix from it. As it stands, it is
suitable for use with IBM-compatible PCs. To change it for use on Unix or
Macintosh systems, you should replace the text ☁(5&}.@}:)' with ☁Se}.☂.
☜check☝ checks that each row is either zero (unsolved) or has the correct
number. ☜ten☝ makes a two-column table with the first column giving a length
and the second column giving the number of solutions with that length
(unsolved numbers have a length of 0). ☜tab☝ makes a table of the solutions
sorted in decreasing length, and thus is handy for attacking the really bad
solutions.
I wrote the following, to check that only the digits ☁1996☂ appear, in that order, in
the solution:

digg6=.%./6((:('1996'晳_ -: J] -, ae"_ -. 101234567891" }"1 ]}

To see whatthese utilities can do for you,after you☂ve created your 1996. js file
andfilled in a few entries, experiment with expressions like:

gmat 0
check mat 0
len mat @
+/*/"1 len mat 0 NB. total number of tokens
tab mat 0

Andafter you'vefilled in all the entries,
di996 mat 0
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This problem should help familiarize you with some lesser-knownpartsofJ, like
b-form constants, the new p: and q: primitives, and the monadic, or base-2 form
of the base primitive (#. ). For example, the following five-token expression:

#.p:q: |_i9b96
g1

creates the number 19696, which has the decimal value _165 (in base _19 the
values 3 and 6 evaluate to _171 and 6, with sum _165); takes the magnitude of
this number, yielding 165; finds its primefactorization with q:, yielding 3 5 11;
uses p: to find thethird, fifth and eleventh primes in the 0-origin series 2 3 5 7
11 13 17 ...,yielding7 13 37; and applies the primitive #. to evaluate this
list in base-2, yielding 91 (+/4 2 1*7 13 37). Anotherfive-token expression for
the samevalueis:

>: 1#.q: 99691
There is a solution to 91 whichis shorter than this, by the way.
Send your solutions to me either by electronic mail at: eemcd@aol.com or by
regular mail to:

Eugene McDonnell
1509 Portola Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94306
USA

If you think you havea particularly good solution for a given numberbut don☂t
want to do the whole problem, send it to me anyway; it may merit a special
commendation.
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Roger and the Amazing
Technicolor Ballclock

by Norman Thomson

This note arises from Roger Hui☂s article on the Ball Clock Problem [1], and is
addressed to readers who may have been overwhelmed by the amount of the
material covered, the speed with which Roger swept through it, or possible
difficulties in obtaining copies of the references.
It would be a pity if such readers were to miss out totally on some of the
marvellous things which Roger sped through on his voyage to solve the ACM
Programming Challenge, and so in the spirit of slow-laneJ, I shall try to expound
someof Roger's nuggets in greaterdetail.
First, here is Roger☂s basic suite of J verbs which I have not amended, except by
re-ordering them in a hierarchical fashion, excluding references to the debug
verb 131: 8, and adding the adverb each.

  

powl=, {a3 (}*(i.¢#@L)) NB. perm x. raised to the power y.
pow=.i.@#@f C,~(#8>@C.@L]1)#0.60 NB. alternative form of pow1

we /O(#E>"_)EC, NB. order of perm = ged of cycle lengths
o{:@(er/)e(c.@C mr J) NB. inverse of pow - logs are modulo ord

cr=.[r[/\*.Gt. , ,&¢: +/ .* ab NB, Chinese remainder algorithm

 

t.@(ged/ * [hte /)@(, af.)
ged=. (}.@{. }O(1tas (#@{. fs Jas ego NB. gcd in form (a,b) where ged=ax.+by.

 

  it et fe mdr ® <.OKEL./
go=., ,. =@i.@2:

tr=. #&>@[,. (res&><) NB. x.=C,. a generating perm; y.-a perm
ress, <:@#@(-{i.{:@C NB. each row of mr=#cycle,posns in cycle

each=. &>

This note is primarily about permutations. A permutation is an arrangement of
objects, and this discussion will be restricted to those permutations which can be
obtained by executing the expression n?n . A permutation is thus a vector such
as the following which Rogerusedas partof hisillustrations:

pe23945678139 0
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The verb C. converts a permutationinto cycle notation thus
C.p
7143 5/9 02468
 
   

Cycle notation can be thought of as a ☜permutation process☝ that is C.p is a
description of the process which generates the permutation p starting from i. 10
in the following way. Regard p as a sequence of items numbered from to 9, the
first cycle should beread as follows:

position 7 is to contain item 1,
position 1 is to contain item 3,
position 3 is to contain item 5,
position is to contain item 7, thereby completing the cycle.

Read the second cycle in the same way. The overall permutation processis the
result of doing both these cycle operations at every step.
The cycles themselves are disjoint and exhaustive, and each cycle is rotated so
that its largest item appears first. Also the boxed cycles are arranged in
ascending order of their leading elements. All of this is detailed in the J
dictionary, and it guarantees that the cycle representation of the permutation
process is unique.
Repeating a permutation process n times can bealternatively described as raising
the permutation to the powern. This is the basis of Roger☂s two verbs pow and
powi. They both have the same function ♥ pow should be easy to read and
understand for anyone reasonably familiar with J; pow1 is little less so, butis
moreefficient. Any permutation raised to the power 0 is i.n wheren = #p.
Thusraising p to the power n is achieved by p pow n, andtheresults ofraising it
to the powers 0,1,..5 is

>{(<p)pow each i.6
012345 6.7 89
2345678190
456781936 2
6781930524
Bigszs05 2746
9305274168

The columns headed 1 3 5 and 7 each contain these digits in repeated 4-cycles,
and the remaining columns each contain the remaining digits in repeated 6-
cycles. This means that whenever a poweris reached whichis a multiple of both
4 and 6 the permutation i.10 will recur. The smallest such power is 12, and
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more generally it is the least common denominator of the lengthsof the cycles.
This quantity is called the order of the permutation and is given by Roger's
function ord.

ord p 12

log p is the inverse of power adjusted to modulo ord p. It addresses the
problem:given oneof the rowsof the abovetable, whatis the powerto which p
mustbe raised to generateit. Again, Roger supplies the verb:

plog8i193052746
h

More generally
p log p pow 933

since 3 is the 12-remainder of 99, In mathematicsthis is expressed as 3=99(mod
12); in J or APL as 3=12199. Since permutations of n are obtained as a primitive
verb in J, experimentationis extraordinarily easy, for example:

us, 8?
2

&
5407a

a
R
A

fo
wl

 

       
>(<u)pow each i.8 NB, Table of 8 powers of p
234 7
325 7F

a
g eo4 6

64 0
... repeated four times

>(<u)log each(<u)pow each i.8
Oo1¢CiODitoOd

Jus, 878
>(<u}log each(<u}pow each i.a01230124

Roger uses an algorithm associated with the so-called Chinese remainder
theorem. Whatthis deliversis solutions to simultaneous congruences such as

x=2(mod 3) x=3(mod5) x=2(mod7)
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or, in simple English, it finds numbers which have remainders 2, 3 and 5 when
divided by 3, 5 and 7 respectively. The verb which Roger suppliesis called cr. If
there are just two congruences, say the first two above, the solution is

3 2cr 5 3
15 8

that is, 8 is the smallest number whose remainders on division by 3 and 5 are 2
and 3 respectively, and the number formed by adding any multiple of 15 to 8
will also possess this property.If there are more than two congruences, use each:

>cr each/3 2:5 337 2
105 23

so 23 and 128 are the smallest numberssatisfyingall three congruences.
Thus equipped, problems suchasthe following, beloved of puzzle book writers,
becometrivial:

Wheneggs are removed from a basket 2,3,4,5,6 at a time, the numbersleft
eventually are 1,2,3,4,5 respectively, but when 7 eggs are removed at a time
none areleft over. How manyeggsare there in the basket, given that there are
less than 200?
17pirates decided to divide the booty of gold coins, but when they did so, 3
coins were left over. In the ensuing brawl, one pirate was killed, so they
started again. This time 10 coins were left over. Anotherpirate perished
violently, and the remainder wereable to share the coins equitably. Whatis
the smallest number of coins they had to share?

The answers to the aboveare:
>er each/2 1:3 2;4 3:5 4;6 5;7 0

420 119

>er each/17 3;16 10;15 0
4080 3930

A condition for cr to deliver the correct answers is that the moduli of all the
congruences must be co-primein pairs. Roger demonstratesa test for this which
dependson having the debugfacility 131: 8 available.

Reference
[1] The Ball Clock Problem, Roger KW Hui, Vector Vol.12 No.2, pp. 56-66, 1995.
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All queries regarding advertising in VECTOR should be made to Gill Smith,at 01439-788385, Compuserve: 100331,644.
Submitting Material to Vector
The Vector working group meets towardsthe end of the month in which Vectorappears; we review material for issue n+1 and discuss themes for issues n+2onwards.Please send the text of submitted articles (with diskette as appropriate)to the new Editor:

Duncan Pearson,
Keeper's CottageFirby
YORK, YO6 4LH
Tel: 01653-618900
Email: 100265.1564@compuserve.com

Authors wishing to use Windows Write or Word for Windows should contact
Vector Production for a copy of the Vector APL TrueType font, a suitableWinword template and the Vector APL typewriter.
Camera-ready artwork(e.g. advertisements) and diskettes of ☁standard☂ material(e.g. sustaining members☂ news) should be sent to Vector Production, BrookHouse, Gilling East, YORK YO64JJ. Please also copy us with all electronicallysubmitted material so that we have early warningof possible problems.

Tel: 01439-788385
Compuserve: 100331,644.
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British APL Association: Membership Form
Membership is open to anyone interested in APL. The membership year
normally runs from Ist May to 30th April, but new members may join from Ist
August, Novemberor February if preferred. The British APL Association is a
specialinterest groupofthe British Computer Society, Reg. Charity No. 292,786
Name:
Address:
 

 

 

Postcode / Country:
Telephone Number:
Email Address:
 

 

 

Category (pleasetick box) to run from: 1st May QO) August QO Nov O FebO)

 

UK private membership ......... 06-2 e eee eee £12 QO
Overseas private membership .. 10.0.2... 000-2 eee £14 Q
Airmail supplement(not needed for Europe) . . A Q
UK Corporate membership ..........00-00 0000004☜£100 QO
Corporate membership overseas ..........-.--00-5£135 QO
Sustaining membership ...........--..0-20000-- £430 Q
Non-voting UK member (student/OAP/unemployed only) £6 Q
PAYMENT -♥ in Sterling or by Visa/Mastercard/JCB only
Payment should be enclosed with membership applications in the form of a UK
Sterling cheque to ☜The British APL Association☝, or you may quote your
Mastercard, Visa or JCB number.
Tauthorise you to debit my Visa/Mastercard/JCB account
Number: Lot Cru tres crtis Expiry date: 14 |i

 for the membership category indicated above,

   
Data Protection Act:a 5 A The information suppliedmaybeQ annually, at the prevailing tate, until further notice storedon computerandprocessed

) one year☂s subscription only in accordance with the registration
ofthe British Computer Society.

(please tick the required option above)

Signature: Send the completed form to:
British APL Association, c/o Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road, LONDON E3 5HU, UK
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The British APL Association

TheBritish APL Association is a Specialist Group of the British Computer Society.It is administered by a Committeeofofficers whoare clected by a postal ballot of Association members priorto the Annual General Meeting. Workinggroups are also established in areas such as activity planning and journal production. Offers of assistance and
involvement with any Association matters are welcomed and should be addressed in the first instance to the Secretary.
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